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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Identification of Demand in Differentiated Products Markets

by

Aren Megerdichian

Doctor of Philosophy in Economics

University of California, San Diego, 2010

Professor Halbert White, Chair

This dissertation contains four essays at the intersection of econometrics and

industrial organization. In all my chapters, I rely on a detailed set of supermarket

scanner data on ready-to-eat cereals. In Chapter 1, I examine identification of

price effects for differentiated product markets by relying on a conditional form of

exogeneity that is an alternative framework to standard instrumental variables. I

simulate price changes in the cereal industry arising from potential mergers between

firms, one of which took place in 2008.

In Chapter 2, I continue to employ conditional exogeneity to identify the

effect of market price on demand for differentiated products. The analysis here

departs from past studies of demand in several ways, including relaxing the preva-

x



lent assumption that observed product characteristics are exogenous. Estimates of

implied price-cost margins based on the conditional exogeneity framework are far

more reasonable and stable compared to estimates based on standard instrumental

variables procedures.

In Chapter 3, we (coauthored with Xun Lu) relax the omnipresent assump-

tion that indirect utility takes a linear-separable parametric form in standard logit

models of demand. We rely on conditional independence to structurally identify

and nonparametrically estimate the average marginal effect of market price on

consumer demand. We find that the effect of price on demand is monotonically

increasing in price, resulting in high-priced goods having less elastic own price elas-

ticities, and thus higher implied price-cost margins, which addresses a well-known

concern in empirical industrial organization

In Chapter 4, I examine a firm’s decision to raise price overtly (by increasing

the dollar amount of a good) versus a hidden price change (by decreasing the

contents in a good’s package). I conduct a comprehensive set of empirical analyses

in order to assess the impact of hidden price increases on expenditure share and

profitability. During July 2007, General Mills decreased the cereal content for 20

out of 23 of their products in my sample of scanner data. A key finding is that

consumers tend to notice hidden price changes on smaller-sized boxes of cereal,

leading them to substitute to larger-sized boxes of cereal.
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Chapter 1

Identification of Price Effects in

Demand Systems with an

Application to Merger Simulation

1.1 Introduction

Researchers often find the need to estimate demand systems. For example,

demand systems are of central importance for analyzing product market delin-

eation,1 as well as determining competitive effects from mergers and new product

introductions.2 Endogeneity of the right-hand-side variables in the estimating de-

mand equations, typically prices, is often a concern for practitioners. When price

exogeneity fails, the researcher is not able to identify the causal or structural effect

of price on quantity in the demand equation, but rather is only able to estimate

predictive effects. Failure of demand curve identification has a rich history in eco-

nomics, and is often addressed with instrumental variable (IV) estimators using

cost shifters, or proxies for cost shifters, as exogenous instruments. This chapter,

in contrast, relies on a conditional form of exogeneity for identification that does

not require the instruments to be exogenous.

1See, for example, Rubinfeld (2000), Werden (1998), and Scheffman and Spiller (1996).
2See Nevo (2000b), footnote 1, for a list of numerous important studies in industrial

organization.

1
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Price endogeneity may arise for several reasons, and understanding the

underlying sources is important for remedying the problem. The price-setting

behavior in differentiated product markets is different than the supply-demand

framework that researchers may expect to encounter in homogeneous product mar-

kets under perfect competition. The latter is the textbook example of why de-

mand identification may fail to hold, while the former is the focus of this chapter.

Research in retail pricing suggests that prices set for many products sold in super-

markets are not simply the result of the intersection between supply and demand,

but rather are strategically set for a variety of competitive reasons. To the extent

that manufacturers and retailers are setting prices based on factors that also affect

demand, these confounding variables are potentially important sources of price en-

dogeneity in the demand system. For example, competition among supermarkets

within a geographic market for the same consumers is one potential source of price

endogeneity; stockpiling behavior by consumers is another.

This chapter examines several issues of interest in econometrics, industrial

organization (IO), management strategy, and quantitative marketing. First, I de-

termine that simultaneity as a source of price endogeneity is relatively unfounded

when estimating demand for differentiated products found in supermarkets, es-

pecially when the scanner data is disaggregated and high frequency. Second,

instruments that have come to be widely known among IO practitioners as “Haus-

man instruments”3 appear to suffer from instrument weakness when the data is

high-frequency. Finally, I propose a system of structural equations describing

consumer demand and retailer price-setting behavior based on previous research

in IO and marketing, which sheds light on new sources of price endogeneity that

can be conveniently addressed using Chalak and White’s (2010) theoretical work

on extended instrumental variables.

The empirical application undertaken here is estimating product-level de-

mand for ready-to-eat cereals with the almost ideal demand system.4 Demand

3Hausman (1997) proposes using prices in other cities to instrument for price in a particular
city. This idea is evaluated in detail throughout this chapter.

4For an application of the conditional exogeneity framework to discrete choice models of
demand, see Chapter 2.
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estimation for cereal products has been the subject of econometric identification

concerns in past research in IO; most notably, Hausman (1997) and Nevo (2001).

A new, highly detailed set of supermarket scanner data that differs from the two

aforementioned papers is employed here. It contains supermarket chain-level de-

tail within each city at a weekly frequency, as well as stock-keeping unit detail for

each of the cereal products in the sample. Information on prices, quantities, and

promotional variables are available. I apply the conditional exogeneity approach

of Chalak and White (2010) and the standard IV technique with Hausman instru-

ments separately to estimate demand, and then to estimate price changes in the

cereal industry resulting from simulated mergers, one of which took place in 2008.

The conditional exogeneity assumption and conditioning instruments yield more

reasonable results compared to standard instrumental variables estimation.

The organization of this chapter is as follows. Section 2 contains a discus-

sion of price endogeneity as it relates to demand estimation for a general differ-

entiated product. Section 2 also provides a structural system of equations that

describes price-setting by firms/retailers and the associated demand response by

consumers, which sheds light on the conditioning instruments that are needed to

identify the effect of price on demand. Section 3 contains a discussion of stan-

dard identification assumptions, such as regressor and instrument exogeneity, as

well as a discussion of the conditional exogeneity identification strategy. Section

4 presents demand estimation results for the ready-to-eat cereal industry using a

detailed set of scanner data. Section 5 contains merger simulations employing

demand estimates based on the different identification assumptions. Section 6

concludes.

1.2 Demand and Price Endogeneity

Consider estimating demand for a differentiated product found in super-

markets. Here, I focus on a product segment that is considered shelf-stable or
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nonperishable, such as cereal and soft drinks.5 Typically, the effect of price on

demand is of utmost interest to the researcher, while other variables, which may

or may not be exogenous, can be captured by an unobservable term. A general

demand function that results is given by

Qr,g,t = d
(
Pr,g,t, U

Q
r,g,t

)
, (1.1)

where Q is the quantity purchased by consumers, P is a 1×J vector of observable

prices for j = 1, 2, ..., J goods in a relevant product segment, and U captures

unobservable variables that drive demand. Throughout this chapter, the subscript

r denotes the supermarket retail chain, g denotes geographic market (i.e., metro

area), and t denotes the time period.6 Price endogeneity reflects the dependence

between U and P, represented by the notation P 6⊥ U, where ⊥ and 6⊥ denote

independence and dependence, respectively.

1.2.1 Typical Sources of Price Endogeneity

A typical concern is that the prices and quantities observed in market data

are jointly set by supply-demand equilibria, known as simultaneity. Simultaneity

in the context of demand occurs if the variation in price and quantity observed

in the data is due to variation in both supply and demand, in which case it be-

comes problematic to regress quantity against price to identify the demand curve.7

While traditional supply-demand analysis for homogenous goods in a perfectly

competitive market gives rise to identification problems due to simultaneity, it is

not a reasonable concern in the estimation of demand for differentiated products

in supermarkets.

Hausman (1997) points out that prices set in a given week may be con-

sidered predetermined under the assumption that supermarkets do not alter their

5A different set of considerations may need to be incorporated into the analysis for perishable
goods, such as produce, dairy, and meat. Such goods are typically not prone to stockpiling by
consumers.

6E.g., Ralphs-San Diego-Week of 5/1/2006.
7This is a classic example in econometrics textbooks as it relates to perfectly competitive

markets. See, for example, chapter 10 of Kennedy (1992), chapter 9 of Hamilton (1994), and
chapter 3 of Hayashi (2000).
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prices to equilibrate supply and demand in a given week. Bresnahan’s subsequent

comment calls this assumption into question. The literature on supermarket pric-

ing, most notably Lal and Matutes (1994), Pesendorfer (2002), and Hosken and

Reiffen (2004a), find that supermarkets exercise a considerable amount of dis-

cretion in determining temporary promotional price cuts, known as sales, which

according to Hosken and Reiffen (2004b) accounts for a considerable amount of

retail price variation in supermarkets.8 This suggests that supermarket prices are

likely not being set in a traditional supply-demand equilibrium characteristic of

perfectly competitive markets, which is the textbook source of simultaneity.

Moreover, one would have to believe that an unobservable shock to demand

in time t occurs in such a way that the price setter observes the shock with enough

time to appropriately change the price in time t. For example, consider the ef-

fects of national advertising (unobserved) on demand and price. For national

advertising to impact the estimated coefficient associated with price in the de-

mand system, national advertising and price would need to be correlated. There

is little evidence in the literature to suggest that supermarkets are cognizant of

national advertising campaigns undertaken by manufacturers when setting prices,

yet the possibility of it appears to be a concern in some IO studies. Bresnahan’s

(1997) comment on Hausman’s (1997) demand study of RTEC point to national

advertising as a phenomenon that affects both demand and price, thus rendering

Hausman’s instruments invalid. Nevo (2001) presents this caveat as well.

For national advertising and prices in supermarkets to be correlated, it

would require that the price setters at supermarkets to not only have precise,

credible information on the time periods in which the national advertising cam-

paigns are being run by manufacturers, but also information on the efficacy of

the advertising with enough time to change prices. As noted by Hausman (1997)

and Rubinfeld (2000), supermarkets typically set prices well in advance of effective

dates. It is thus unlikely that the prices set by retailers are immediately impacted

by the national advertising campaigns of manufacturers, which suggests that si-

8They find that about 45 percent of the variation of RTEC prices relative to modal prices is
due to temporary price promotions. Similar downward price deviations are noted in Hosken and
Reiffen (2001), Pesendorfer (2002), Besanko et al. (2005), and Eichenbaum et al. (2008).
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multaneity may not be a problem in differentiated product markets that undergo

frequent price changes.9

1.2.2 Sources of Price Endogeneity for Differentiated Prod-

ucts

The prices of one retailer may be correlated with prices of another retailer

within a particular geographic market for a variety of reasons: (i) Different su-

permarkets compete for the same pool of consumers in a geographic market; (ii)

Different retailers within the same geographic location may have common underly-

ing marginal costs; (iii) Manufacturers may have complex trade promotion schemes

among the different supermarket retail chains they deal with; and (iv) Price col-

lusion may exist among supermarkets within a geographic market.10

Consider the first case in which two or more different supermarket retail

chains compete for the same consumers within a geography. Pesendorfer (2002)

analyzes the pricing behavior of supermarkets and finds that competition between

retailers for accumulated shoppers is a consideration of retailers’ decision to set

ketchup on sale. Lal and Matutes (1994) develop a model in which different

supermarket chains within a geographic market compete for consumers through

price cuts and accompanying local advertising. Hoch et al. (1995) find that the

own price elasticity of demand for cereal estimated from scanner data on various

Dominick’s supermarket locations becomes more elastic the closer competing stores

are and the bigger the competing stores are. Shankar and Bolton (2004) also find

that competitors affect pricing decisions. Such evidence suggests that prices set by

one retail chain may depend on the pricing strategy of other nearby retailers, and

that consumers are willing to purchase from different stores depending on prices

and promotions.

9One potential counter-point is that manufacturers determine the national advertising to
commit to and may simultaneously determine the level of trade promotion activity or wholesale
cost to commit to. This could be a plausible case in which price and national advertising are
correlated.

10It is possible that firms engage in a form of tacit collusion because they fall into an uncom-
municated pattern of price promotions based on observing historical price patterns.
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Consider again the demand function for a particular good given by (1.1).

Let −r denote supermarket retail chains not r. The existence of price correlation

among the retailers within the same geographic market, g, is implied by the condi-

tion Pr,g,t 6⊥ P−r,g,t. If the retailers are competing for the same consumers, and the

marginal group of consumers are willing to switch between retailers as discussed

above,11 then it’s plausible that the demand for a good in one retail chain depends

on the pricing behavior of another retail chain within the same geographic mar-

ket. Such competition for consumers is unobserved in the estimating equation,

and would lead to the endogeneity condition that Pr,g,t 6⊥ UQ
r,g,t, which follows from

Pr,g,t 6⊥ P−r,g,t and P−r,g,t 6⊥ UQ
r,g,t. This potential source of price endogeneity has

gone largely unexamined in the IO demand estimation literature, and is examined

further in later sections.

Another potential source of price endogeneity stems from consumers’ stock-

piling behavior for storable goods. Stockpiling can be described as consumers’

behavior of purchasing excessive quantities of a good during low-price time peri-

ods for consumption in later time periods. In the context of cereal, for example,

a consumer may purchase two boxes of a particular cereal when it is on sale, con-

suming one box during the current time period, while storing or stockpiling the

second box for consumption during a later time period.

Hendel and Nevo (2003) and Hendel and Nevo (2006) find stockpiling be-

havior to be present for many nonperishable products found in supermarkets. The

reason this may lead to price endogeneity in demand estimation is as follows. Sup-

pose in time t−1 a particular good is temporarily set on sale and consumers stock-

pile the good, and further suppose that the stockpiling in time t−1 leads consumers

to inherently purchase less in the next time period t, regardless of the price of the

good in t. If the price set in week t depends in some way on the price set in the

previous week t − 1, then the endogeneity condition Pr,g,t 6⊥ UQ
r,g,t arises because

Pr,g,t−1 6⊥ Pr,g,t and Pr,g,t−1 6⊥ UQ
r,g,t. There is some evidence suggesting that price

in week t does in fact depend on prices in previous time periods. Pesendorfer

11Hosken and Reiffen (2004a) discuss a similar idea called “cream skimming,” which is a term
they use to describe the act of consumers mixing between different supermarket chains to buy
the products on sale at each retailer.
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(2002) finds that the probability of a temporary price promotion for ketchup is

an increasing function of the time elapsed since the last promotion. Figure 1.4,

discussed in Section 4, presents price equations showing that the price of cereal in

time t depends extensively on lagged prices as well as the time that has elapsed

since the last promotion.

Competition between retailers within the same geographic market and stock-

piling behavior are two plausible sources of price endogeneity for storable differenti-

ated products found in supermarkets. These two issues are explored further in the

next section with a structural system of equations describing price and demand.

1.2.3 A Structural System Describing Demand and Price

This section provides a structural system of equations that describe the

data generating processes (DGP) of price-setting and associated demand response

by consumers in a hypothetical product market sold in supermarkets. The system

sheds light on the factors that drive both price and demand, which are potential

sources of price endogeneity. An explicit set of equations and variables becomes

particularly important in later sections for identifying the effect of price on demand

with the conditional exogeneity assumption P ⊥ UQ|W, where W is a set of con-

ditioning instruments that contains drivers of or responses to common underlying

determinants of both price and demand.

Demand is given by the structural equation

Qr,g,t = d(Pr,g,t, U
Q
r,g,t), (1.2)

where Q and P denote quantity and price(s), respectively, and UQ denotes fac-

tors of demand that are unobservable to the researcher, such as preferences and

stockpiling behavior.

The point of interest is the interaction between Pr,g,t and UQ
r,g,t, for this

interaction drives the price endogeneity in the demand function, and, perhaps

more importantly, sheds light on the assumption needed to identify the coeffi-

cients associated with Pa,g,t. The variables that comprise UQ
r,g,t will be specific
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to the analysis at hand as well as the available data. In the context of de-

mand estimation for a typical differentiated product market found in supermar-

kets, UQ
r,g,t is likely to include consumers’ aggregate preferences, denoted PREFg,t,

the proportion of shoppers in a geographic market that are not store-loyal, denoted

SHPRr,g,t, and the stockpiling behavior of consumers at a retailer in a geographic

market, denoted STKPLr,g,t. I.e., the unobservable variables are the set of vari-

ables UQ
r,g,t = {PREFg,t, SHPRr,g,t, STKPLr,g,t} . Other unobservable variables,

such as national advertising, are certainly expected to affect demand, but do so

through consumers’ preferences, and are thus incorporated later in the structural

equation for preferences.

The next primary structural equation of interest is for price, given by

Pr,g,t = f
[
E(Dr,g,t), U

P
r,g,t

]
. (1.3)

The price that supermarket retail chain r located in g sets during t is determined

by expected demand, denoted by E(Dr,g,t), and unobservable variables that drive

price, captured by UP
r,g,t, most likely related to marginal cost. Although an increase

in marginal cost, embodied in UP
r,g,t, will lead to an increase in price, it is not clear

that an increase in expected demand will necessarily lead to an increase in price.

Chevalier et al. (2003) find that prices actually decrease for many goods found in

supermarkets during periods of expected seasonal demand peaks, such as summer

months and holidays.12 They conclude such evidence supports a Lal and Matutes

(1994) loss-leader strategy by supermarkets to compete for consumers through

(locally) advertised prices. Hosken and Reiffen (2004a) have similar findings.

Consider next the structural equation for expected demand given by

E(Dr,g,t) = g(ŨQ
r,g,t), (1.4)

where ŨQ
r,g,t denotes the variables contained in UQ

r,g,t = {PREF, SHPR, STKPL}
that also determine prices. If all of the unobserved variables comprising UQ

r,g,t play

a role in the price-setting process, then ŨQ
r,g,t = UQ

r,g,t. The importance of equations

12For example, they find that price of beer drops during Memorial Day, Fourth of July, and
Labor Day.
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(1.2) - (1.4) taken together are that they directly define the problem of price

endogeneity in the demand system. That is, Pr,g,t 6⊥ UQ
r,g,t since E(Dr,g,t) 6⊥ UQ

r,g,t

by equation (1.4), and Pr,g,t 6⊥ E(Dr,g,t) by equation (1.3). Further, by combining

equations (1.4), (1.3), and (1.2), the following nested function is obtained

Qr,g,t = d{f [g(ŨQ
r,g,t), U

P
r,g,t], U

Q
r,g,t}.

It is clear that Pr,g,t 6⊥ UQ
r,g,t since price is a function of ŨQ

r,g,t and ŨQ
r,g,t 6⊥ UQ

r,g,t

because of common elements between ŨQ
r,g,t and UQ

r,g,t. The econometric implica-

tion of price endogeneity is that the coefficients associated with Pr,g,t in equation

(1.2) cannot be identified; meaning they do not have a causal or structural in-

terpretation due to the existing correlation between price and unobserved vari-

ables in the demand system. Even if (1.2) is linearly separable, for example

Qr,g,t = P
′
r,g,tβo + UQ

r,g,t, the OLS estimate of βo would at best provide an estimate

useful only for predictive purposes, rather than causal inference. However, it is

the latter that is of primary interest for inference and decision-making.

Finally, there are a number of sub-structural equations that define the vari-

ables in the equations above, which are key to establishing identification in the

presence of price endogeneity with the conditional exogeneity assumption described

in Section 3.3. Consider the set of structural equations

PREFg,t = h1(DMGg, U
PREF
t ) (1.5)

SHPRr,g,t = h2(PROMr,g,t, U
SHPR
r,g,t ) (1.6)

STKPLr,g,t = h3(TPROMr,g,t, TPROM−r,g,t, U
STKPL
r,g,t ). (1.7)

Equation (1.5) proposes that aggregate preferences of consumers depend on the

demographics of geographic market g, an observable variable denoted DMGg, as

well as unobserved determinants of preferences, UPREF
g,t , which contain variables

such as national advertising by manufacturers, ADVt, health trends, HLTHt, and

seasonality, SEASt. Demographics can affect consumers’ preferences through age
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distribution, number of families with children, and race. Health trends and na-

tional advertising may affect consumers’ preferences as well. Ippolito and Mathios

(1990) find that cereal manufacturers’ advertising campaigns informing consumers

of the health benefits related to consuming fiber found in cereal increased national

consumption of fiber-rich cereals. The extent to which these variables are ob-

servable or not by the researcher is dictated by the available data set. National

advertising and health trends may not be observed, but in the conditional exo-

geneity framework of Section 3.3, it is appropriate to use proxies, such as variables

constructed by exploiting the panel structure of the scanner data. If national

advertising, health trends, or any other shock affects consumers’ preferences for a

particular good, then the quantity purchased of that good ought to be impacted

in all geographic markets, denoted Qt. Thus, Qt is a response to the elements

of UPREF
t , and may be used as a conditioning instrument, W , in the conditional

exogeneity assumption P ⊥ UQ|W to identify the effect of price on demand. Fur-

thermore, seasonality can be proxied with time fixed effects, FEt, which may act

as a proxy for ADVt and HLTHt as well.

Equation (1.6) proposes that the proportion of shoppers in a geographic

market that are not store-loyal and that choose to frequent retail chain r during

week t is a function of the promotional activity in r, denoted PROMr,g,t, and un-

observable determinants, USHPR
r,g,t . There is evidence that supermarkets within a

geographic market compete for the same shoppers through offering various promo-

tions, such as temporary price cuts or sales, local feature advertising, and displays.

This is consistent with Lal and Matutes (1994), Pesendorfer (2002), and Hosken

and Reiffen (2004a). Although these studies employ different assumptions in

their models, they each conclude that supermarkets temporarily promote goods

on a week-to-week basis to draw shoppers into stores. The elements that compose

USHPR
a,g,t may include factors such as demographic information, which has already

been incorporated in (1.5).

Finally, equation (1.7) proposes that the stockpiling behavior of consumers

at retailer r is determined by the number of time periods that has elapsed since

a promotion occurred at that retailer, denoted TPROMr,g,t, the number of time
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periods that has elapsed since a promotion occurred in rival supermarkets within

the same geographic market, denoted TPROM−r,g,t, and unobservable determi-

nants of stock-piling behavior, USTKPL
r,g,t . The dependency of stockpiling on the

time that has elapsed since the last promotion is consistent with the findings of

Hendel and Nevo (2006) and Pesendorfer (2002). There is also information that

can proxy for USTKPL
r,g,t by exploiting the panel structure of the scanner data. For

example, additional factors that may play a role in the stockpiling of a product is

the past history of prices and quantities of that product in the supermarket as well

as competing supermarket accounts within the same geographic market. Thus,

Pr,g,−t, P−r,g,−t, Qr,g,−t, and Q−r,g,−t are proxies for unobserved determinants of

stockpiling, and can be potentially useful conditioning instruments. Supermar-

ket fixed effects, FEr,g, interacted with lagged quantity, Qr,g,−t, may also capture

heterogeneity in stockpiling across supermarkets.

Figure 1.13 presents a path diagram for the system of structural equations

describing quantity. Figure 1.14 presents a path diagram for the system of struc-

tural equations describing prices. Variables outlined in dashed boxes are typically

unobservable to the researcher. The diagrams help in determining the confounding

variables that prevent structural identification of the parameter that theoretically

captures the effect of price on quantity demanded. More specifically, stockpiling

behavior, consumer preferences, and consumer habits play a role in determining

both demand and price. These confounding variables are not observable, but

proxies that drive them or variables that are responses to them may be obtained

from the panel structure of the scanner data, as well as publicly available income

and demographic data. The following section provides identification assumptions

for recovering the effect of price on demand in the presence of price endogeneity.

1.3 Identification

The following sections provide analyses related to identification of price

effects in demand systems when (i) Prices are exogenous; (ii) Prices are endogenous,

but cost shifters exist and are exogenous; (iii) Prices are endogenous and cost
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shifters do not exist, but proxies for cost shifters exist and are exogenous; and (iv)

Prices are endogenous, but proxies for the confounding effects causing the price

endogeneity exist.

Suppose that the functions d(·), f(·), g(·), h1(·), h2(·), and h3(·) in the

previous section are standard linear-separable parametric equations. Equation

(1.2) is thus given by

Qr,g,t = P
′

r,g,tβo + UQ
r,g,t, (1.8)

where again P is a (1 × J) vector of prices, and βo is the marginal effect of price

on demand. When price exogeneity fails (P 6⊥ UQ), identification of the causal

effect of price on demand with a regression of quantity on price is not possible;

rather, only predictive estimates are possible that may not be causally meaning-

ful. The desired price effect is tantamount to having data available in which the

prices of goods in a relevant product segment are randomly changed by reasonable

increments across retailers, location, and time. In such an ideal world, even a

basic regression of purchased quantities on market prices ought to yield the causal

price effects. Because unobservable (to the researcher) factors that drive market

price and demand overlap, as detailed in Section 2.3, rendering market prices en-

dogenous, estimating causal effects as if one had data from an ideal randomized

experiment becomes problematic. The following sections examine identification

assumptions.

1.3.1 Exogenous Prices

If prices are in fact randomly set in the product market in question, then

prices are by definition exogenous; that is, Pr,g,t ⊥ UQ
r,g,t. Suppressing subscripts,

price exogeneity implies the moment condition E(PUQ) = 0, which yields the

familiar ordinary least squares estimator

β̂ols = (P′P)−1P′Q, (1.9)
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where P is a N ×K matrix13 of price variables and Q is a N ×1 vector of quantity

data for good j. From the analyses presented in Section 2, there is very little

reason to believe that prices are exogenous; thus, an OLS regression of quantity

on price does not provide an estimate of the causal price effect. It does, however,

present a benchmark case to compare other estimates to.

1.3.2 Exogenous Instruments - Cost Shifters

A popular remedy for price endogeneity in demand systems involves the use

of instrumental variables (IV), typically cost shifters. Cost shifters are arguably

relevant because a good’s price is affected by its production costs, and arguably

valid or exogenous since costs do not affect demand for the good except through

the good’s price. Let Z denote a vector of cost shifters. Consider again the

linear demand function given by (1.8), where P 6⊥ UQ, but Z ⊥ U. Instrument

exogeneity, given by the condition Z ⊥ UQ, allows for identification of βo by way

of the moment condition E(ZUQ) = 0. The plug-in estimator that results is the

familiar instrumental variables estimator

β̂iv = (Z′P)−1Z′Q, (1.10)

where Z is a N ×L matrix of instruments or cost shifters, P is a N × J matrix of

pricing variables, and Q is a N × 1 vector of quantity data.

The difficulty of the cost shifter approach to IV is that it quickly becomes

an infeasible source of instruments for differentiated product markets, primarily

because it is difficult for the researcher to procure as many cost shifters as there are

endogenous price variables. Therefore, far more often than not, cost shifters are

unobservable. This notion is captured by equation (1.3) defining the price-setting

process, which shows that marginal costs are unobserved, and are thus captured

by UP
r,g,t. Finding a few valid cost shifters in practice is difficult; finding over 50

is virtually impossible without further potentially restrictive assumptions.

13N contains the panel r, g, t. K contains j = 1, 2, ..., J products, as well as a constant. K
may also factor in other demand drivers that are exogenous.
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Hausman Instruments

In cases in which the scanner data contains geography, such as city or metro

area, as one of its dimensions, instruments that have come to be widely known

among IO practitioners as “Hausman instruments” have been used as proxies for

the unobserved cost shifters. The main idea of Hausman instruments is that

prices in other geographic markets in the panel can be employed as instruments

for prices in a particular geographic market. This source of instruments is adapted

from Hausman and Taylor’s (1981) development of instrumental variables for time

invariant characteristics in a panel data setting, and later applied to demand esti-

mation when scanner data is available by Hausman et al. (1994), Hausman (1997),

Hausman and Leonard (2002), and Nevo (2001), among other studies. The use-

fulness of Hausman instruments stems from that fact that all the instruments are

contained in the scanner data. Although the J different cost shifters, one for

each of the J goods in the system, are unobservable, prices in other geographies,

denoted P−g,t, can be employed as proxies for the unobserved nationwide costs, Ct.

Although Hausman instruments provide a feasible solution even with sev-

eral goods in the demand system, it has been pointed out that the assumption

underlying the validity of Hausman instruments may be too restrictive, particu-

larly for nationally-branded consumer goods markets. This line of criticism is

well-known in empirical IO, and has been presented as a caveat in research involv-

ing the use of Hausman instruments.14 The researcher must make at least two

assumptions in order to successfully employ Hausman instruments: (i) The unob-

served shocks to product costs affect all geographic markets, and (ii) There are

only geography-specific unobservable demand shocks and not nationwide demand

shocks.

The first assumption, captures the notion of instrument relevance. That is,

Pr,g,t and P−g,t are correlated to the extent that underlying changes in the nation-

wide component of the cost of the good, Ct (unobserved), will affect the price of

the good in all geographies, not just geography g. The second assumption is neces-

14E.g., Bresnahan (1997), Nevo (2000a), and Nevo (2001).
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sary to justify the exogeneity of Hausman instruments. If there exist nation-wide

demand shocks, then prices in geographies −g would be correlated with the error

term in the demand function for geography g, and Hausman instruments would

thus not be exogenous. Hausman and Leonard (2005) write: “The intuition is that

prices in each city reflect both underlying product costs and city-specific factors

that vary over time as supermarkets run promotions on a particular product. To

the extent that the stochastic city-specific factors are independent of each other,

prices from one city can serve as instruments for another city.”

The underlying exogeneity assumption of Hausman instruments appears to

be the primary source of controversy in the demand estimation literature. In his

comment on Hausman’s (1997) paper, Bresnahan (1997)15 points out that it is

difficult to justify the assumption that there is an absence of nationwide demand

shocks in nationally-branded differentiated product markets, such as ready-to-eat

cereal. Nevo (2000b) acknowledges this potential drawback as well. For example,

consider again national advertising campaigns. Advertising campaigns, such as

television promotions, are likely to be nationwide events that are determined by

manufacturers. Demand shocks at the national level could violate the assump-

tion that there are only geography-specific (i.e., city-specific) demand shocks. If

P−g,t ⊥ UQ
r,g,t does not hold, then instrumental variables estimates of βo employing

Hausman instruments, will not yield the causal effect of price. This may or may

not be a credible concern depending on the extent to which the researcher believes

that the prices being set by retailers are driven by national advertising or other

shifts in consumers’ preferences. Recall that equations (1.3) and (1.4) suggest

that prices do theoretically depend on unobserved demand expectations, but the

strength of the relationship depends entirely on the retailer’s ability to forecast

demand when setting prices. Therefore, the correlation between P−g,t and UQ
r,g,t

15See also Hosken et al. (2002). It appears a debate developed between Jerry Hausman and
Timothy Bresnahan regarding this point. Hausman’s initial study and Bresnahan’s comment
on it appeared in The Economics of New Goods, Timothy Bresnahan and Robert J. Gordon,
eds., NBER Studies in Income and Wealth Number 58, The University of Chicago Press, 1997.
Hausman then wrote a note, “Reply to Prof. Bresnahan” (1997), and Bresnahan later responded
with “The Apple Cinnamon Cheerios War: Valuing New Goods, Identifying Market Power, and
Economic Measurement” (1997).
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may be strong or weak depending on the circumstances.

Although the validity of Hausman instruments is typically the source of

econometric concern, very little has been said about the potentially important is-

sue that Hausman instruments are weak instruments. Recall that instrument rel-

evance requires P−g,t 6⊥ Pr,g,t, which is justified by the assumption that P−g,t 6⊥ Ct

and Pr,g,t 6⊥ Ct. Consider structural equation (1.3) without a retailer distinction,

Pg,t = f(E(Dg,t), U
P
g,t). This shows that price in geography g during time t is de-

termined by expected demand and unobserved price determinants, such as input

costs. Hausman instruments need for UP
g,t to include a national cost component,

UP
t , that is common across geographies so that Pg,t 6⊥ P−g,t. While it is econom-

ically reasonable to believe that exogenous shocks to underlying costs ought to

affect the price of a good in all geographic locations, it is unlikely that underlying

aggregate productions costs vary enough to create meaningful correlation between

price in geographic market g and other geographic markets −g on a week-to-week

basis.

Bound et al. (1995) and Staiger and Stock (1997) explain that if the cor-

relation between the instruments and the endogenous variable is low, i.e. weak

instruments, then the IV estimator is biased towards the OLS estimator. This

may be a potential explanation of why econometric studies16 tend to reject the

hypothesis of price endogeneity when employing Hausman instruments for the

Hausman (1978) specification test. The Hausman specification test requires valid

instruments to compare the difference between the IV and OLS estimates. If

the difference is sufficiently small, then one may reject the hypothesis that endo-

geneity is a problem. If the instruments are weak, then the IV estimates may

be biased towards the OLS estimates, causing the researcher to incorrectly reject

price endogeneity with a Hausman specification test.

Weinberg and Hosken (2008) estimate demand for breakfast syrup using

16Hausman (1997) indicates no difference in his IV and OLS results at the brand level for cereal
demand, and Scheffman and Spiller (1996) indicate no difference in their IV and OLS results at
the brand level for butter/margarine demand. To note, neither study reports the first stage of
the IV regression, so it is not possible to assess the weakness of Hausman instruments, which
may or may not be an issue for these studies. Staiger and Stock (1997) note that most studies
omit reporting the first stage R2 and F-statistic.
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scanner data. In their analysis, they employ Hausman instruments, and find that

these instruments are weak as measured by the first-stage partial F-stat (all less

than four). Their first-stage results and subsequent estimates of price effects are

similar to the estimates for cereal in this chapter. Both are suggestive of instru-

ment weakness. The next section presents an alternate identification strategy.

1.3.3 Conditionally Exogenous Prices

While cost shifters are typically not available for IV estimation, and Haus-

man instruments may either be invalid or weak, there is still an identification

strategy that has yet to be examined in the context of demand. The import

of equations (1.2) - (1.7) are they provide guidance on obtaining conditioning

instruments necessary to structurally identify price effects with the conditional

exogeneity identifying assumption.

The conditional exogeneity (CX) identification framework employed here is

contained in the research of White (2006), White and Chalak (2006), White and

Chalak (2009), and Chalak and White (2010), to name a few. They provide a

unified framework for estimating causal effects in structural systems that encom-

passes research in statistical theory (e.g., Dawid (1979)), artificial neural networks

(e.g., Pearl (2000)), familiar econometric procedures (e.g., instrumental variables),

the treatment effects literature (e.g., Rubin (1974) and Rosenbaum and Rubin

(1983)), and extensions primarily employed in labor economics (e.g., Heckman,

Ichimura, and Todd (1997), and Heckman and Vytacil (2005)). This framework

is applied here as an alternate procedure to remedy the statistical dependence

between market price and unobserved demand shocks.

The failure of exogeneity is due to the relationship among the variables in

structural equations (1.2) - (1.4), but the sub-system of structural equations that

further define those variables, given by equations (1.5) - (1.7), provide predictive

proxies or responses for the expected demand that the retailer or manufacturer may

consider when setting prices. In other words, the collection of observable variables

that drive or are driven by the unobservable variables determining both price and
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quantity in Figure 1.13 and Figure 1.14 are the conditioning instruments defined

by Wr,g,t = {Qt, DMGg,t, FEt, FEr,g, PROMr,g,t, TPROMr,g,t, TPROM−r,g,t,

Pr,g,−t, P−r,g,−t, Qr,g,−t, Q−r,g,−t}, the elements of of which were defined in Section

2.3. Because the source of price endogeneity is due to the retailer potentially

taking into consideration expected demand when setting price, and because Wr,g,t

contains the set of variables that may determine expected demand, then Wr,g,t is

the set of conditioning instruments that identify the effect of price on quantity.

The idea behind CX is that price exogeneity can be achieved by conditioning

on a set of instruments that proxy for the potential sources of endogeneity, but

these instruments need not be exogenous in the standard sense of instrumental

variables regression. In the demand application here, price and the unobserved

determinants of demand are exogenous when conditioning on the set of confounding

variables or conditioning instruments, Wr,g,t. The key CX identifying assumption

is given by (suppressing subscripts)

P ⊥ UQ|W.

Similar to preceding sections, let Qr,g,t denote the quantity purchased of

a good and Pr,g,t denote prices, and let Wr,g,t denote the vector of conditioning

instruments as defined above. Consider again a linear demand function given

by Qa,g,t = P ′r,g,tβo + UQ
a,g,t, where price endogeneity, implied by Pr,g,t 6⊥ UQ

r,g,t, is

present, but that conditional exogeneity, Pr,g,t ⊥ UQ
r,g,t|Wr,g,t, holds. Identification

of βo can be obtained from the conditional exogeneity assumption as follows.17

The assumption P ⊥ U |W (suppressing subscripts and superscripts) implies the

moment condition

E(PU |W )− E(P |W )E(U |W ) = 0.

Rearranging gives E{PU −E(P |W )U |W} = 0, or alternately E{[P −E(P |W )]U

|W} = 0. Substituting the regression representation of E(P |W ), given by E(P |W ) =

E(PW ′)E(WW ′)−1W, into the preceding expression yields

E{[P − E(PW ′)E(WW ′)−1W ]U |W} = 0.

17A similar derivation is given in Chalak and White (2010). Given its relatively recent exam-
ination as an identification strategy, it warrants reexamination here.
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By the law of iterated expectations, we have E{[P−E(PW ′)E(WW ′)−1W ]U} = 0.

Substituting for U = Q−P ′βo yields E{[P−E(PW ′)E(WW ′)−1W ][Q−P ′βo]} = 0,

and, assuming the appropriate rank conditions to ensure invertibility, βo is given

by

βo = [E(PP ′)− E(PW ′)R−1E(WP ′)]−1[E(PQ)− E(PW ′)R−1E(WQ)].

where R is given by E(WW ′) for notational simplicity. The corresponding plug-in

estimator is

β̂cx = [P′P−P′W(W′W)−1W′P]−1[P′Q−P′W(W′W)−1W′Q] (1.11)

where P is a N×J matrix of price variables, W is a N×L matrix18 of conditioning

instruments, and Q is a N × 1 column vector of quantity.

Although Wr,g,t is not valid or exogenous in the standard sense of classical

instrumental variables analysis, it is still instrumental in identifying βo in the de-

mand system. Hence, the identification strategy derived above is classified as an

extended instrumental variable (EIV) estimation procedure by Chalak and White

(2010). For comparison purposes, consider again the instrument exogeneity identi-

fying assumption for Hausman instruments to recover structural parameters in the

traditional IV procedure given by P−g,t ⊥ UQ
r,g,t. This is fundamentally different

from the conditional exogeneity assumption proposed here that Pr,g,t ⊥ UQ
r,g,t|Wr,g,t.

There is no need for the conditioning instruments to be uncorrelated with the un-

observed determinants of demand, as is required for Hausman instruments, as

long as price is uncorrelated with the demand drivers after conditioning on the

instruments W .

Chalak and White provide two insightful interpretations of the CX estima-

tor. First, β̂cx is the coefficient vector associated with P from a regression of Q

on P and W. Importantly, the identification assumption P ⊥ UQ|W does not

require that the coefficient estimates associated with the conditioning instruments

18N is the row dimension of the panel data. L need not be the same size as J as in traditional
IV analysis. The dimension of the set of conditioning instruments depends on the number of
proxies available for the confounding variables. As always, a constant (or vector of ones) ought
to be included in the analysis.
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have sensible signs or magnitudes because nothing in the assumption suggests that

the coefficients associated with W are identified. In other words, the conditioning

instruments only serve to identify the structural effect of price on quantity, and

the coefficients associated with the conditioning instruments only have a predictive

interpretation instead of a structural or causal one. This notion is somewhat anal-

ogous to the first stage of traditional IV estimation in that the parameter estimates

of the first stage of two stage least squares (TSLS) only serve to identify β in the

second stage, but the first stage estimates have no structural or causal meaning.

The second interpretation of β̂cx is that it is the second stage estimate of Q on Û,

where Û is the residual from the first stage regression of P on W. In this context,

it is readily seen that the conditioning instruments W identify the price effect in

the second stage by doing the exact opposite of what standard exogenous instru-

ments Z do in the first stage, which is why conditional exogeneity requires using

the fitted error from the first stage as opposed to fitted price. The conditional

exogeneity assumption is evaluated in the next section with a simulation.

1.3.4 Simulation

In this section, a simulation is performed based on the system of equations

describing price and demand proposed in Section 2.3. The following subsections

discuss the data generation process (DGP) of the variables found in equations (1.2)

- (1.4), although some of it has been simplified here.

Data Generation Process

First, a time period is generated t = 1, 2, ..., T ; each unit of time is consid-

ered to be a week. Two hypothetical geographic markets are created, and within

each geography exists two supermarket retail chains that compete with each other.

For the moment, consider just geography one, indexed g = 1, and retailer one, in-

dexed r = 1. The price set by retailer one in geographic market one, denoted P1,1,t,

is generated from UP
1,1,t and E(D1,1,t) as described by equation (1.3). UP

1,1,t can be

thought of as the wholesale price that retailer one must pay to the manufacturer
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to obtain the good; i.e., the retailer’s marginal cost that is unobservable to the

researcher. UP
1,1,t contains a baseline manufacturing cost that increases every year

(or approximately every 50 weeks for t = 1, 2, ..., T ) by a percent. The particular

a that is used in the simulation plays a significant role in determining the strength

or weakness of the Hausman instrument since increases in manufacturing costs

gets passed on to the prices set in the supermarkets in both geographic markets.

For simplicity, it is assumed that the retailer purchases the good at the production

cost of the manufacturer.

Next, retailer one decides which time periods to set the good on sale.19 To

implement this, expected demand in geographic market one, E(D·,1,t) is generated

as a uniform(0,1) random variable. During time periods in which E(D·,1,t) is be-

tween v1 and v2, where v1 and v2 are between zero and one such that the difference

in the cumulative uniform distribution at v1 and v2 is set to 0.20, which indicates

that the good is promoted by retailer one about 20 percent of the time. When the

good is promoted, the retail price is cut by 50 percent to indicate the sale price.

1.19 (available upon request from author) presents one draw of the simulation for

retail price. The pattern of the price series that emerges is reasonably character-

istic of what researchers have documented using actual scanner data. See Hosken

and Reiffen (2001), Pesendorfer (2002), Besanko et al. (2005), and Eichenbaum

et al. (2008), as well as Figure 1.15 of this chapter. The data generation pro-

cess for retailer two is similar to the procedure described for retailer one, except

temporary price promotions are generated in time periods so that there is some

overlap with retailer one. In other words, the variable E(D·,1,t), which represents

the expected demand that retailers one and two face in geography one, causes for

some correlation of prices within a geographic market.

For retailer one in geography one, the aggregate quantity purchased by

consumers, Q1,1,t, is generated as Q1,1,t = α + βP1,1,t + γE(D1,1,t) + ε1,1,t, where

P1,1,t and E(D1,1,t) are price and expected demand, respectively, and and ε is a

19Sales and promotions are a major point of price variation for supermarket retail accounts.
See Hosken and Reiffen (2004) and Pesendorfer (2002). It is reasonable that the manufacturer
plays a role in retail promotions through trade deals, but as Besanko et al. (2005) point out, the
retailer ultimately decides the time period in which to offer the promotions.
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N(0, 1) random error. Clearly, P ⊥ ε since ε is random. However, if E(D1,1,t)

is unobservable, then the estimating equation becomes Q1,1,t = α+ βP1,1,t + u1,1,t,

where u1,1,t = γE(D1,1,t)+ε1,1,t. Since E(D1,1,t) played a role in the DGP of P1,1,t as

described above, we have the endogeneity condition P 6⊥ u. Therefore, it is argued

here that if the econometrician cannot observe expected demand, thus estimating

Q1,1,t = α + βP1,1,t + u1,1,t instead of Q1,1,t = α + βP1,1,t + γE(D1,1,t) + ε1,1,t, the

OLS estimate of β does not yield the structural effect of price on quantity.

The steps for the retail price DGP discussed previously are also employed

for two supermarket retail chains in the second geographic market. It is neces-

sary to construct data for a second geography for use in the analysis of Hausman

instruments. For purposes here, the same underlying manufacturing cost of the

good that was used for the retailers in geographic market one is also used for the

retailers in market two. This ultimately becomes the basis for the relevance of

the Hausman instrument. More specifically, the Hausman instrument for price

in retail chain one in geography one during time t is the average price of the two

retail chains in geography two during time t. Finally, a conditioning instrument

is constructed based on expected demand. The DGP for the conditioning instru-

ment for retail chain one in geography one is Z1,1,t = θ + πE(D1,1,t) + µ1,1,t where

µ1,1,t is distributed N(0, σ2). The σ that is chosen for the DGP drives the strength

or weakness of the conditioning instrument.

Simulation Results

The simulation results found in Figure 1.9 are based on the following pa-

rameters: α = 1000, β = −100, and γ = −50. The weakness or strength of the

Hausman instrument with price depends on a, which takes on a values between

0.05 and 0.15. The weakness or strength of the conditioning instrument with ex-

pected demand depends on σ, which takes on a values between 10 and 0.25. The

first 10 numbers listed are the results of the first 10 draws of the simulation. The

summary statistics below them present the mean and standard deviation of the

full 10,000 draws of the simulation. The sample of size is 200 weeks.

The first three columns corresponding to the weak correlation scenario in
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which the Hausman instrument is weakly correlated with price and the condition-

ing instrument is weakly correlated with expected demand, the source of the price

endogeneity in the DGP. The results indicate that OLS, IV with Hausman in-

struments, and CX with conditioning instruments do not recover the structural

parameter of interest, β = −100, as expected. The OLS estimate is β̂ols = −85,

the IV estimate is β̂iv = −123, and the CX estimate is β̂cx = −86. A notewor-

thy point is that the standard deviation of the IV estimator is extremely large, a

consequence of the weakness of the Hausman instrument as indicated by the very

low first stage F-stat of 1.85. Although both the Hausman instrument and the

conditioning instrument were constructed to be weak,20 and thus destined to fail in

recovering β = −100, the conditioning instrument yields far more stable results.

The middle three columns corresponding to moderate correlation still show

that the OLS estimator does not recover the true β parameter, but that the IV

and CX estimates are getting much closer. The first stage F-stat for the Haus-

man instrument is 9.38, indicating that the instruments are no longer very weak.

To get that result, a was set to 0.10, meaning that nationwide manufacturing

costs increase by 10 percent every 50 weeks, and these costs are passed on in the

retail prices in both geographic markets perfectly contemporaneously by the su-

permarket. The final three columns correspond to the case in which the Hausman

instrument is strongly correlated with price and the conditioning instrument is

strongly correlated with expected demand. Again, the OLS estimate does not

recover the true parameter β = −100, but now the IV and CX estimates are both

successful, although the IV estimates yield a relatively high variance.

In practice, the question of whether Hausman instruments are weak or not

is an empirical one. The empirical estimates of demand for cereal presented in

Figures 1.5 and 1.7, as well as the distribution of first stage F-Stats presented in

Figure 1.18, all point to the conclusion that the Hausman instruments derived from

the scanner data here are empirically weak. This is consistent with the findings of

Weinberg and Hosken (2008). This corresponds to the simulation results in which

20For IV, the Hausman instrument is weak if it is uncorrelated with price. For CX, the
conditioning instrument is weak if it is uncorrelated with expected demand.
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the IV estimator with Hausman instruments failed to recover the structural effect

of price on quantity. Furthermore, the empirical instability and unreliability of

the IV estimation in Figure 1.5 for the 65 cereal products is very similar to the

erratic behavior of the simulation results based on the weak Hausman instruments

in Figure 1.9.

1.4 Application to RTEC

In this section, the previous identification strategies and their resulting

estimators are applied to estimating the demand for ready-to-eat cereal (RTEC)

products. The RTEC industry has received much attention by IO and marketing

researchers. Some examples that directly study this industry include Schmalensee

(1978), Ippolito and Mathios (1990), Hausman (1997), Rubinfeld (2000), Nevo

(2000a, 2001), Nevo and Wolfram (2002), and Shum (2004). Nevo (2000a, 2001)

provides an informative background on the history and competitive nature of the

RTEC market.

The four major nationally-branded cereal manufacturers operating in the

U.S. are General Mills, Kellogg, Post, and Quaker. A fifth important source

of cereal sales are store brand products. General Mills and Kellogg are stand-

alone, publicly traded companies that also sell a variety of other food products.

Kellogg owns the Kashi line of cereals it acquired in June 2000. Until recently,

Post was owned by Kraft Foods. In August 2008, Ralston Corp., the primary

manufacturer of store brand cereals, acquired the Post cereal business from Kraft

for approximately $2.6 billion. Finally, Quaker is owned by Pepsi Co., another

publicly traded company that primarily operates in the beverage market. Figure

1.1 presents market share information examined further below.

1.4.1 Data

The data are supermarket scanner data from Information Resources, Inc.

(IRI). The data set consists of variables measuring price, quantity, and merchandis-
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ing and promotional variables for 150 of the top-selling RTEC stock-keeping units

(SKUs)21 for three years beginning January 2005 and ending December 2007. The

data has a panel structure, where the time dimension has a weekly frequency and

the individual dimension is a particular supermarket retail chain operating in a

particular geographic market. Except for cases of missing observations and other

irregularities, there are 157 weeks of data for each of the retail chains, and there

are 121 retail chains covering 41 geographic markets across the United States.22

Although there are some differences, IRI’s definition of a geographic market

is roughly equivalent to the Census Bureau’s metropolitan statistical area (MSA) or

combined metropolitan statistical area (CMSA), which is convenient for merging

income and demographics data with the scanner data. On average, there are

about three major retailers comprising each of the 41 geographic markets in the

sample. Figure 1.2 presents a variety of summary statistics for price, quantity,

merchandising variables, and distribution23 for the top-selling product of each of

the five manufacturers.

This level of detail in market-level scanner data is typically not found in

most IO studies of demand. Hausman’s (1997) estimation of demand for RTEC

was for aggregated brands, and while the frequency was weekly, Hausman’s data

did not have supermarket chain detail, only geography-level detail. In other

words, that data set aggregated chain-level supermarket prices and quantities up

to the city-level. Figure 1.15 demonstrates the information that is potentially

lost when data comes in an aggregated form. The first price series is the retail

21A stock-keeping unit (SKU) is the most detailed level of a product sold in a supermarket.
SKUs consist of the brand, flavor, and size of a particular product. For example, General Mills
Cheerios 10oz. and General Mills Cheerios 15oz. are two distinct SKUs. Those two SKUs along
with other sizes of General Mills Cheerios comprise the brandline General Mills Cheerios. Many
SKUs, even those that made the top 150 best-selling cutoff, have very low sales because they are
not widely popular products and are thus not carried in many supermarkets across the country.
The full set of SKUs that were ultimately used in the estimation consisted of 65 out of the 150
original products in the data set.

22The original dataset contained 172 supermarket retail chains spanning 63 geographic markets.
However, due to many missing observations and other irregularities, data cleaning led to the
remaining 121 retailers spanning 41 geographies. What is left is still a detailed, comprehensive
set of data that covers all major parts of the U.S.

23 See Little (1998) for a detailed explanation of the merchandising variables and the distribu-
tion variable typically found in scanner data.
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price of General Mills Cheerios 15oz. in just one of the five supermarket chains

in a major metropolitan geographic market. The other price series is a weighted

average price of the same product for all five supermarket chains in the same

metropolitan geographic market. There is a noticeable difference in pricing. The

single retailer series has an average price of $4.12 and standard deviation of $0.71,

and the five-supermarket aggregated price series has an average price of $3.27 and

standard deviation of $0.58. The correlation between the two price series is only

0.39. Nevo’s (2001) estimation of demand for RTEC was also brand-level price

and quantity data aggregated to the city-level, and the frequency was quarterly,

not weekly. Hosken et al. (2002) point out that estimating demand systems using

aggregated scanner data can cause biased results and incorrect statistical inference.

Chapter 2 shows that the aggregation bias results in demand estimates that are

much less elastic compared to disaggregated scanner data.

Income and demographic data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS)

and the Census Bureau is merged with the scanner data. IRI’s geographic mar-

kets are roughly the same as the U.S. government’s survey definition of an MSA or

CMSA. Average weekly wage data for each geographic market is from the BLS’s

Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages (QCEW) database. As the name

suggests, the wage data is collected on a quarterly basis; thus, while the scanner

data contains data at a weekly frequency, the QCEW wage data is only at a quar-

terly frequency. Demographic information for each of the IRI geographic markets

is from the Census Bureau’s 2000 census. Variables such as the distribution of

age, race, gender, and households with children is merged with the scanner data.

Clearly, there is no intertemporal variation in these data, but the lack of such

variation in the analyses undertaken here is likely to be of negligible consequence

since the scanner data covers only a three-year period, which is not long enough to

cause for concerns of meaningful inter-city migration. Figure 1.3 presents a table

of descriptive statistics for the income and demographic variables.
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Market Share and Pricing

The four major manufacturers of RTEC, as well as several store brand

products, are represented in the data. Figure 1.1 presents aggregate market share

information on the 150 top-selling products (SKUs). Kellogg and General Mills

are the leading nationally-branded manufacturers based on dollar sales and pound

(quantity) sales, followed by Post and Quaker. Store brands consists of the private

label cereals that sell under the supermarket’s brand for a lower price. Figure 1.1

shows that store brand products are priced 32 percent below the total average price

of all 150 products. All four of the major manufacturers are priced well above the

store brand products, selling at a premium between 32 to 69 percent.

Figure 1.16 displays the monthly market shares of the four RTEC manu-

facturers as well as store brand products. The store brand market share does not

deviate much from five percent on a month-to-month basis. In fact, the average

market share of the store brand products across the 36 months ending December

2007 is five percent with a standard deviation of only 0.20 percent. Post and

Quaker’s market shares vary more than store brands, but are still relatively less

volatile than the two biggest manufacturers in the RTEC market, Kellogg and

General Mills. The average monthly market share for Post and Quaker are 14.7

percent and 7.6 percent, with standard deviations of 0.7 percent and 0.6 percent,

respectively. In contrast, Kellogg and General Mills have market shares that vary

more over time than the other manufacturers. Kellogg has an average market

share of 37.9 percent with a standard deviation of 1.4 percent, and General Mills

has an average market share of 34.9 percent with a standard deviation of also 1.4

percent. Figure 1.16 indicates that not only do the market shares of Kellogg and

General Mills vary considerably over time, but that they are nearly mirror images.

The correlation of the monthly market share for Kellogg and General Mills is -0.82,

indicating that Kellogg’s gain in share is General Mills’ loss, and vice-versa.

Figure 1.17 presents the weighted average monthly retail prices for the man-

ufacturers between 2005 and 2007. General Mills tends to be sold at a higher price

than the other manufacturers, while the store brands products are sold at a deep
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discount compared to the nationally-branded products. The variation of the man-

ufacturers’ prices over time is due to temporary price promotions that are more

pronounced in the weekly data. For example, Figure 1.15 presents the weekly price

points for General Mills Cheerios 15oz. in a particular supermarket chain located

in a major metropolitan geographic market, as well as the weekly price of the same

product but at the geographic market level. As pointed out earlier, the difference

in the patterns between the two series is indication of the amount of information

that is contained in the weekly scanner data that may be lost when researchers use

data that is aggregated. This is a particularly important point when the product

set being examined is sold through supermarkets in which temporary weekly price

cuts are an important source of price variation.24

Figure 1.4 presents pricing equations for the top-selling product of each of

the five manufacturers. The price equations are an empirical estimation of the

structural equation for price proposed in Section 2.3 and Figure 1.14. Here, log

price is regressed against the conditioning instruments Wr,g,t as well as the Haus-

man instrument, which is used as a proxy for marginal cost. The results indicate

that time since last sale or promotion, lag prices in the same supermarket, lag

quantities in the same supermarket, and demographic variables have a statistically

significant impact on prices of cereals. Lagged prices and lagged quantities of

the product in the next-largest supermarket account within the same geographic

market appear to not have much impact on the price-setting behavior of super-

markets.

1.4.2 Demand Estimation

In this section, the OLS, IV, and CX estimators examined in Section 3

are used to estimate demand for RTEC using the almost ideal demand system

(AIDS) of Deaton and Muellbauer (1980).25 It is well documented that AIDS has

a high level of econometric flexibility, in that even if the true demand function

24See, e.g., Pesendorfer (2002) and Hosken and Reiffen (2004).
25A constant elasticity of demand (or log-log demand) form was also estimated. The basic

comparative results were the same as the AIDS model.
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that describes the data is not AIDS, it will provide an approximate estimate that

is near the true demand estimate.

The estimating equation for AIDS is given by

sj = αj +
∑
k

γjk ln pk + βj ln

(
X

P

)
(1.12)

for all products indexed j = 1, 2, ..., J. The scanner panel subscripts, rgt, which

correspond to retailer, geographic market, and time period, respectively, are omit-

ted here for simplicity. The variables s and p denote the expenditure share and

price, respectively. X is the total expenditure for the product segment and P is

a price index given by the Stone price index

lnP =
∑
i

si ln pi. (1.13)

For further details on AIDS, see Deaton and Muellbauer (1980), Chalfant (1987),

Green and Alston (1990), Hausman (1997), and Hausman and Leonard (2002).

The price elasticities are calculated based on the coefficient estimates from (1.12)

as ηjk = −δjk +
γjk
sj
− βj sksj where δjk = 1 if j = k and 0 else. The expenditure

elasticity is given by ηjx = 1 +
βj
sj
. See Green and Alston (1990) for a detailed

explanation of elasticities in AIDS models.

Figure 1.5 presents a summary of demand elasticity estimates for 65 RTEC

products using the three identification schemes described in Section 3. To note,

no restrictions, such as symmetry or homogeneity, were imposed in the estimation

of the AIDS model. Figures 1.6 through 1.8 present elasticity matrices of product

groupings that ought to have high intra-group substitution patterns. These results

are examined in the following sections.

Results - OLS

The OLS estimation of AIDS26 for the 65 cereal products yields fairly rea-

sonable results. Column (1) of Figure 1.5 presents the own price elasticities of

26Given the assumption of exogenous regressors (price), only log prices and expenditures were
included as RHS variables as presented by the AIDS estimating equation (1.12).
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the AIDS. The summary statistics at the bottom of Figure 1.5 indicate that the

average elasticity across all 65 products is about -3, corresponding to an average

implied price-cost margin (PCM) of 36% found in column (4). The four store

brand SKUs in the sample tend to be less elastic, with an average elasticity of

about -2, compared with their nationally-branded counterparts. This certainly

makes sense since retailers earn higher profits on store brand products.

To note, the price-cost margin for good j in Figure 1.5 is based on the

Lerner index, PCMj = −1/ηj, where ηj is the own price elasticity of good j. This

is a reasonable calculation if each of the 65 goods are priced individually (single-

product firm pricing). The merger simulation in Section 5 uses multi-product firm

pricing, which is more fitting of an oligopolistic market.

One interesting trend that also emerges is that the own price elasticity of

healthy cereals tend to be less elastic. For example, General Mills Fiber One,

Kashi Go Lean Crunch, Kellogg All Bran, Kellogg Special K, and Post Shredded

Wheat have own price elasticities ranging from -1.22 to -1.95, which are much

less elastic than the average of all 65 products in the sample. This yields higher

PCMs for these products, indicating profitability tends to be above average for

healthy cereal products. Column (7) of Figure 1.5 presents the percentage of

cross-price elasticities that are positive. Regardless of whether two cereal products

are marketed towards kids or adults, the cross price elasticity is expected to be

greater than or equal to zero, indicating the products are either substitutes or

unrelated, respectively. On average 60 percent of the cross price elasticities are

positive. Finally, column (10) is the summation of the γ parameters on log price

from equation (1.12). A zero sum of the γ parameters indicates homogeneity.

Figure 1.6 presents a 13×14 elasticity matrix that is a subset of the full 65×
66 elasticity matrix. There are three product groupings: (i) Honey Nut Cheerios;

(ii) Raisin Bran; and (3) Corn Flakes. In each product grouping there are several

different sizes and a few different manufacturers including at least one store brand

version of the good. A few interesting patterns emerge. As expected, intra-group

cross price elasticities are high, indicating consumers substitute between different

sizes of the same product as well as among different manufacturers of similar
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products. For example, when the price of General Mills Honey Nut Cheerios 20oz.

increases by one percent, the quantity demanded of Honey Nut Cheerios 27oz.

increases 0.77 percent, followed by the 14oz. SKU. When the price of General

Mills 14oz. Cheerios increases, consumers tend to substitute more heavily to the

14oz. store brand version of Cheerios, and then towards larger size Cheerios SKUs.

Another point of interest is the large negative cross-price elasticities between store

brand products when the price of store brand Corn Flakes is increased. For

example, the OLS estimates suggest that when the price of store brand Corn

Flakes decreases by one percent, the quantity demanded of store brand Oat Rings

increases by 0.41 percent, and similarly the quantity demanded of store brand

Raisin Bran increases by 0.70 percent, indicating these goods are fairly strong

complements. The CX estimator fixes this anomaly in Figure 1.8.

Results - IV with Hausman Instruments

Figures 1.5 and 1.7 present results of the AIDS model27 estimated with IV

(TSLS) using Hausman instruments. Included (assumed exogenous) regressors in

the model are wages, merchandising and distribution variables, geography-retailer

fixed effects, month fixed effects, and trend. The Hausman instrument for the

price of product j sold in supermarket retail chain r located in geographic market

g during week t is the weighted average28 price of product j sold in all supermarkets

in all geographies not g during week t.

The own price elasticities for the 65 products found in column (2) of Figure

1.5 indicate some disturbing trends. First, none of the elasticities are statistically

significant, even at the 10 percent level. Furthermore, the own-price elasticities

are very volatile, with several being inelastic or even positive. The average own-

price elasticity is reasonable at -3.24, but the standard deviation is 8.92. Very

little about the instrumental variables estimation with Hausman instruments is

27Supermarket and time fixed effects were included, as well as the merchandising variables,
distribution, and a weekly time trend.

28I.e., the sum of the dollar sales of product j in all supermarkets located in all other geographic
markets is divided by the sum of the pound (quantity) sales of product j in all supermarkets
located in all other geographic markets.
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reasonable. The implied PCM has a very large range, from -1379 percent to 3409

percent, and column (8) shows that the number of positive cross-price elasticities

is about half of the OLS estimation results. Furthermore, the sum of the γ

parameters are rarely near zero, indicating homogeneity would likely be rejected

in a statistical test. Overall, it appears Hausman instruments have failed to recover

the structural effect of price on quantity. These results are similar to Weinberg

and Hosken’s (2008) demand study of breakfast syrup.

The cross-price elasticities are presented in Figure 1.7. Again, rarely any-

thing makes sense given the unreasonably large negative values for the cross price

elasticities and absence of statistically significant results. However, the problem

does not appear to stem from invalid or endogenous instruments, but rather instru-

ment weakness. That is, the Hausman instrument does a poor job of predicting

the endogenous prices in the first-stage of the 2SLS estimation routine. Figure

1.18 presents a histogram of the first stage F-Stat for the 65 endogenous price

regressors that were instrumented with their corresponding Hausman instrument.

All but one of the F-Stats were less than 10, with more than half of the first stage

F-Stats less than six. According to Staiger and Stock (1997), the instrumental

variables results obtained here are unreliable given the extremely poor fit in the

first stage.

A comment is in order offering some perspective on why the price of a

good at a particular supermarket located within some geographic market during a

specific week would be weakly correlated with the average price of that same good

in all other geographic markets during the same week. Recall that temporary price

promotions or sales are a significant source of retail price variation for many goods

found in supermarkets. For example, Hosken and Reiffen (2004b) find that 45

percent of the variation in retail cereal prices is due to temporary downward price

promotions, which is supported here by Figure 1.15. The decision to set a good on

sale by a supermarket located in a particular city arguably has little to do with the

price of the same good set by supermarkets in all other cities, with the exception

of common underlying costs to acquire the good from the manufacturer. Such

common acquisition costs are the basis for the relevance of Hausman instruments,
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but common acquisition costs are likely to be a small source of the retail price

variation for a good when prices and promotions are being determined on a weekly

basis.

One may argue that manufacturers offer the same wholesale price or trade

promotion deal to all supermarket chains regardless of geographic location, which

ought to make inter-geography prices highly correlated. However, Besanko et

al. (2005) find evidence that supermarkets exercise considerable discretion in how

and when to offer temporary price promotions resulting from trade deals offered by

manufacturers. Thus, even if supermarket chains across the country all face the

same cost of acquiring a good, and even if this is a significant source of retail price

variation, it is unlikely that supermarkets located in different cities are setting

the good on sale at the same time. This would indicate low correlation or weak

instruments when the scanner data frequency is at the weekly interval, which is

precisely what the simulation conveys in Section 3.4.

Results - CX with Conditioning Instruments

The final set of estimates are for the CX estimator with conditioning instru-

ments. The observed conditioning instruments that correspond to Wr,g,t defined

in Section 2.3 include the following. The natural log of the sum of quantity for

a particular good in all geographic markets not g is used for Qt. For each ge-

ographic market, the percentage of the population that is white, the percentage

that is age 18 or under, the percentage that is age 55 or over, the percentage that

is female, and the percentage of the population that are households that are fam-

ilies with children are all employed for DMGg,t. Monthly dummy variables are

employed for FEt, and geography-supermarket dummy variables interacted with

lagged quantity for each good are employed for FEr,g. The merchandising vari-

ables given by local advertising only, supermarket display only, and advertising and

display only are employed for PROMr,g,t.
29 For a particular supermarket retail

chain r, the number of weeks that have elapsed since that supermarket last held a

29Note that local advertising only, supermarket display only, and advertising and display are
three mutually exclusive variables.
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temporary price promotion or sale for a particular good is used for TPROMr,g,t.

For a particular supermarket located within a geographic market, the number of

weeks that have elapsed since the largest30 supermarket located within the same

geographic market last held a temporary price promotion for a particular good is

used for TPROM−r,g,t. The natural log of lagged prices (1-week through 8-week

lags) for a particular product in a supermarket is used for Pr,g,−t. For a super-

market located in a geographic market, the natural log of lagged prices (1-week

through 8-week lags) for a particular product in the largest supermarket located

within the same geographic market is used for P−r,g,−t. The natural log of lagged

quantity (1-week through 8-week lags) for a particular product in a supermarket

is used for Qr,g,−t. For a supermarket retail chain located in a geographic market,

the natural log of lagged quantity (1-week through 8-week lags) for a particular

product in the largest supermarket located in the same geographic market is used

for Q−r,g,−t. Finally, also included are the natural log of the average weekly wage

for a geographic market, a time trend, and a product’s distribution intensity.

Figure 1.5 again presents elasticity estimates for the 65 cereal products. In

general, the estimates based on CX found in column (3) are less elastic than the

estimates based on OLS in column (1). The average elasticity is -2.53 for CX

compared to -2.99 for the OLS estimation. The typical concern when estimating

demand using the OLS estimator in the presence of endogeneity is that the own

price elasticity is biased towards zero due to simultaneity. Here, however, the

own price elasticity for the OLS estimator seems to be too elastic relative to the

CX estimates. The reason is that traditional simultaneity concerns appear to

not be an issue for differentiated products sold in supermarkets. The bias in this

case is that the own price elasticity from OLS is too elastic because of dynamic

considerations such as stockpiling. This phenomenon is pointed out by Hosken

and Reiffen (2004a), and they suggest that pricing dynamics ought to be taken

into consideration in the demand estimation process, which is precisely what the

30The definition of largest is based on total dollar-sales of all cereals. If supermarket account
r is the largest supermarket within the geographic market, then the next-largest supermarket is
used. This definition holds for other variables that are based on “largest” supermarket within a
geographic market.
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CX estimation framework does with the conditioning instruments that proxy for

stockpiling behavior. Thus, the fact that most of the own price elasticities were

reduced in column (3) of Figure 1.5 compared to column (1) is good indication

that the CX framework based on the conditional exogeneity assumption, given by

P ⊥ U |W, is doing its job with regard to stockpiling effects.

The implied PCMs in column (6) are slightly higher than PCMs in column

(4), due to the relatively more inelastic results from the CX estimator. Finally,

the number of positive cross price elasticities produced by the CX estimator, found

in column (9), are often greater than the OLS estimator and much greater than

the IV estimator with Hausman instruments.

Figure 1.8 presents the elasticity matrix for selected products based on

the CX estimator. Compared to OLS in Figure 1.6, the CX estimates of cross

price elasticities are smaller in magnitude, due to accounting for price and demand

dynamics, but still comport with a priori notions of what the substitution patterns

among characteristically similar products ought to be. One problem that was

remedied with the conditioning instruments methodology is that many of the large

negative cross price elasticities in Figure 1.6 have either turned positive or are no

longer statistically significant in Figure 1.8. For example, consider again the cross

price elasticity between store brand Corn Flakes and store brand Oat Rings. In

Figure 1.6, the cross price elasticity between store brand Corn Flakes (price) and

store brand Oat Rings (quantity) was -0.41 from the OLS estimation. In Figure

1.8, that cross price elasticity is reduced to -0.09. In Figure 1.6, the cross price

elasticity between store brand Corn Flakes (price) and store brand Raisin Bran

was -0.70. In Figure 1.8, that cross price elasticity is reduced to -0.01 and is no

longer statistically significant.

The system of equations presented in Section 2.3 shed light on new sources

of price endogeneity, such as stockpiling and competition among supermarkets,

which are addressed with the CX estimator and conditioning instruments here.

Compared to the OLS estimates, the CX estimates yield lower own price elastic-

ities that result from accounting for dynamics with the conditioning instruments

W. The CX estimates also produce more positive cross price elasticities, which
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comports with a priori notions of substitution patterns. The OLS and CX results

are both reasonable, but the IV estimates with Hausman instruments suffer from a

weak instruments problem. In research involving demand estimation for differen-

tiated products with disaggregated, high frequency scanner data, the CX estimator

with conditioning instruments proposed here or the simple OLS approach appear

to yield the most reasonable results.

1.5 Merger Simulation

The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) granted early termination of the

Hart-Scott-Rodino (HSR) waiting period in January 2008 for the Ralston-Post

merger. Given the high market concentration in the cereal industry, it appears that

regulators had sufficient evidence leading them to conclude that a second request

for information was not necessary. One of those considerations may have been

that a merger simulation produced post-merger results that were not indicative of

enhanced market power in the cereal industry.

Given that the scanner data set employed in this chapter covers the three-

year period leading up to the year of the Ralston-Post merger, it may well be

what the merging parties produced to antitrust regulators for the HSR filing, or

it may be what they would have produced if the FTC initiated a second request.

Thus, an important question addressed here is what was it that the FTC saw that

may have led to a favorable decision for the merging parties. To address the

possibility that the FTC or merging parties’ economists did not conduct any in-

depth demand analysis and merger simulation for this particular transaction during

the initial HSR waiting period, the question then becomes to what extent do the

results of a merger simulation performed here comport with the FTC’s decision to

not further pursue the Ralston-Post merger. The answer, detailed in subsequent

sections below, is that the simulated Ralston-Post acquisition results in simulated

post-merger cereal industry prices that are only slightly above pre-merger prices.

The merger that transpired in 2008 between Ralston Corp. and Post is

most closely approximated here by the merger of store brand products with Post
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products. According to Ralston Corp.’s 2007 SEC 10-K filing, they are the largest

producer of store brand ready-to-eat cereals in the United States.31 Therefore, the

analysis presented here using all store brand products in place of Ralston is only

an approximation to the true industry merger that transpired, as Ralston does not

produce and set the prices of all store brand products.32

The 1997 Merger Guidelines, jointly set forth by the FTC and Department

of Justice (DOJ), is a standard reference for assessing competitive effects regarding

horizontal mergers. The Guidelines provide economists with a concise overview of

the general ideas behind the antitrust agencies’ merger reviews, but the particular

details of what economists ought to do in analyzing a merger (or how to do it)

are virtually nonexistent. The Guidelines do explicitly define the Herfindahl-

Hirschman index (HHI), and suggest it as a starting point in determining the

competitive effects of mergers. Figure 1.20 (available from author upon request)

provides the HHI market concentration calculations for the merger of Post with

Kellogg, General Mills, Quaker, and store brands. The underlying market shares

based on pounds of cereal sold between 2005-2007 used to calculate the HHIs can

be found in Figure 1.1. All the mergers between Post and one of the other firms

yields post-merger HHIs and corresponding changes in HHI that “...raise significant

competitive concerns” according to the Merger Guidelines.

A deeper examination of the substitution patterns of store brand cereals

with Post cereals indicates there may be very little to be concerned about regard-

ing the overlap of Ralston’s and Post’s portfolio of brands. The largest cross

price elasticity between the two firms is for Post Raisin Bran 20oz. and store

brand Raisin Bran 20oz., which is not surprising given that these two goods are

nearly identical from a product characteristics perspective. According to the CX

estimates, a one percent increase in the price of Post Raisin Bran leads to a 0.23

percent increase in the quantity purchased of store brand Raisin Bran. Given

31Ashenfelter and Hosken (2008) also point out that Ralston was the “largest private label
cereal producer in the U.S.” as of 1997, but it’s unclear what their specific share of the store
brands sales is.

32Of course, this inherently overstates the pre and post-merger HHI numbers. This also means
that the post-merger simulated prices estimated here are an upper bound that are biased towards
being too high.
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that this appears to be the only major overlap of the two firms’ products in the

demand estimation sample, it is not difficult to see why regulators did not pursue

the merger examination any further. Yet this still provides a convenient backdrop

for performing a merger simulation to determine what might result in this industry

post-merger.

Although merger simulation is not directly addressed in the Guidelines, it

has become a popular exercise by economists at the U.S. antitrust agencies, as well

as by academics and private sector economists often hired by the merging firms’

attorneys. For example, Hausman, Leonard, and Zona (1994) examine mergers in

the beer industry; Werden and Froeb (1994) examine mergers in the telecommu-

nications industry; Nevo (2000a) examines mergers in the cereal industry; Peters

(2006) examines mergers in the airline industry; and Weinberg and Hosken (2008)

examine mergers in the motor oil and breakfast syrup industries. These studies

show that merger analysis is often the impetus for demand system estimation,

which can be thought of as the “first stage” of the merger simulation procedure.

The following section details the ensuing “second stage” of the merger simulation

using the AIDS estimates.

1.5.1 Industry Conduct

As in virtually all merger simulations, a differentiated Nash-Bertrand static

model of oligopoly is assumed here with multiproduct firm pricing. The first order

conditions (FOCs) resulting from the industry’s profit maximization problem in

the pre-merger state of the world are used to back out the implied marginal costs,

which are then used along with the post-merger industry ownership structure to

simulate what prices will be in the post-merger state of the world. Assuming

constant marginal costs, the FOCs that result from profit maximization employing
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the AIDS are given by


s1

s2
...

sJ


(J×1)

+


A

(J×J)
◦


η11 η12 · · · η1J

η21 η22 · · · η2J
...

. . .
...

ηJ1 ηJ2 · · · ηJJ



′
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(p1 − c1)s1/p1
(p2 − c2)s2/p2

...

(pJ − cJ)sJ/pJ


(J×1)

=


0

0
...

0


(J×1)

or (1.14)

s + (A ◦ η′)(ψ ◦ s) = 0, (1.15)

where s, p, and c denote budget share, price, and marginal cost, respectively, and

◦ denotes the Hadamard product (i.e., element-wise multiplication). Define Ω ≡
A ◦ η′, where A contains information on the ownership structure of the goods in

the industry and η contains the responsiveness of consumers to price changes for

those goods. For multiproduct firm pricing, A is comprised of elements ajk = 1

if j, k are owned by the same firm, and ajk = 0 otherwise.33 The second (J × J)

matrix comprising Ω is a price elasticity matrix, η, with elements ηjk =
∂qj/qj
∂pk/pk

.

It is important to note here that s and Ω are functions of price, although this is

not made explicit above purely for notational simplicity. The (implied) price-cost

margins, ψj ≡ (pj − cj)/pj, are solved for as

ψ = −(Ω−1s) ◦ s̃, (1.16)

where w̃ denotes the vector of inverses of the budget shares. Finally, the (J × 1)

vector of (implied) marginal costs is given by

c = [(Ω−1s) ◦ s̃ ◦ p] + p, (1.17)

where p denotes the vector of market prices of the J goods in the system.

The pre-merger marginal costs obtained above are assumed to be the same

post-merger. This assumption can be augmented to incorporate potential efficien-

cies attained from the synergistic nature of the merger by reducing the marginal

33Note that for single product firm pricing, whereby each product’s price is set by a separate
firm, A is the identity matrix. For a joint ownership monopoly, whereby all products’ prices are
set by one firm in the industry, A is a matrix of ones.
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costs of the merging firms. To determine the simulated post-merger prices, the

FOCs from equation (1.14) or (1.15) are again utilized. First, note that the

post-merger matrix A is repopulated to reflect the industry’s product ownership

structure where now the two merging firms comprise a new firm. Second, because

the post-merger Ω and s are functions of price, and given the functional form of

AIDS, an analytical solution for the post-merger prices is not available. Thus,

only a numerical solution for the post-merger version of equation (1.14) using the

pre-merger demand estimates and implied marginal costs is possible. That is, a

numerical search is performed to find the prices that make the post-merger version

of (1.14) true; the resulting price vector is the post-merger simulated prices for the

industry.

1.5.2 Merger Simulation Results

Four mergers are simulated: General Mills-Post, Kellogg-Post, Quaker-

Post, and Store Brand-Post. The last merger most closely captures the Ralston-

Post merger that actually transpired in 2008. Each of these mergers are simulated

based on the AIDS estimates of Section 4.2, which includes OLS, IV with Hausman

instruments, and CX with the conditioning instruments proposed earlier.

Figure 1.10 presents the pre-merger and post-merger averages of prices and

price-cost margins (PCMs) for each of the manufacturers based on the OLS esti-

mates. Figure 1.11 presents the pre-merger and post-merger results based on the

IV estimates with Hausman instruments. Finally, Figure 1.12 presents simulation

results based on the CX estimates with conditioning instruments. Where needed,

prices and budget shares employed in calculating the elasticities and FOCs are the

weighted averages or arithmetic averages across retailer-geography-week for each

good. Pre-merger prices for each good are used as starting values for the numer-

ical search of post-merger prices that solves the post-merger version of equation

(1.15).

As expected, the simulation results based on the CX demand estimates

found in Figure 1.12 are relatively more reasonable than the simulation results
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based on IV with Hausman instruments and the basic OLS estimates. This is not

surprising since the merger simulation is heavily driven by the estimates of price

effects, which were largely nonsensical based on the IV estimates. The relatively

reasonable demand estimates produced by employing the conditioning instruments

have translated into relatively reasonable post-merger simulated prices.

Focusing on the store brands-Post merger in Figure 1.12, the post-merger

average prices for Post and store brands products are $2.86 per pound and $2.00

per pound, respectively, constituting a three percent and five percent price increase

post-merger. The overall price increase across all cereal products is three percent,

indicating that the store brands-Post merger appears to not harm consumers of

cereal much on the basis of price. A Quaker-Post merger does not increase industry

prices much either. However, a merger between General Mills-Post or Kellogg-

Post results in post-merger simulated prices that are much higher. Kellogg and

General Mills are much larger firms that maintain higher market shares and far

more products than Quaker and store brands. Based on these results, it is not

difficult to see why the FTC granted early termination of the HSR waiting period

for the Ralston-Post merger in 2008 despite the highly concentrated industry. The

simulated price increase resulting from the merger using pre-merger data are not

much higher than pre-merger prices.

1.6 Conclusions

Confounding effects that lead to price endogeneity in demand estimation

are better remedied with conditioning instruments proposed here for use in the con-

ditional exogeneity framework of Chalak and White (2010). The typical remedy

for addressing price endogeneity is to exploit the panel structure of the scanner

data to obtain Hausman instruments, as suggested by Hausman (1997), and to

estimate a traditional instrumental variables procedure. However, Hausman in-

struments are found to be weak in both empirical estimates of demand for cereal

and simulation results. In both cases, the demand parameter estimates of interest

are highly unreliable and unstable.
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In contrast, the conditional exogeneity (CX) estimates are stable and rea-

sonable. Although the conditioning instruments are also obtained by exploiting

the panel structure of the scanner data, they are used in a much different way than

standard Hausman instruments. The conditioning instruments are proxies for the

confounding variables; thus, they need not be exogenous, yet they are instrumental

in identifying the causal effect of price on demand.

When disaggregated, high frequency scanner data is available, the CX es-

timator and the conditioning instruments proposed here are recommended as an

alternative estimation methodology for obtaining the price effects in demand sys-

tems that are typically of interest to IO and marketing researchers. In the appli-

cation to ready-to-eat cereals, the CX framework yielded demand elasticities that

were relatively less elastic, though still in the elastic range of -3.7 to -1.2 for the 65

cereal products in the sample. Also important is the fact that many of the large

statistically significant cross-price elasticities that were estimated with basic OLS

either turned positive or statistically insignificant with conditioning instruments.

This result is attributed to incorporating the dynamic pricing and purchasing be-

havior of consumers, such as stockpiling, in the estimation procedure through the

conditioning instruments.

Finally, the demand estimates based on the different identifying assump-

tions yield merger simulation results that are heavily driven by the underlying

demand estimates. Simulations based on IV were nonsensical, while simulations

based on the CX estimates were relatively reasonable. The post-merger simulated

prices for the store brands-Post merger are only three percent higher than pre-

merger cereal prices. This is consistent with the FTC’s decision to not further

investigate the Ralston-Post merger that transpired in 2008.

1.7 Tables and Figures
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Figure 1.1: Market Share and Price
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Figure 1.2: Descriptive Stats
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Figure 1.3: Income and Demographics
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Figure 1.4: Price Equations
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Figure 1.5: Summary AIDS Results

Figure 1.6: AIDS OLS
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Figure 1.7: AIDS IV w/Haus

Figure 1.8: AIDS CX
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Figure 1.9: Simulation
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Figure 1.10: Merger Sim OLS
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Figure 1.11: Merger Sim IV w/Haus
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Figure 1.12: Merger Sim CX
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Figure 1.13: Path Diagram for Qty

Figure 1.14: Path Diagram for Price
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Figure 1.15: GM Cheerios - Price
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Figure 1.16: Cereal Market Share
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Figure 1.17: Cereal Price
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Figure 1.18: Distribution of F-Stat



Chapter 2

Identification of Price Effects in

Discrete Choice Models of

Demand for Differentiated

Products

2.1 Introduction

The specification and estimation of demand for differentiated products is of

central importance for research in industrial organization (IO) for assessing com-

petitive effects and market conduct.1 The primary concern is to obtain reliable

econometric estimates of price effects, defined here as the effect of (exogenous)

changes in market price on consumer demand. A conditional form of exogene-

ity is exploited here to estimate price effects in discrete choice models of demand,

particularly the logit class.2 Results based on the conditional exogeneity identifica-

tion assumption are compared to results from the standard instrument exogeneity

1See, for example, Baker and Bresnahan (1985), Scheffman and Spiller (1996), Hausman
(1997), and Rubinfeld (2000). See also Nevo (2000b), footnote 1, for a list of other important
IO studies.

2For an analysis of price endogeneity in a non-discrete choice framework, see, for example,
Hausman (1997) and Chapter 1, both of which estimate demand for ready-to-eat cereals using
the almost ideal demand system.

59
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assumption found in demand studies with market-level data, such as Berry, Levin-

sohn, and Pakes (1995), Hausman (1997), and Nevo (2001). To determine the

efficacy of the two identification strategies, price elasticities and implied price-cost

margins based on assumed market conduct are evaluated for ready-to-eat cereals.

When price exogeneity fails, the researcher is not able to identify the causal

effect of price on demand, but rather is only able to obtain predictive estimates

that may not be causally meaningful. The desired price effect is tantamount

to having data available in which the prices of goods in a relevant product seg-

ment are randomly changed by reasonable increments across retailers, location,

and time. In such an ideal world, even a basic regression of purchased quanti-

ties on market price ought to yield the causal price effect. Because unobservable

(to the researcher) factors that drive market price and demand overlap, render-

ing market price endogenous, estimating causal effects as if one had data from

an ideal randomized experiment becomes problematic. In attempting to address

price endogeneity, research in IO and marketing appears to have gone no further

than employing assumed exogenous instruments at some point in the identification

framework. This chapter thus provides a new perspective by obviating the need

to rely on outside exogenous instruments, such as rival’s product characteristics

and prices in other cities.

The conditional exogeneity identification framework employed here is con-

tained in the research of White (2006), White and Chalak (2006), White and

Chalak (2009), and Chalak and White (2010), to name a few. They provide a

unified framework for estimating causal effects in structural systems that encom-

passes research in statistical theory (e.g., Dawid (1979)), artificial neural networks

(e.g., Pearl (2000)), familiar econometric procedures (e.g., instrumental variables),

the treatment effects literature (e.g., Rubin (1974) and Rosenbaum and Rubin

(1983)), and extensions primarily employed in labor economics (e.g., Heckman,

Ichimura, and Todd (1997), and Heckman and Vytacil (2005)). This framework

is applied here to remedy the statistical dependence3 between market price and

3Throughout this chapter, ⊥ and 6⊥ denote independence (zero correlation) and dependence
(non-zero correlation), respectively.
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unobserved product characteristics or unobserved demand shocks.

When applied to demand, the conditional exogeneity assumption maintains

that market price is uncorrelated with unobservable demand drivers conditional

on a proposed set of conditioning instruments. That is, p ⊥ ξ |w, where p, ξ, and

w, are market price, unobservable drivers of demand, and a set of conditioning

instruments, respectively. In contrast, the standard ordinary least squares (OLS)

assumption is (p,x) ⊥ ξ, where x includes observed product characteristics. To

the extent that x is contained in w, conditional exogeneity p ⊥ ξ |w is a weaker

condition, as it is implied by (p,x) ⊥ ξ. Furthermore, consider standard instru-

mental variables (IV) requiring the assumption (z,x) ⊥ ξ, where z is an assumed

exogenous instrument for price. To the extent that z is not exogenous, and is

more appropriately classified as a conditioning instrument described below, con-

ditional exogeneity is an alternate identification strategy that is more appealing

than standard exogeneity assumptions needed for OLS and IV. Specifically, the

conditioning instruments need not be exogenous as is required of the instruments

for identification in standard IV estimation, but the conditioning instruments are

nevertheless instrumental in identifying the price effect of interest.

Properly choosing the conditioning instruments, w, requires a structural

set of equations that describes the data generation processes for market price and

consumer demand. This system sheds light on the confounding variables that

are potential sources of price endogeneity in the demand system. Drivers of or

responses to unobservable variables common to both demand and market price are

classified as conditioning instruments. The conditioning instruments proposed

here to remedy product-level price endogeneity include observed product charac-

teristics and the baseline price. The baseline price is defined as the average price

of a good that varies across products but not markets. To the extent that unob-

served product characteristics are being driven by some of the same factors that

are driving product price, such as marginal cost (unobserved), the baseline price

may be a viable response or predictive proxy for such factors. When employed

as a conditioning instrument, empirical estimates show that just a few product

characteristics and the baseline price can identify the marginal effect of market
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price on demand just as well as when including nearly 40 product characteristics

or product fixed effects.

Importantly, this identification framework obviates the need to assume that

observed product characteristics are uncorrelated with the error in the demand

equation. This is a particularly useful contribution, especially in light of Berry’s

(1994) comment noting that the reliance on assuming exogeneity of observed prod-

uct characteristics is a “defect” in nearly all applied discrete choice models of de-

mand. By treating observed product characteristics as indirect drivers of utility,

they need not be exogenous when employed as conditioning instruments. The con-

ditioning instruments only serve to identify the structural or causal effect of market

price on demand, which is the focus of this chapter. Coefficient estimates asso-

ciated with the conditioning instruments may not be causally meaningful. This

notion is analogous to the first stage coefficient estimates in the two stage least

squares (TSLS) implementation of traditional IV. The coefficient estimates in the

first stage of TSLS only serve to identify the coefficients in the second stage, but

the first stage estimates do not contain any structural or causal meaning.

The conditional exogeneity identification scheme is also employed to rem-

edy market-level sources of price endogeneity, such as unobserved demand shocks.

Conditioning instruments are created by exploiting the panel structure of the data.

For example, the number of weeks elapsed since a product was set on sale by a

retailer is used as a driver of stockpiling behavior by consumers. The quantity of

the good sold contemporaneously in all other cities is used as a response or predic-

tive proxy for national advertising. The price of the good sold in other retailers

within the same city is used to remedy confounding effects arising from retailers

competing for the same pool of consumers. Moreover, other variables contained

in the scanner data are classified as drivers of unobserved demand factors, making

them appropriate conditioning instruments.

The empirical application undertaken here is estimating product-level de-

mand elasticities and implied price-cost margins for ready-to-eat cereals. Demand

estimation for cereal products has been the subject of econometric identification

concerns in past research in IO; most notably, Hausman (1997) and Nevo (2001).
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A new, highly detailed set of supermarket scanner data that differs from the two

aforementioned papers is employed here. It contains supermarket chain-level de-

tail within each city at a weekly frequency, as well as stock-keeping unit detail for

each of the cereal products in the sample. Information on prices, quantities, and

promotional variables are available.

To get a sense of the potential aggregation bias that may occur when re-

searchers use scanner data that is aggregated at the city-quarter level, the disag-

gregated data here is artificially aggregated from the retailer-city-week detail up

to the city-quarter level so that estimates from the two data sets may be com-

pared. Finally, to thoroughly analyze and address the price endogeneity resulting

from unobserved product characteristics, a highly detailed set of nearly 40 product

characteristics for each brand of cereal is collected. This allows for a variety of

experiments to be performed in order to test the efficacy of the instruments and

identification assumption proposed here versus the instruments and identification

assumptions proposed in previous research.

Estimates from traditional instrumental variables procedures employing in-

struments suggested by Berry (1994) and Hausman (1997) yield price elasticities

that are inelastic and implied price-cost margins that are unreasonably high. In

contrast, the conditional exogeneity estimates employing the conditioning instru-

ments proposed here produce price elasticities and margins that make relatively

more sense and are stable across specifications. Estimates from the aggregated

city-quarter scanner data are inelastic relative to the same specification but using

the disaggregated retailer-city-week data. This suggests that studies examining

demand estimation with aggregated data are potentially overestimating price-cost

margins due to aggregation bias. Moreover, it suggests that past research using

aggregated data may have incorrectly attributed inelastic price effects to simul-

taneity rather than aggregation bias. Another important finding here is that

omitting merchandising and local advertising variables leads to appreciably large

changes in demand estimates, causing elasticities to be too high and margins to

be too low due to confounding effects from stockpiling and consumer preferences.

Finally, during the sample period of the scanner data employed here, Gen-
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eral Mills, one of five major ready-to-eat cereal manufacturers, increased the price

on nearly all of its products by decreasing the amount of cereal in the box. This

“hidden” price change primarily took effect during July 2007, and appears to be

the result of an increase in General Mills’ input costs (e.g. wheat). I estimate

demand before and after this event, and determine that General Mills’ price-cost

margin increased by nearly four percent, indicating that a meaningful proportion

of consumers did not notice the hidden price change. The phenomenon of hidden

price changes in differentiated product markets is not uncommon, although there

is very little research in IO that thoroughly examines it. Preliminary estimates are

provided here, and a comprehensive empirical examination of hidden price changes

can be found in Chapter 4.

The organization of this chapter is as follows. Section 2 presents the logit

model of demand and outlines sources of price endogeneity. Section 3 examines

the conditional exogeneity estimator based on the identifying assumption p ⊥ ξ|w.

Section 4 proposes a structural set of equations describing the data generation pro-

cesses for demand and market price that sheds light on sources of confounding and

provides guidance on selecting the conditioning instruments. Section 5 presents

the ready-to-eat cereal scanner data and estimation results. Section 6 concludes.

2.2 Demand and Endogeneity

Throughout this chapter, the primary interest is to estimate the causal ef-

fect of market price on demand; obtaining causally meaningful estimates of effects

from non-price product characteristics is not a direct concern here. In the sections

to follow, the conditional logit discrete choice model of demand is examined in the

context of market-level data. The conditional logit demand model suffers from

the well-known independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA) problem examined by

McFadden (1974), Hausman and McFadden (1984), and Train (2003). However,

despite its potential drawbacks, the logit model does offer a convenient, tractable

framework to describe and apply the conditional exogeneity identification assump-

tion. The price endogeneity concerns that are addressed here are not driven by
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the particular demand model, as they are generally applicable to most demand

specifications, such as the almost ideal demand system (see Chapter 1). Exten-

sions to probit, nested logit, and the random coefficients logit demand models is

possible, but tractability and expositional convenience is lost.

2.2.1 Demand

The consumer’s indirect utility is the starting point for estimating a struc-

tural demand system in a discrete choice framework. Let k = 1, 2, ..., J index the

goods in the choice set, let m = 1, 2, ...,M index the markets in the sample, and let

i = 1, 2, ..., Nm index the consumers in market m.4 Consumer i’s indirect utility

from consuming good k in market m takes the general form

uikm = d(pkm,xkm, ξkm) + εikm. (2.1)

The variable pkm is the price of good k in market m, xkm is a vector of ob-

served product characteristics, ξkm represents unobserved (to the researcher) prod-

uct characteristics and demand shocks, and εikm is a mean-zero independently

and identically distributed (iid) type-I extreme value disturbance term. Equa-

tion (3.1), is typically represented by the linear-separable parametric form d(·) =

xkmβo + αopkm + ξkm. In the context here, the coefficient αo is the primary focus

of interest, where the a priori expectation is ∂uikm/∂pkm = αo < 0. The fact

that the coefficients αo and βo are not indexed by i, which is the conditional logit

model’s primary point of differentiation with the random coefficients logit model,

indicates that consumers are identical in their tastes. By convention and for ease

of exposition, εikm is assumed to be independent of xkm, pkm, and ξkm.

Typically in IO, consumer-level data is not available, but market-level data

is. In the conditional logit framework here, this is accommodated by aggregating

equation (3.1) to the market-level representative consumer, given by

ukm = d(pkm,xkm, ξkm) + εkm. (2.2)

4Except where noted, a market is defined here as a supermarket chain-city-week combination.
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The representative consumer in market m chooses good j over good k for all k 6= j

if ujm > ukm ∀k 6= j. The probability that this event occurs is given by sjm =

Pr(ujm > ukm, ∀k 6= j), where sjm is the aggregate choice probability or market

share of good j. Defining the mean utility for good k as δkm ≡ d(pkm,xkm, ξkm), the

market share for good j is given by Pr(εkm < δjm− δkm+ εjm, ∀k 6= j). Given that

εkm is iid mean-zero type-I extreme value, the market share of good j in market

m is given by the familiar choice probability

sjm =

∞∫
−∞

[∏
k 6=j

e−e
(δjm−δkm+εjm)

]
dF (εjm)

=
ed(pjm,xjm,ξjm)

K∑
k=0

ed(pkm,xkm,ξkm)

, (2.3)

where the outside good is represented by k = 0. To arrive at the estimating equa-

tion, the mean utility for the outside good, δ0m ≡ d(p0m,x0m, ξ0m), is normalized

to zero. Following Berry (1994), dividing sjm by the share of the outside good

and taking logs, the equation of interest is given by

s̃jm = d(pjm,xjm, ξjm), (2.4)

where s̃jm ≡ ln(sjm)− ln(s0m). The linear-separable parametric version is

s̃jm = xjmβo + αopjm + ξjm, (2.5)

which is a standard linear equation with JM observations. This provides a conve-

nient framework to address price endogeneity, first by reviewing existing remedies,

and then by examining the alternate remedy applied here, conditional exogeneity.

2.2.2 Price Endogeneity

The problem at hand with estimating αo in equation (2.5) is the statistical

dependence or correlation of pjm and ξjm. Two sources of price endogeneity are

classified here: product-level and market-level.
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Product-Level Price Endogeneity

In order to separately examine product-level and market-level sources of

price endogeneity, it is useful to decompose the error as ξjm = ξj + ∆ξjm, where

ξj captures product-level unobservable variables that do not vary across markets,

while ∆ξjm captures unobservable market-level factors that do vary across mar-

kets. The case in which unobserved product characteristics, captured by ξj, are

correlated with price is defined here as product-level price endogeneity, denoted

ξj 6⊥ pjm.

Consider the following example. In the context of Berry, Levinsohn, and

Pakes (1995),5 suppose data for certain product characteristics are not observable,

such as whether an automobile is equipped with power windows,6 but that some

characteristics are observable, such as horsepower. Moreover, suppose product

characteristics, whether observed or unobserved, drive marginal cost. It is rea-

sonable to believe that horsepower (observed by BLP) affects the marginal cost

of producing an automobile through the increased cost of the engine, as do power

features (unobserved by BLP). Marginal cost drives price through the profit maxi-

mization behavior of the price setter. Therefore, both observable and unobservable

product characteristics are correlated with price through a common underlying

variable, marginal cost. The path structure that results is (ξj,xj) → cj → pjm,

where cj denotes marginal cost, indicating that (ξj,xj) ⊥ pjm is not reasonable.

Because product quality is inherently difficult to quantify, it is a major

source of product-level price endogeneity in discrete choice models of demand.

For example, Trajtenberg (1989) obtains positive price effects for CT scanners.

Trajtenberg’s primary finding is that some portion of product quality remained

unaccounted for in the logit model that was clearly correlated with price to the

extent that products with higher unobserved quality values tend to have higher

prices. From Monte Carlo simulations, Berry (1994) finds that estimation proce-

dures that do not properly address price endogeneity due to unobserved product

5Hereafter, referred to as BLP (1995).
6BLP’s study included the 1970s and 1980s, a time period during which power features were

not necessarily standard in automobiles. Thus, power features may have been an important
consideration in consumers’ decisions.
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characteristics, primarily product quality, yield misleading results; in particular,

a resulting positive bias in estimates of price effects. As another example, the

conditional logit demand model in BLP (1995) produces a price effect of −0.089

without accounting for price endogeneity, while their IV estimates yields a price

effect of −0.216. They attribute this large change to a successful fix of the prob-

lem that automobiles with higher unmeasured quality components sell for higher

prices.

Market-Level Price Endogeneity

The second source of price endogeneity is defined here as market-level price

endogeneity, stemming from the correlation of price with ∆ξjm, denoted by the

condition ∆ξjm 6⊥ pjm. For example, consider a shock that affects both price and

demand in a city, such as advertising or trends in consumer preferences, which are

typically not observed by the researcher. Lack of data on national advertising,

or, more importantly, lack of data on the efficacy of the national advertising, may

be grounds for ∆ξjm ⊥ pjm to fail. Bresnahan’s (1997) comment on Hausman’s

(1997) demand study of the cereal segment points to national advertising as a

phenomenon that may affect both demand and price, thus rendering Hausman’s

identification scheme invalid. Nevo (2001) presents this caveat as well. How-

ever, for national advertising and prices to be correlated, price-setters would need

credible information on the efficacy of the advertising with enough time to change

prices. As noted by Hausman (1997) and Rubinfeld (2000), supermarkets typi-

cally set prices well in advance of effective dates. It is thus unclear that prices set

by retailers are correlated with the national advertising campaigns of manufactur-

ers. Regardless, the conditioning instruments of Section 4 address Bresnahan’s

concerns.

Section 4 proposes a structural system of equations describing the data

generation processes for demand and price. The analysis of that section sheds light

on the confounding variables that drive both product-level and market-level price

endogeneity. Further market-level concerns that are addressed include pricing

dynamics and price competition among retailers in the same city.
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A Survey of Existing Remedies

When market level data are available in a panel structure, so that prices and

market shares for each good vary across retailers and/or geographic locations and

time, the most prevalent proposals to remedy estimation concerns due to price

endogeneity include the use of product-level fixed effects and outside exogenous

instruments. If the sample period is short enough, then it is reasonable to believe

that certain product characteristics do not vary temporally or even geographically,

while other product characteristics do. For example, in the context of cereal,

physical product characteristics, such as a good’s calories or fiber content, are

typically constant across markets, while other product characteristics, such as local

advertising by retailers, may vary considerably across markets. With the error

decomposition ξjm = ξj + ∆ξjm, the source of concern about ξjm 6⊥ pjm due to ξj

may be remedied with product-level fixed effects. See, for example, Besanko et

al. (1998), Villas-Boas and Winer (1999), Nevo (2001), and Villas-Boas (2007).

The use of outside exogenous instruments to address price endogeneity con-

cerns in demand estimation dates back to at least Wright’s (1928) study of supply

and demand elasticities. In the context of a discrete choice model of demand,

rivals’ product characteristics are proposed by Berry (1994) and BLP (1995) to

instrument for price due to product-level endogeneity concerns. Rivals’ product

characteristics are exogenous if one is willing to assume that observed product

characteristics are exogenous. Berry (1994) points out that the assumption that

observed product characteristics are predetermined or exogenous is a “defect” that

is common in most applications of discrete choice models. For example, if there

is reason to believe that higher quality automobiles are more likely to have more

horsepower, then unobservable and observable product characteristics may be cor-

related. Research since Berry (1994) that directly or indirectly relies on this

assumption includes BLP (1995), Besanko et al. (1998), Villas-Boas and Winer

(1999), Nevo (2001), Villas-Boas (2007), and Berry and Haile (2010). A case in

which product characteristics, xj, are correlated with product-level unobservable

variables, ξj, is when product characteristics determine a product’s quality. For
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example, an automobile’s horsepower influences its perceived quality.

The product characteristics of good k are a relevant instrument for the

price of good j due to the profit-maximization conditions borne from the oligopoly

structure of the industry. For simplicity, consider single product firms indexed by

j, where k denotes firms not j. Following a differentiated Nash-Bertrand game,

firm j’s price reaction function for its good resulting from profit maximization is

(omitting unobserved demand and cost shocks) pj = fj(pk, cj), where p and c de-

note price and marginal cost, respectively. Further suppose that the marginal cost

of production is a function of both observed and unobserved product characteris-

tics, represented by cj = gj(xj, ξj). Substituting the cost function into the price

reaction function shows that the Nash equilibrium requires the mutual consistency

condition

pj = fj{fk[pj, gk(xk, ξk)], gj(xj, ξj)}.

This shows that firm j’s price is a function of the observed product characteristics

of its rivals k. Thus, pj and xk are, at least theoretically, correlated.

Ackerberg and Crawford (2008) address the concern that observed prod-

uct characteristics are not exogenous by assuming outside exogenous instruments

are uncorrelated with the inside observed product characteristics. Thus, if the

researcher can find instruments zjm such that (ξjm,xjm) ⊥ zjm, identifying αo

is possible even if the included observed product characteristics are endogenous.

Practitioners typically agree that finding outside exogenous instruments is a daunt-

ing task. The fact that this approach requires the instrument for market price

to now satisfy three conditions7 instead of two makes the task of finding a valid

instrument extremely difficult, especially if xjm consists of several product charac-

teristics.

The proposed remedies above are for price endogeneity due to product-

level sources. Price endogeneity due to market-level sources (i.e., due to ∆ξjm)

has also been addressed with instrumental variables in past research, where again

instrument exogeneity is needed for identification of price effects. Two problems

7That is, the instrument needs to be uncorrelated with the error, uncorrelated with the
observed product characteristics, and correlated with price.
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typically arise: instruments are not available and/or it is difficult to justify instru-

ment exogeneity.

Cost shifters are a strong theoretical source of instruments for endogenous

market price in demand studies. A problem inherent in the study of differentiated

product markets is that the researcher must obtain at least as many outside ex-

ogenous variables to create the instrument set as there are products in the choice

set. In differentiated product markets with many goods, such as cereal and auto-

mobiles, cost shifters quickly become an infeasible source of instruments.8

Because cost shifters are typically unobservable when the choice set of prod-

ucts is large, Hausman (1997) and Nevo (2001) rely on prices in other cities as a

source of instruments. When the data set contains geographic location and time

as its panel dimensions, instruments that have come to be widely known among

IO practitioners as “Hausman instruments” have been used as proxies for the un-

observed cost shifters. The main idea of Hausman instruments is that prices in

other geographic markets in the panel can be employed as instruments for prices

in a particular geographic market,9 as underlying cost shocks ought to affect prices

in all geographic locations. This scheme is adapted from Hausman and Taylor’s

(1981) development of instrumental variables for time invariant characteristics in a

panel data setting, and later applied to demand estimation by Hausman, Leonard,

and Zona (1994), Hausman (1997), and Nevo (2001), among others.

Hausman instruments provide a feasible solution even with several goods

in the choice set. However, two assumptions are necessary in order to successfully

employ Hausman instruments: (i) The unobserved shocks to product costs affect

all geographic markets, and (ii) There are only geography-specific unobservable

demand shocks and not nationwide demand shocks. The first assumption, cap-

tures the notion of instrument relevance, while the second assumption is necessary

for instrument exogeneity. Bresnahan (1997) points out that the instrument ex-

ogeneity assumption underlying Hausman-type instruments may be unreasonable,

particularly for nationally-branded consumer goods markets. The argument is

8Two studies that do employ cost shifters are Besanko et al. (1998) and Villas-Boas (2007).
9For example, the average price of good j in Chicago and Seattle is the instrument for price

in Los Angeles.
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that unobserved shocks affecting national demand, such as the effects of national

advertising campaigns, render the instruments endogenous if prices in all cities are

being set in response to the demand shock.

Finally, Villas-Boas and Winer (1999) employ lagged price as an exogenous

instrument for market price. They point out that lagged prices are readily available

in the data, thus circumventing the dimensionality problem of cost shifters much

like Hausman instruments. While it is reasonable to believe that price in time

period t and price in t − 1 are correlated,10 it is difficult to believe that price in

t− 1 is uncorrelated with demand in time t, thus rendering lagged price an invalid

instrument. As the authors correctly caution, stockpiling could be a reason for

correlation between current demand and lagged price, which makes lagged price

an appropriate conditioning instrument as opposed to an exogenous instrument

for IV. This point is addressed in Section 4.

In each of the IV solutions described above, the instrument exogeneity as-

sumption is the source of identification of αo, the marginal effect of market price

on demand. In many circumstances, the instrument exogeneity assumption may

not be reasonable. Moreover, it may be difficult to procure as many outside ex-

ogenous instruments as there are goods in the demand system. The next section

presents an alternate identification framework that does not require outside instru-

ments and product characteristics to be exogenous, and does not require as many

instruments as there are goods in the choice set.

2.3 Conditional Exogeneity (CX)

The previous section describing standard instrumental variables estimation

requires exogeneity of product characteristics and outside instruments, such as

rival firms’ product characteristics and prices in other cities. This potentially re-

strictive assumption can be overcome with an alternate identification strategy that

only requires a conditional form of exogeneity. The conditional exogeneity (CX)

assumption and resulting estimator examined here does not require exogenous in-

10See, e.g., Pesendorfer (2002) and Chapter 1.
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struments, nor does it require that the number of instruments to be at least as

many as the number of goods in the demand system. The conditional exogeneity

assumption requires only that price is exogenous conditional on the conditioning

instruments, wjm. That is, pjm ⊥ ξjm|wjm, where several of the variables compris-

ing wjm are suggested in Section 4 based on the structural equations describing the

confounding effects. In short, wjm consists of observable drivers of or responses

to the common unobservable determinants of demand and market price.

The conditional exogeneity assumption for estimating causal effects in struc-

tural systems of equations is examined extensively by White (2006), White and

Chalak (2006), White and Chalak (2009), and Chalak and White (2010), among

others. Their theory provides a unified framework for identifying causal effects in

economic structures that encompasses research in statistical theory (e.g., Dawid

(1979)), artificial neural networks (e.g., Pearl (2000)), familiar textbook econo-

metric procedures (e.g., IV), the treatment effects literature (e.g., Rubin (1974)

and Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983)), and extensions primarily employed in labor

economics (e.g., Heckman, Ichimura, and Todd (1997), and Heckman and Vytacil

(2005)). Because research in IO and marketing appears to have gone no further

than assuming instrument and regressor exogeneity at some point in the identifi-

cation framework, the conditional exogeneity assumption examined here is useful,

as it provides a feasible alternative to standard IV assumptions. Much of the

derivations below are based on Chalak and White (2010).11

In deriving the estimator resulting from the conditional exogeneity assump-

tion, consider the linear-separable parametric equation12

s̃jm = αopjm + ξjm.

Assume a set of conditioning instruments, wjm ≡
[
w

(1)
jm, w

(2)
jm, ..., w

(l)
jm

]′
, are avail-

able so that the conditional exogeneity assumption pjm ⊥ ξjm|wjm holds. Let

11Chalak and White (2010) refer to this case as conditionally exogenous causes given condi-
tioning instruments.

12Note that observed product characteristics, xjm, are not included, as there is no reason
to believe that they are exogenous, and, more importantly, they are classified as conditioning
instruments (wjm) in Section 4.
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w
(1)
jm = 1 ∀j,m. The CX assumption implies the conditional covariance moment

condition (suppressing subscripts)

E(pξ|w)− E(p|w)E(ξ|w) = 0.

Rearranging gives E{pξ − E(p|w)ξ |w} = 0, or alternatively E{[p − E(p|w)]ξ

|w} = 0. Substituting the regression representation of E(p|w), given by E(p|w) =

E(pw′)E(ww′)−1w, into the preceding expression yields

E{[p− E(pw′)E(ww′)−1w]ξ |w} = 0.

Taking expectations on both sides, and by the law of iterated expectations, we

have E{[p − E(pw′)E(ww′)−1w]ξ} = 0. Substituting ξ = s̃ − αop yields E{[p −
E(pw′)E(ww′)−1w][s̃−αop]} = 0, and, assuming the appropriate rank conditions

to ensure invertibility, αo is given by

αo = [E(pp′)− E(pw′)E(ww′)−1E(wp′)]−1 ×

[E(ps̃)− E(pw′)E(ww′)−1E(ws̃)].

The corresponding plug-in estimator is given by

α̂CX = [p′p− p′W(W′W)−1W′p]−1[p′s̃− p′W(W′W)−1W′s̃], (2.6)

where p is a (JM × 1) vector of market price for the j = 1, 2, ..., J inside goods, s̃

is a (JM × 1) vector of the difference of log share of good j and the outside good,

and W is a (JM × l) matrix of conditioning instruments.

White and Chalak (2006) and Chalak and White (2010) provide several

insights worth noting here. Rearranging equation (2.6) gives

α̂CX = [p′(I−W(W′W)−1W′)p]−1[p′(I−W(W′W)−1W′)s̃].

α̂CX is the coefficient from a regression of s̃ on ν̂, where ν̂ ≡ (I−W(W′W)−1W′)p

are the residuals from the regression of p on W. That is, α̂CX can be estimated

from a TSLS procedure using ν̂ as the instrument for price. Note that substituting

ν̂ into α̂CX gives α̂CX = (ν̂ ′p)−1ν̂ ′s̃, which takes the form of a standard IV/TSLS
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estimator. Whereas standard IV requires finding exogenous instruments to ad-

dress the endogeneity in market price by using the fitted price from the first stage,

the conditional exogeneity identification framework requires finding conditioning

instruments to address the endogeneity in market price by using the fitted residu-

als from the first stage. Moreover, α̂CX can be estimated from a regression of s̃

on p and W, where α̂CX is the coefficient estimate associated with p. Note here

that the coefficient estimates not associated with market price only have a predic-

tive meaning, rather than a causal or structural one. That is, the conditioning

instruments only serve to recover αo via the CX assumption pjm ⊥ ξjm|wjm.

The conditional exogeneity framework is different from an exogenous re-

gressors (OLS) framework, since ξjm ⊥ (wjm, pjm) implies pjm ⊥ ξjm|wjm, making

the exogenous regressors assumption stronger than the conditional exogeneity as-

sumption. Moreover, note that pjm ⊥ (wjm, ξjm) also implies pjm ⊥ ξjm|wjm,

again making the conditional exogeneity assumption a weaker condition. See

Dawid (1979). Finally, if the conditioning instruments are poorly chosen, such

that E(pjmw′jm) = 0, then the CX estimate from (2.6) reduces to the OLS estimate

of s̃ on p.

Importantly, this framework obviates the need to assume that observed

product characteristics, which now compose wjm, be exogenous. This is a much

needed departure from the standard assumption in discrete choice models of de-

mand that Berry (1994) describes as a “defect.” For comparison purposes, consider

again the instrument exogeneity identification assumption (xjm, zjm) ⊥ ξjm needed

for standard IV. This too is different from the conditional exogeneity assumption

pjm ⊥ ξjm|wjm. There is no need for the conditioning instruments to be uncorre-

lated with the unobserved determinants of demand, as is required for identification

with standard instruments, as long as price is uncorrelated with the unobservable

variables when conditioned on the instrument set, wjm. In fact, in this framework,

one hopes that the conditioning instruments are correlated with the unobservable

variables since the conditioning instruments are drivers of or responses to the un-

observable confounding factors that are causing the endogeneity.
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Finally, following theorem 4.2 in Chalak and White (2010), the distribu-

tion of α̂CX is as follows. Assume conditions for identification of αo hold with

(suppressing jm subscripts) E(p|w) = E(pw
′
)[E(ww

′
)]−1w where E(pw

′
) and

E(ww
′
) exist and are finite and E(ww

′
) is nonsingular. Further assume that

(JM)−1p′(I−W(W′W)−1W′)p
p−→ Q = E(pp′)− E(pw

′
)[E(ww

′
)]−1E(wp′)

and

(JM)−
1
2

∑
jm

[pjm − E(pjm|wjm)]ξjm
d−→ N(0, V ),

where V is finite and positive definite. Then the asymptotic distribution of the

CX estimator is

(JM)
1
2 (α̂CX − αo)

d−→ N(0, Q−1V Q
′−1).

The last piece of information that is necessary to carry out the CX esti-

mation is determining the appropriate conditioning instruments to employ in the

estimator given by equation (2.6). This requires a structural set of equations, and

is examined in detail in the next section.

2.4 A Structural System and Confounding Ef-

fects

A structural system of equations describing the data generation processes

for market price and the accompanying consumption response is proposed in this

section. The system of equations explicitly states the potential confounding vari-

ables causing price endogeneity problems that prevent identification of price effects

in the demand model. Moreover, the system provides insight on the drivers of or

responses to the confounding variables, which are classified as conditioning instru-

ments in the conditional exogeneity identification scheme of the previous section.

More formally, unobservable confounding variables have drivers and responses; to

the extent that observable drivers and predictive proxies are available, these com-

pose the conditioning instrument set wjm that permits recovery of αo from the

conditional exogeneity assumption pjm ⊥ ξjm|wjm.
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2.4.1 Demand

Consider the demand equation derived from the conditional logit model

given by equation (3.6)

s̃jm = d(pjm, ξjm), (2.7)

where s̃jm ≡ ln(sjm) − ln(s0m). Here, observed product characteristics, xjm, are

omitted for three reasons. First, it may not reasonable to assume that observed

product characteristics are exogenous. Second, observed product characteristics

may not be a direct driver of consumer demand. Third, observed product char-

acteristics are more appropriately classified as conditioning instruments in the

analysis below. Consider the decomposition of ξjm giving the alternate expression

s̃jm = d(pjm, ξj,∆ξjm). (2.8)

In the framework presented here, ξj captures product-specific unobservable vari-

ables that directly drive consumers’ preference or demand for good j, and ∆ξjm

captures market-specific unobservable demand shocks that directly drives con-

sumer demand for good j.

Consider the ready-to-eat cereal product segment that is the focus of the

empirical application in the next section. Among other attributes, Nevo (2001)

includes sugar content in his vector of observed product characteristics. It is not

clear that consumers directly take sugar content into consideration when choosing

a cereal, or if they are even aware of the sugar content of the products in their

choice set. However, it is reasonable to believe that consumers take into direct

consideration some broad notion of the sweetness of a cereal in their decision-

making process, which is heavily driven by the sugar content of the product. Thus,

sugar content is more appropriately classified as a driver of sweetness; that is,

sweetness is captured by ξj while sugar content is a driver of ξj. Although it varies

based on the application at hand, it seems more reasonable to treat observed

physical product characteristics as indirect drivers of utility or demand, rather

than direct drivers of utility or demand.13

13As a further example, consider the length times width (l×w) used in BLP (1995) regarding
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In the context just provided, ξj is defined here as the attribute appeal of

the good. The attribute appeal of a good depends on the the product segment

in question, but generally is a set of unobservable product-level factors that do

not vary across markets and are likely determined by the manufacturer rather

than retailers. In the context of cereals, ξj may consist of sweetness, texture or

consistency, healthfulness, and product quality. In the context of automobiles,

ξj may consist of performance, safety, size, design, and quality. Many physical

product characteristics observed by the researcher drive the attribute appeal of

the good, ξj. For example, a cereal’s sugar content, fiber content, vitamin and

mineral content, and fat content, among other observable characteristics, drives

the sweetness and healthfulness of a cereal, and a cereal’s density, shape, and

ingredients may drive the texture or consistency of the cereal.

The attribute appeal of good j can be described by the structural equation

ξj = r1(w
d
j ), (2.9)

where wd
j is a vector of variables that drives the attribute appeal of the good,

including observed product characteristics of good j that do not vary by market,

as well as other variables believed to be drivers of ξj. To the extent that an

observable driver of ξj is not available due to data constraints, a predictive proxy

for that component may be employed, where the predictive proxy is defined as

a response to ξj. An example of a predictive proxy for the unobserved product

quality of good j is the baseline price of good j, a measure of central tendency of

the price of good j that is obtained by exploiting the panel structure of the data.

The idea here is that observable and unobservable attributes of the good that are

responsible for its quality drive the marginal cost of production of good j, which

drives the baseline price, pj. Thus, pj is a response to product quality, and may

thus act as a predictive proxy. The baseline price is examined in Section 4.3.1

below.

Next, consider the market-specific unobserved drivers of utility denoted by

∆ξjm in equation (2.8). Analogous to the previous setup for ξj, ∆ξjm is defined

automobile size. The variable l×w would be classified here as a driver of some broad notion of
the size of an automobile, rather than a direct driver of utility.
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here as the market appeal of the good. The market appeal of a good is a set of

factors that varies across markets, and is more likely to be determined by retailers

rather than manufacturers. ∆ξjm may consist of consumers’ awareness of good

j in market m14 and consumers’ propensity to stockpile. Observed non-physical

product characteristics that vary across markets drive the market appeal of the

good, ∆ξjm. For example, the promotional intensity of a good by a retailer in a

given city during a particular week, such as local feature advertising, is likely to

drive consumers’ awareness of a product.

The market appeal of a good can be described by the structural equation

∆ξjm = r2(∆wd
jm), (2.10)

where ∆wd
jm is a vector that includes drivers of the market appeal of good j that

vary by market. An example of a driver of consumers’ propensity to stockpile

good j in a particular geographic market during time t is the number of weeks

that has elapsed since the last promotion for good j in that market. See, for

example, Pesendorfer (2002) and Chapter 1. Other direct drivers may include

promotional intensity in the market. Again, to the extent that observable drivers

are not available, observable responses to ∆ξjm may be employed as predictive

proxies.

2.4.2 Price

The equation describing the data generation process for market price is

given special attention here because of the importance placed on identifying the

marginal effect of market price on demand. Consider the structural equation

describing the market price of good j in market m

pjm = s(ζjm). (2.11)

Researchers typically do not observe information on marginal costs and other fac-

tors that play a role in determining the price of a good. Equation (2.11) simply

14Recall that a market m can be thought of as a retailer-geography-time (rgt) combination in
this chapter.
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states that the price of good j in market m is driven by a variety of factors that

are not observable by the researcher, such as marginal cost and other supply-side

considerations. Again, unobservable drivers of market price can be separated into

a part that is product-specific, ζj, and a part that is a market-specific deviation,

∆ζjm, resulting in

pjm = s(ζj, ∆ζjm). (2.12)

The product-specific driver of price, ζj, captures manufacturer-level factors,

such as the marginal cost to produce good j. ζj is described by

ζj = h1(w
s
j), (2.13)

where ws
j is a vector of drivers of ζj that may include, among other variables, ob-

served product characteristics of good j that do not vary by market. If observed

drivers are not available, predictive proxies may be employed. For example, in

the context of ready-to-eat cereals, ws
j may include the sugar, fiber, and vita-

min content, as well as the primary ingredient and shape or density of the cereal.

Each of these observed product characteristics likely plays a role in determining

the marginal cost of producing the good. Product quality is also a factor that af-

fects the marginal cost of production, and should thus be included in ws
j . Because

product quality is unobservable, and because the product characteristics that the

researcher actually observes may not sufficiently capture product quality, the base-

line price is again proposed here as a predictive proxy as it is a response to ζj. Of

course product fixed effects may also be thought of as a predictive proxy for ζj;

product fixed effects are addressed in the empirical application in Section 5.

Finally, the unobservable market factor, ∆ζjm, that causes the market price

of good j to fluctuate from market to market, which are likely determined by the

retailer is given by

∆ζjm = h2(∆ws
jm), (2.14)

where ∆ws
jm is a vector that includes drivers of market-specific variations in the

price of good j. Studies in IO and marketing suggest that ∆ζjm may capture tem-

porary price promotions to exploit consumer types, competition among retailers
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for consumers, coordination with local advertising, and demographic considera-

tions regarding the underlying consumer base in the market. See Pesendorfer

(2002), Hosken and Reiffen (2004a,b), Besanko et al. (2005), and Chintagunta

(2002). These unobservable factors, ∆ζjm, are driven by ∆ws
jm, which may in-

clude the number of weeks elapsed since the last sale, competitors’ prices, local

advertising variables, and demographic variables, such as income, race, and family

composition.

2.4.3 Confounding Effects and Conditioning Instruments

The import of equations (2.8) through (2.14) is that they provide a struc-

tural framework to determine the confounding effects that prevent identification.

The primary setback in estimating price effects in equation (2.8) is that un-

observable factors that influence demand also influence price. The confound-

ing effects preventing identification come in two flavors: product-level (wj) and

market-level (∆wjm). Taken together, wjm ≡ {wj,∆wjm} is the set of condition-

ing instruments needed for identification of ∂s̃jm/∂pjm with the CX assumption

pjm ⊥ ξjm|wjm.

Product-Level Confounding Effects

Consider again product-level price endogeneity. In the structural frame-

work presented, product quality is a component of ξj, the attribute appeal of good

j, in equation (2.8). Factors that drive product quality, such as certain observed

product characteristics, are contained in wd
j in equation (2.9) and ws

j in equation

(2.13). Equations (2.8), (2.9), (2.12), and (2.13) show the link between unobserved

product quality, product characteristics, market price, and consumer demand, and

thus outline the confounding effects preventing identification of ∂s̃jm/∂pjm. That

is, pjm 6⊥ ξjm because wj, the common elements of wd
j and ws

j , is driving both ξjm

and ζjm.

In the ready-to-eat cereal product segment, for example, product quality

is a determinant of consumer demand, and certain product attributes, such as
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the vitamin/mineral content or type of ingredients composing the cereal, drive

the marginal cost of production, which in turn determines the price of the good.

Simply put, higher quality cereals cost more to produce, thus have higher price, but

at the same time the quality of the cereal affects consumers’ preferences, which

is the source of confounding that prevents causal identification of ∂s̃jm/∂pjm in

equation (2.8).

More formally, let wj be defined as common elements of wd
j and ws

j . That

is, wj is a vector that contains observable variables that drive ξj and ζj or predictive

proxies for them. The elements of wj are conditioning instruments defined by Cha-

lak and White (2010). In the estimating equation given by (2.8), the conditional

exogeneity assumption pjm ⊥ ξj|wj is sufficient for identification of ∂s̃jm/∂pjm in

the absence of market-level price endogeneity. In the linear-separable parametric

version of equation (2.8), given by s̃jm = αopjm + ξj + ∆ξjm, the conditional exo-

geneity condition pjm ⊥ ξj|wj is sufficient for identification of αo in the absence of

market-level confounding variables.

Several candidates for wj are proposed here. A starting point is to deter-

mine the observed product characteristics that drive both ξj and ζj. A plausible

case is that all observed product characteristics drive both ξj and ζj. For ex-

ample, sugar content, fiber, density, ingredients, vitamin/mineral content, shape,

among other attributes, all drive the attribute appeal of the good, ξj, such as

sweetness, texture, healthfulness, and quality. On the pricing side, all the listed

product characteristics may also drive the marginal cost of production, captured

by ζj, which drives market price, pjm. Therefore, one starting point is that all ob-

served product characteristics ought to comprise the product-specific conditioning

instruments, wj.

What if the researcher has not collected a sufficiently detailed set of product

characteristics? This setback may be well-remedied with a variable that acts as a

predictive proxy for the information contained in a comprehensive set of product

characteristics. The predictive proxy proposed here is the baseline price of a good.

The baseline price of a good is defined as a measure of central tendency for the

price of good j, pj = M−1∑
m pjm. That is, the overall or long-run average price of
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good j ought to adequately capture the information contained in the components

of ξj and ζj according to the structural equations describing demand and price in

the previous sections. Consider decomposing the price of good j in market m into

two parts: pjm = pj +∆pjm, where pj does not vary across markets but ∆pjm does.

Averaging over markets yields

M−1
∑
m

pjm = M−1
∑
m

pj +M−1
∑
m

∆pjm,

and rearranging gives pj = M−1∑
m pjm. The baseline price captures inter-

product variation in product characteristics, both observed and unobserved. Be-

cause the attribute appeal of a good (ξj), such as sweetness, texture, healthfulness,

and quality, is driven by product characteristics, and because product characteris-

tics drive marginal cost (captured by ζj), the baseline price ought to be a reasonable

conditioning instrument as it captures approximately the information contained in

the complete set of product characteristics and/or product-level fixed effects.

Moreover, both observed product characteristics and the baseline price can

together comprise the conditioning instrument, wj. To the extent that the avail-

able observable product characteristics do not adequately explain ξj and ζj, the

baseline price may contain additional information contributing to identification.

Similarly, if the baseline price does not adequately explain ξj and ζj, then certain

observed product characteristics may prove useful in identifying the marginal im-

pact of market price on demand. In fact, this appears to be the case as detailed

in Section 5. When the baseline price and a few key observed product charac-

teristics are used together as the conditioning instrument set, wj, the estimate of

αo is approximately the same as an estimate of αo when product-specific dummy

variables are used to control for ξj. See Figure 2.5.

Market-Level Confounding Effects

The second source of price endogeneity to consider is at the market level.

The concern here is that market-level unobservable factors that determine con-

sumers’ demand for good j also influence the price of good j in that market. A

market m is defined to be a retailer-geography-time (rgt) combination. Factors
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that affect market demand for a good, such as brand awareness and consumer

preferences, are contained in ∆ξjm in equations (2.8) and (2.10). To the extent

that these factors also drive ∆ζjm in equations (2.12) and (2.14), they are the

market-level confounding effects that prevent identification of ∂s̃jm/∂pjm.

Let ∆wjm be defined as common elements of ∆wd
jm and ∆ws

jm. That is,

∆wjm is a vector that contains observable variables that drive both ∆ξjm and ∆ζjm

or predictive proxies for them if observable drivers are not available. The elements

of ∆wjm are candidates for conditioning instruments, but this time for addressing

market-level sources of price endogeneity. In estimating equation (2.8), the con-

ditional exogeneity assumption pjm ⊥ ∆ξjm|∆wjm is sufficient for identification

of ∂s̃jm/∂pjm in the absence of product-level price endogeneity. In the linear-

separable parametric version of equation (2.8), given by s̃jm = αopjm + ξj + ∆ξjm,

pjm ⊥ ∆ξjm|∆wjm is sufficient for identification of αo in the absence of product-

level confounding variables.

Three potential sources of market-level price endogeneity are considered.

First, consumers’ preferences in a particular market are expected to depend on

the demographics of geographic location g, local advertising, national advertis-

ing, seasonal demand shocks, and consumption trends. Demographics can affect

consumers’ preferences through age distribution, family composition, and race.

Health trends and advertising may affect consumers’ preferences as well.15 The

extent to which these variables are observable or not by the researcher is dictated

by the available data set. In the context of scanner data, local advertising vari-

ables may be available, but data related to health trends and national advertising

are typically not observed, although they can be proxied with responses obtained

by exploiting the panel structure of the scanner data. For example, if national

advertising, health trends, or any other aggregate demand shock affect consumers’

preferences, then the quantity purchased of the product segment (or individual

good) ought to be affected in all geographic locations. The panel structure of

the data, where market m is composed of a retailer-geography-time (rgt) combina-

15For example, Ippolito and Mathios (1990) find that cereal manufacturers’ advertising cam-
paigns informing consumers of the health benefits related to fiber in cereal increased national
consumption of fiber-rich cereals during the 1980s.
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tion, contains information on consumers’ response to the aggregate demand shock;

namely, Qrgt =
∑

(−g) q(−g)t, where q is quantity and −g denotes all geographies

not g. In other words, Qrgt is a response to aggregate demand shocks, and may

be used as an element of ∆wjm due to its status as a predictive proxy for national

advertising and other demand shocks.

A second source of market-level price endogeneity includes cases in which

different retailers compete for the same consumers within a geographic location

through promotional pricing and corresponding local advertising. This is con-

sistent with Lal and Matutes (1994), Chintagunta (2002), Pesendorfer (2002),

Shankar and Bolton (2004), and Hosken and Reiffen (2004a). Each of these stud-

ies conclude that supermarkets temporarily promote goods temporally to draw

shoppers into stores. Consumers’ demand for a good offered by a retailer within

a geographic location may depend on the pricing and promotional activity of that

retailer relative to other retailers within the geographic market, and the retailers

may be setting prices and promotional activity based on that to draw in con-

sumers. This potential confounding effect can be remedied by including the price

of the good sold by retailer r’s local competitor during the same time period as a

conditioning instrument. Moreover, the time elapsed since the last promotion of

a rival retailer is likely a driver of ∆ξjm, and is thus an appropriate conditioning

instrument. Finally, to the extent that local advertising information is available,

this too ought to be included in ∆wjm.

Finally, consider dynamics in pricing and consumer demand. For example,

if the retailer temporarily reduces the price of a good periodically to capture welfare

from low-valuation consumers, and if consumers tend to be the type to stockpile

the good in low-price time periods, then confounding may exist. The dependency

of stockpiling on the time that has elapsed since the last price promotion is consis-

tent with the findings of Hendel and Nevo (2006) and Pesendorfer (2002). A few

variables that drive stockpiling (or non-stockpiling) behavior of consumers and re-

tailers’ pricing decisions is the time that has elapsed since the last price promotion,

local advertising, and lagged prices and quantities. These variables would also be

included in the conditioning instrument set, ∆wjm, as they are common drivers
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of or responses to the market appeal of the good, ∆ξjm, in equation (2.10) and

unobservable market-level determinants of price, ∆ζjm, in equation (2.14). Note

that what makes lagged price an ideal conditioning instrument in this framework

makes it an invalid exogenous instrument in the traditional instrumental variables

framework proposed by Villas-Boas and Winer (1999). That is, to the extent

that lagged price affects current price and demand,16 lagged price would fail as an

exogenous instrument, but would succeed as a conditioning instrument.

Path Diagram

Figure 2.14 presents a path diagram for the system of structural equations

describing demand. Figure 2.15 presents a path diagram for the system of struc-

tural equations describing price. Variables outlined in dashed boxes are unob-

servable, and variables in the solid boxes are observable. Similarly, dashed arrows

represent directional links from unobserved variables, and solid arrows represent

directional links from observed variables. The diagrams help to determine the

confounding variables that prevent structural identification of price effects in the

demand system. That is, there are common unobservable factors that determine

both demand and market price in the figures; these are the confounding variables.

The drivers of them or the responses to them are appropriate conditioning instru-

ments, wjm ≡ {wj,∆wjm}.
Observable variables that are responses to unobserved drivers of demand

in Figure 2.14 are appropriate conditioning instruments to the extent they are

also responses of market price in Figure 2.15. Examples include the baseline

price, product segmentation variables, product fixed effects, total quantity in other

cities, and time fixed effects. These overlapping predictive proxies are conditioning

instruments to be included in wjm. In general, the predictive proxies are the

observable variables that move away from the unobservable variables (in dashed

boxes) in the path diagrams, as they are responses, rather than drivers.

16Pesendorfer (2002) finds that the probability of a temporary price cut for ketchup by a retailer
is an increasing function of the time elapsed since the last price cut. Chapter 1 presents price
equations showing that the current price of cereal depends on lagged prices as well as the time
elapsed since the last promotion.
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Observable variables that are drivers of unobserved demand in Figure 2.14

are also appropriate conditioning instruments to the extent they are also drivers of

market price in Figure 2.15. Examples include observed product characteristics,

promotional activity, local advertising, lagged prices, and demographics. These

overlapping drivers comprise wjm. The observed drivers are the observable vari-

ables that move towards the unobservable variables in the path diagrams, as they

are drivers, rather than responses.

2.5 Data and Estimation Results

The ready-to-eat (RTE) cereal industry has received considerable attention

by IO and marketing researchers. Studies that examine this industry include

Schmalensee (1978), Ippolito and Mathios (1990), Hausman (1997), Rubinfeld

(2000), Nevo (2001), Nevo and Wolfram (2002), and Shum (2004). See Nevo

(2000a, 2001) for an informative background on the history and competitive na-

ture of the RTE cereal industry.

Currently, the four major nationally-branded cereal manufacturers operat-

ing in the U.S. are General Mills, Kellogg, Post, and Quaker. A fifth important

source of cereal sales are store brand products that are low-price versions of branded

cereals. General Mills and Kellogg are publicly traded companies that also sell a

variety of other food products. Kellogg acquired the Kashi line of cereals in June

2000. In August 2008, Ralston Corp., the primary manufacturer of store brand ce-

reals, acquired the Post cereal business from Kraft for approximately $2.6 billion.17

Finally, Quaker is owned by Pepsi Co., a publicly traded company that primarily

operates in the beverage market. Figure 2.1 presents market share information

examined further in subsequent sections.

17The Federal Trade Commission granted early termination of the HSR waiting period in
January 2008.
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2.5.1 Data

The primary data set employed here is supermarket scanner data from In-

formation Resources, Inc. (IRI). The data consists of variables measuring price,

quantity, and merchandising and local advertising18 variables for 150 of the top-

selling RTE cereal stock-keeping units (SKUs) for January 2005 through Decem-

ber 2007. The data has a panel structure, where the time dimension consists

of a weekly frequency and the individual dimension consists of a supermarket re-

tail chain located in a geographic market. Except for missing observations and

other irregularities, there are 157 weeks of data for 121 retailer-geography com-

binations. The sample spans about 41 geographic markets, which are similar to

the Census Bureau’s definition of a metropolitan statistical area (MSA) or com-

bined metropolitan statistical area (CMSA). On average, there are three major

supermarket chains comprising each of the 41 geographic markets in the sample.

Figure 2.2 presents summary statistics for the top-selling product of each of the

five firms.

This level of detail in market-level scanner data is typically not found in

most IO studies of demand. Hausman’s (1997) estimation of demand for RTE

cereal was based on scanner data aggregated up to the city level. Nevo’s (2001)

estimation of demand for RTE cereal was based on scanner data aggregated at

the city-quarter level. Figures 2.16 and 2.17 demonstrate the information that

is potentially lost when data comes in an aggregated form. Figure 2.16 presents

the price and market share for General Mills Cheerios 15oz. in just one of the

five supermarket chains in a major metropolitan geographic market. Figure 2.17

displays the weighted average price and market share for General Mills Cheerios

15oz. aggregated at the geography-quarter level, where aggregation of geography

includes the five supermarket chains that operate in that geographic market. Much

of the variation in price and market share is lost in the aggregated data, which is

particularly important when the product segment being examined is sold at su-

permarkets where temporary price promotions account for a significant part of the

18See Little (1998) for a detailed explanation of the local advertising and merchandising
variables.
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series’ variance.19 To get a sense of how much aggregation affects demand esti-

mates, certain results in subsequent sections are reported using both disaggregated

and aggregated data.

Income and demographics data gathered from the Bureau of Labor Statis-

tics and the Census Bureau are merged with the scanner data based on matching

IRI’s geographic market with a MSA or CMSA. Average weekly wage data for

each geographic market is collected from the BLS’s Quarterly Census of Employ-

ment and Wages (QCEW) database. Demographic information for each of the

IRI geographic markets is gathered from the Census Bureau’s 2000 census. Figure

2.3 presents descriptive statistics for the income and demographics variables.

Finally, a detailed set of product characteristics is gathered from cereal

manufacturer web sites and boxes. As in Nevo’s studies, the product charac-

teristics includes calories, fat, fiber, sugar, and product segmentation (kid, adult,

family); but unlike Nevo’s data, several other product characteristics are available,

such as nutrient content, shape and type (e.g., flake, ring, biscuit), whether the

product is frosted, contains raisins or nuts, the primary and secondary ingredient,

volume, and density, among other attributes. One reason extra effort is placed

on gathering such a comprehensive set of product characteristics is to determine if

it’s even practically possible to have a set of product characteristics that delivers

the same estimate of αo as product fixed effects. The answer is yes, and will be

examined subsequently (see Figure 2.5).

Figure 2.4 provides summary statistics for a subset of 40 product charac-

teristics for the 64 cereal products that comprise the inside goods of the choice set.

The average weight is about one pound of cereal per box, with an average density

of approximately 1.5 ounces per cup. Fourteen percent of the cereals contain

raisins and nine percent are frosted. By far, flakes are the most common type of

cereal, followed by rings. Most cereals in the sample primarily contain wheat or

corn, followed by oat or rice. Finally, 50 percent of the 64 products compose what

is known as the adult segment, with the kid and family segments comprising the

remaining 50 percent.

19See, e.g., Pesendorfer (2002) and Hosken and Reiffen (2004b).
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Market Shares and Prices

The four major manufacturers of RTE cereal and several store brand prod-

ucts are represented in the data. Figure 2.1 presents aggregate market share

information on the 150 top-selling SKUs. Kellogg and General Mills are the lead-

ing nationally-branded manufacturers based on dollar sales and quantity (pound)

sales, followed by Post, Quaker, and store brands. All four of the major manu-

facturers price well above the store brand products, selling at a 32 to 69 percent

premium, while enjoying higher market shares.

Figure 1.16 of Chapter 1 presents the monthly market shares based on quan-

tity purchases in pounds. The average market share of the store brand products

during the 36 months ending December 2007 is 7.4 percent with a standard devia-

tion of only 0.40 percent. Post and Quaker’s market shares vary more than store

brands, but are still relatively less volatile than the two biggest manufacturers in

the market, Kellogg and General Mills. The average monthly market share for

Post and Quaker are 16 percent and 8.4 percent, with standard deviations of 1.1

percent and 1.0 percent, respectively. In contrast, Kellogg and General Mills have

market shares that vary more over time than the other manufacturers. Kellogg has

an average market share of 37.9 percent with a standard deviation of 2.1 percent,

and General Mills has an average market share of 30.3 percent with a standard

deviation of 2.0 percent.

Figure 1.16 of Chapter 1 indicates that not only do the market shares of

Kellogg and General Mills vary considerably over time, but that they are nearly

mirror images. The correlation of the monthly market share for Kellogg and

General Mills is −0.78, indicating that Kellogg’s gain in market share is typically

General Mills’ loss, and vice-versa. Figure 1.17 presents the weighted average

monthly retail price per pound for the manufacturers between 2005 and 2007.

General Mills products tend to be sold at a higher price than the other manu-

facturers, while the store brands products are sold at a deep discount compared

to the nationally-branded products. The temporal variation of prices is due to

temporary price promotions that are more pronounced in the weekly data. See
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Figure 2.16.

2.5.2 Estimation Results

Figures 2.5 through 2.10 provide estimates of αo employing various specifi-

cations and identification assumptions. The dependent variable is s̃jm ≡ ln(sjm)−
ln(s0m) for the J = 64 inside cereal products in the choice set. The outside good

is the remaining 86 RTE cereal products in the sample that either had low market

share, were products that had high price correlations with one or more of the 64

inside goods, or were products that had data quality issues.20 The market share

for each good is calculated based on quantity purchases in pounds, sjm ≡ qjm/Qm,

where qjm is the quantity of good j in market m, and Qm is the total quantity of

cereal purchased (including the 86 outside goods) in market m. Market price, pjm,

is the price per pound of good j in market m. Except where noted, a market is a

supermarket chain-geographic location-week combination.

Product-Level

Figures 2.5 and 2.6 provide estimates of αo ignoring market-level endogene-

ity concerns. Column (1) of Figure 2.5 provides an estimate of −0.447 based on

the assumption that price is exogenous. The corresponding own price elasticities

for the top-selling product of each manufacturer are also presented in the table,

along with the corresponding price-cost margin (PCM). The elasticities of the 64

products are evaluated at their respective median price and market share, and the

PCMs reported are based on single-product firm pricing; i.e., the Lerner index.

Section 5.2.4 (Figures 2.11 and 2.12), presents margins based on multi-product

firm pricing. The OLS estimate of −0.447 yields elasticities that appear too in-

elastic and resulting PCMs that are too high (68 percent average). Of course,

20 This differs from Nevo’s (2001) definition of an outside good. In that study, an assumption is
made regarding the number of servings of cereal an individual consumes in a given quarter, which
is multiplied by the population to obtain the market size. It is perhaps at least as reasonable to
use total cereal quantity as the market size, making the implicit assumption that the quantity
of cereal consumed in each market is approximately proportional to the true size of the market.
This obviates the need to rely on how many servings of cereal the population consumes.
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assuming market price is exogenous is unreasonable, as the analysis of Section 4

described the confounding variables rendering market price endogenous. However,

the estimates of column (1) in Figure 2.5 provide a benchmark case to compare

subsequent results.

Column (2) of Figure 2.5 employs as conditioning instruments calories, fat,

sugar, fiber, density, and product segmentation dummy variables.21 This produces

an estimate of −0.489, which is not much different from the −0.447 in column (1).

Column (3) adds to the seven conditioning instruments an additional 30 product

characteristics, including dummy variables for ingredients, vitamin and mineral

content, dummy variables for the shape of the cereal, the volume of cereal in the

box, the weight of the cereal in the box, dummy variables for additions to the cereal

(e.g., raisins, nuts, oat clusters, frosting), and manufacturer dummy variables. The

resulting CX estimate of αo is −0.636, indicating that the comprehensive set of 37

product characteristics used as conditioning instruments has increased the average

price elasticity from −1.55 to −2.21. Column (4) only includes the baseline price

as a conditioning instrument. The baseline price by itself brings the CX estimate

of αo to −0.596. Remarkably, when just the seven product characteristics are used

in conjunction with the baseline price in column (5), the CX estimate is −0.625,

almost identical to the estimate of −0.636 with all 37 product characteristics. This

suggests that the baseline price contains as much information as the 30 additional

product characteristics, lending credibility to the product-level structural system

of equations in Section 4.

Finally, column (6) of Figure 2.5 presents the estimate of αo using prod-

uct fixed effects, which ought to capture inter-product variation in characteristics

that do not vary by market, including unobserved product characteristics. The

resulting estimate is −0.647. Thus, the 37 product characteristics available here

do about the same job as product fixed effects. More importantly, seven product

characteristics and the baseline price provide a similar estimate of αo compared to

the product fixed effects or 37 product characteristics.

21These seven product characteristics are roughly the same as those used by Nevo (2001) in
Table V columns (i) and (iv).
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Figure 2.6 presents instrumental variables estimates (TSLS) of αo using ri-

vals’ product characteristics as assumed exogenous instruments suggested by Berry

(1994) and BLP (1995). For each product, the closest rival product is determined

by using a variety of non-price and non-size product characteristics (see Figure

2.4) to determine a good’s closest neighbor. This is done by specifying a distance

measure to determine how far good j is in terms of observed product charac-

teristics from all other goods not produced by j’s manufacturer. The distance

between good j and good k, where k indexes all products not produced by good

j’s manufacturer, is calculated as

ϕjk =
∑
∀s

∣∣∣∣rjs − rksσs

∣∣∣∣ ,
where s indexes the product characteristics, rjs is the value of characteristic s for

product j, rks is the value of characteristic s for product k, and σs is the standard

deviation of product characteristic s across all products in the sample. For product

j, ϕjk is calculated for all k products, and the closest rival for j is the k that yields

the smallest ϕjk value. The k that yields the second smallest ϕjk value is product

j’s second closest rival, and so on.22

For the top rival and the top five rivals, the sugar content, fiber, fat, calories,

and density are used as instruments in a TSLS procedure. The resulting estimates

of αo are found in Figure 2.6. The difference among the columns in Figure 2.6

are due to differing product characteristics being included as (assumed exogenous)

regressors and different definitions of rivals (top rival versus average of top five

rivals) for the instruments. What is most noticeable here is that none of the

estimates come close to recovering −0.647 from column (6) in Figure 2.5. In fact,

some of the IV estimates are positive, with the rest having magnitudes that make

very little sense. It appears that using rivals’ product characteristics as valid

instruments has performed poorly in identifying the causal effect of market price

on demand.

The conditional exogeneity estimates in Figure 2.5 appear to do a much

22This method yielded very sensible results that comports with a priori suspicions of product
sets that are similar. E.g., Kellogg Raisin Bran and Post Raisin Bran.
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better job in recovering sensible estimates of αo compared to the TSLS estimates

employing rivals’ product characteristics. In general, the AIC statistics for the CX

estimates in Figure 2.5 are smaller than the ones reported for the TSLS estimates

in Figure 2.6, indicating that the CX specification has a better model fit. The

next section addresses market-level endogeneity.

Product-Level and Market-Level

Figures 2.7 and 2.9 provide estimates of αo addressing both product-level

and market-level price endogeneity. The product-level conditioning instruments

include those described previously for Figure 2.5. The set of market-level condi-

tioning instruments here are variables that are either predictive proxies (responses)

or drivers of the unobservable confounding variables that determine both demand

and market price, as described in Section 4. This includes: (i) Variables typically

found in scanner data, such as in-store display, distribution, and local advertising

(see Figure 2.2); (ii) Demographic and income variables obtained from the Cen-

sus Bureau and BLS, including the distribution of age, percentage of households

with children, race, and average weekly wage (see Figure 2.3); and (iii) A variety

of variables obtained by exploiting the panel structure of the scanner data, such

as the price of the good in the next largest retailer in the same city, the number

of weeks that has elapsed since the good had a temporary price promotion, the

number of weeks that has elapsed since the good had a temporary price promotion

in the next largest retailer in the same city, lagged prices, lagged quantities, the

total amount of the good sold in all other cities, linear trend, retailer-city fixed

effects, and month fixed effects.

Columns (1) - (6) in Figure 2.7 are directly comparable to columns (1) - (6)

in Figure 2.5, the difference being that the market-level conditioning instruments

described above are included in Figure 2.7. Column (1) of Figure 2.7 provides the

CX estimate of αo using only the market-level conditioning instruments. Regard-

ing columns (2) - (6), what is notable is that the conditional exogeneity estimates

of the price effects are relatively stable regardless of the product-level conditioning

instruments used, as they are all between −0.599 and −0.575. This yields an aver-
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age price elasticity for all 64 products in the sample between −2.08 and −2.00, and

corresponding average price-cost margins between 51 and 53 percent, all of which

are reasonable estimates. It thus appears that accounting for market-level price

endogeneity dominates product-level price endogeneity since the estimates hinge

only moderately on the product-level conditioning instruments used. Nonetheless,

CX estimates of αo in columns (4) and (5), which employ the baseline price as a

conditioning instrument, are extremely close to the CX estimate of αo employing

product fixed effects.

Column (7) reproduces column (6) but excluding merchandising and local

advertising from the market-level conditioning instrument set. This causes the CX

estimate of αo to go from−0.599 to−0.846, a substantial change in magnitude. By

omitting merchandising and local advertising, the price elasticity of General Mills

Cheerios 15oz., the top-selling cereal product in the sample, changes from −2.07 to

−2.92 with a corresponding margin change from 48 percent to 34 percent. Recall

that merchandising and local advertising were proposed as drivers of stockpiling

in Section 4, which explains why omitting these variables would cause the price

effect to be more elastic. By not including them as conditioning instruments,

the estimate of αo of −0.846 is including stockpiling effects, which is expected to

result in price effects that are overestimated. Note that column (7) reports the

largest AIC, indicating poor model fit compared to the other specifications that

do include merchandising and local advertising variables.

Figure 2.9 presents TSLS estimates employing as market-level exogenous

instruments the weighted average price of the good in other geographic markets

suggested by Hausman (1997) and lagged prices suggested by Villas-Boas and

Winer (1999). In all the specifications, the following market-level variables are

included as assumed exogenous regressors: merchandising and local advertising,

the demographics and income variables described earlier, time trend, retailer-city

fixed effects, and month fixed effects. In general, the specifications in the first four

columns produce estimates of αo that are too small in magnitude, yielding many

inelastic price elasticities and impossibly high PCMs over 100 percent. Recall

that the basic OLS estimate of αo without any instruments or regressors is −0.447
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found in column (1) of Table 2.5, which yields more reasonable results than most

of the TSLS estimates from Figure 2.9.

Column (5) of Figure 2.9 employs product fixed effects and includes lagged

prices as assumed exogenous instruments. The estimate of −0.438 yields margins

for the top-selling products that are still implausibly high. The same specification

except employing prices in other cities as exogenous instruments is found in column

(6), which again produces estimates of PCMs that are too high. This suggests

that lagged prices and prices in other cities do not appear to be doing a good job

of addressing price endogeneity. An important point here is that lagged price

appears to be more appropriately classified as a conditioning instrument (Figure

2.7) rather than an exogenous instrument (Figure 2.9). That is, lagged price

certainly has a role to play in the identification process, but the economic system

proposed in Section 4 suggests its role is to identify αo through pjm ⊥ ξjm|wjm

rather than zjm ⊥ ξjm.

Finally, column (7) reproduces column (6) but excludes merchandising and

local advertising from the set of market-level regressors. This causes the TSLS

estimate of αo to go from −0.495 to −0.781, again a substantial change in mag-

nitude. By omitting merchandising and local advertising from the included set

of regressors, the average price elasticity changes from −1.72 to −2.71, with a

corresponding margin change from 61 percent to 39 percent. By omitting mer-

chandising and local advertising, the PCMs are now similar to those obtained by

Nevo (2001).23 The AIC value for the specification in column (7) is the largest

compared to all the other IV specifications, indicating relative misspecification.

Aggregated Data

Figures 2.8 and 2.10 present estimates using aggregated scanner data. The

detailed retailer-geography-week data set is “artificially” aggregated into a geogra-

phy quarter (i.e., city-quarter) data set. See Figures 2.16 and 2.17. Figure 2.8 is

23See Nevo’s Table VIII, pg. 333. His median elasticity is in the 32 to 36 percent range
for single product pricing. It appears Nevo did not have access to merchandising and local
advertising variables in his scanner data. The specification of column (7) in Figure 2.9 here is
roughly comparable to Nevo’s Table V columns (vii) and (ix).
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directly comparable to the CX estimates of Figure 2.7, and Figure 2.10 is directly

comparable to the TSLS estimates of Figure 2.9. In general, the estimates are

less elastic with the aggregated data in the “-A” tables, which is largely due to the

loss of information with the city-quarter data.

For example, the CX estimate of αo using the disaggregated data found in

column (5) of Figure 2.7 is −0.595, yielding an average elasticity and PCM of −2.07

and 51 percent, respectively. In contrast, the CX estimate of αo employing the

aggregated data found in column (5) of Figure 2.8 is −0.472, yielding an average

elasticity and PCM of −1.43 and 74 percent, respectively. As another example,

the TSLS estimate of αo using the disaggregated data found in column (6) of Figure

2.9 is −0.495, yielding an average elasticity and PCM of −1.72 and 61 percent,

respectively. In contrast, the TSLS estimate of αo employing the aggregated data

found in column (6) of Figure 2.10 is −0.261, yielding an average elasticity and

PCM of −0.79 and 134 percent, respectively.

These results have two important implications. First, disaggregated scan-

ner data ought to be employed in demand studies, as they contain important vari-

ation lost in the aggregated data. Hosken et al. (2002) point out that estimating

demand systems using aggregated scanner data can cause biased results and incor-

rect statistical inferences. This appears to be the case here. Moreover, the results

suggest that demand studies that obtain inelastic estimates when employing ag-

gregated data may be incorrectly attributing the problem to simultaneity rather

than aggregation bias. If simultaneity is the problem, and if the instruments that

are often employed in demand studies are valid, then the estimates from Figures

2.9 and 2.10 would have been similar.

Price-Cost Margins and Hidden Price Changes

Figure 2.11 presents the implied price-cost margins for the estimates of

αo from column (6) in Figure 2.7 (the CX estimate) and column (6) in Figure

2.9 (the TSLS estimate). The PCMs that are calculated include the following:

(i) Single-product firm (SPF) pricing, defined here as the case where each of the

J = 64 cereal products’ prices are set separately by 64 firms; (ii) Multi-product
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firm (MPF) pricing, defined here as the case in which each of the cereal firms sets

the price for its own goods; and (iii) Joint ownership monopoly (JOM) pricing,

defined here as the case in which one firm sets the price of all 64 products jointly.

It is assumed that prices are set based on a differentiated products Nash-Bertrand

oligopoly model with a unique (pure strategy) equilibrium supported by positive

prices. The general system of first order conditions is given by
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0

0
...

0
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or (2.15)

s + Ωψ = 0, (2.16)

where s, p, and mc denote market share, price, and marginal cost, respectively,

and ◦ denotes the Hadamard product (i.e., element-wise multiplication). What

distinguishes SPF from MPF from JOM in the system of equations in (2.15) and

(2.16) is the matrix A that comprises Ω. The elements of A are ones and zeros

depending on the assumed industry conduct. For SPF, A has elements ajk = 1 if

j = k, and 0 otherwise; i.e., A is the identity matrix. For MPF, A has elements

ajk = 1 if j, k are owned by the same firm, and ajk = 0 otherwise. For JOM,

A has elements ajk = 1 for all j, k; i.e., A is a matrix of ones. For each of the

industry structures, the (J×1) vector of price-cost margins, (pj−mcj)/pj, is given

by

PCM = ψ ◦ p̃ =
(
−Ω−1s

)
◦ p̃, (2.17)

where p̃ is a (J×1) vector of the inverse of prices, and ◦ again denotes element-wise

multiplication.

The PCMs are calculated based on (2.17) for all 64 products. Figure 2.11

reports the PCMs for the top-selling product of the five RTE cereal manufacturers,

as well as the average PCM for the five firms. The margins are all evaluated at

the median price and market share for each of the products. First, note that the

margins increase going from single-product firm pricing to multi-product to joint
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ownership, as expected. That is, the less firms in the market that control the 64

products, the higher the margins earned on those products. Next, the store brand

products enjoy higher margins than their nationally-branded counterparts. For

example, the average store brand PCM based on the CX estimate is 86 percent

in the MPF column, while the branded firms earn an average of 51 to 61 percent.

Given the less elastic estimate of αo from the 2SLS procedure, the PCMs resulting

from that estimate are higher compared to the CX estimate. For example the

average PCM for Kellogg’s products based in CX is 61 percent in the multi-product

firm column, compared to 74 percent based on TSLS.

Figure 2.12 presents PCMs based on the CX and TSLS estimates from

column (7) in Figures 2.7 and 2.9, respectively. These estimates exclude mer-

chandising and local advertising variables. Compared to Figure 2.11, the PCMs

in Figure 2.12 are much lower. For example, the average PCM of all 64 RTE

cereal products based on CX estimation with multi-product firm pricing is 41 per-

cent in Figure 2.12, compared to 58 percent in Figure 2.11. While both sets of

PCMs based on the CX estimates of αo appear reasonable, lower PCMs from omit-

ting merchandising and local advertising variables in the demand estimation stage

suffer from the confounding effects due to stockpiling behavior. If merchandis-

ing and local advertising variables are not available, researchers may overestimate

elasticities and underestimate corresponding price-cost margins.

Finally, Figure 2.13 presents the price-cost margins for the five cereal man-

ufacturers estimated separately before and after July 15, 2007. General Mills

increased the price of nearly all of its products by decreasing the amount of cereal

in the box, which took effect in supermarkets near mid-July 2007 according to the

scanner data. This phenomenon of increasing the price of a good by changing a

product characteristic, defined a “hidden” price change, is the subject of Chapter

4. Figure 2.13 presents preliminary estimates of the change in profitability before

and after the hidden price change. The CX specification from Figure 2.7 column

(6) is employed here with three modifications. First, market price is interacted

with product dummy variables in order to estimate a product-specific idiosyncratic

deviation from the overall price effect. The mean and standard deviation of the
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deviations are reported. Second, demand is estimated separately before and after

mid-July 2007. Third, the elasticities and margins are evaluated at the weighted

average price and market share for each good.

For the sample period prior to July 15, the average marginal price effect is

−0.723, and the mean product-specific deviation across the 64 products is 0.073.

For General Mills, this results in an average price-cost margin of 66.6 percent,

compared to an average PCM of 70.2 percent in the sample period after they

reduced their box size. That is, General Mills’ average PCM increased by 3.6

percentage points, consistent with the notion that some fraction of consumers

did not notice the hidden price change. As of 2008, which is outside of the

sample period, Kellogg also increased the prices of its cereal products by decreasing

the amount of cereal in the box. This comports with the margin calculations

in Figure 2.13, as Kellogg lost nearly 2.8 percentage points after General Mills

committed to their price increase. That is, Kellogg lost profits after General Mills

moved first, and now they have followed suit. Moreover, the PCMs for the other

three manufacturers are either flat or have increased; this potentially explains why

they have not followed General Mills and Kellogg in committing to a hidden price

change. These issues are examined in Chapter 4.

2.6 Conclusions and Further Research

This chapter provides an alternate approach to classifying and remedying

price endogeneity in a discrete choice model of demand. The structural system of

equations describing demand and market price proposed in Section 4 help to de-

termine the confounding variables that potentially lead to price endogeneity in the

demand system. The proposed structural equations also help in determining the

conditioning instruments to identify price effects with the conditional exogeneity

(CX) assumption pjm ⊥ ξjm|wjm. This framework obviates the need to assume

that observed product characteristics are exogenous, as observed product charac-

teristics are more appropriately classified as conditioning instruments employed in

the CX estimator examined in Section 3.
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Several conditioning instruments are proposed, such as the baseline price

and other variables obtained by exploiting the panel structure of the scanner data.

The CX identification framework is used to estimate demand for a large sample

of ready-to-eat cereal products. The estimates of price effects resulting from

conditional exogeneity are more reasonable and stable compared to standard in-

strumental variables (IV). Thus, CX is an alternate identification strategy that

may be more palatable in many circumstances.

Estimates based on scanner data aggregated up to the city-quarter level

yield inelastic estimates compared to estimates from disaggregated data. These

differences are not mere discrepancies, but are potentially meaningful differences

suggesting that past demand studies using aggregated scanner data may have in-

correctly attributed inelastic estimates to simultaneity rather than aggregation

bias. Moreover, omitting merchandising and local advertising variables has a

dramatic impact on both the CX and IV estimates of demand, causing elastic-

ity estimates to increase appreciably due to confounding effects from unobserved

stockpiling effects, which leads to significantly lower implied price-cost margins.

Finally, margins are estimated before and after General Mills increased the price

of its cereals by decreasing the amount of cereal in the box. The estimates support

what has transpired in the cereal industry, whereby Kellogg followed suit in en-

gaging in “hidden” price changes, while other manufacturers did not. A detailed

empirical study of the hidden price change phenomenon can be found in Chapter

4.

In order to incorporate consumer heterogeneity and flexible substitution

patterns, the next revision of this chapter will include estimates from a random

coefficients logit model along the lines of BLP (1995) and Nevo (2001). The

structural equations, conditioning instruments, and identification schemes pre-

sented here are general enough to apply to any of the logit models of demand.

This research is currently in progress. Further investigation includes examining

nonparametric estimation that relaxes the assumption that utility (demand) is

linearly-separable. That is, rather than assuming that the conditional logit model

takes the form s̃jm = αopjm + ξjm, it will take the more flexible form s̃jm = d(pjm,
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ξjm), where the average marginal effect of price on demand, ∂d(·)/∂p, is a function

of price rather than a coefficient estimate. This will provide much-needed insight

regarding information that is lost by assuming a linear-separable parametric utility

for the logit class of demand models. See Chapter 3.

2.7 Tables and Figures
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Figure 2.1: Market Share and Price
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Figure 2.2: Descriptive Statistics
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Figure 2.3: Descriptive Statistics - Demographics
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Figure 2.4: Descriptive Statistics - Product Characteristics
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Figure 2.5: OLS and CX Estimates, Product-Level
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Figure 2.6: IV Estimates, Product-Level
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Figure 2.7: CX Estimates, Product-Level and Market-Level
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Figure 2.8: CX Estimates, Product-Level and Market-Level, Aggregated
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Figure 2.9: IV Estimates, Product-Level and Market-Level
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Figure 2.10: IV Estimates, Product-Level and Market-Level, Aggregated

Figure 2.11: Price-Cost Margins
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Figure 2.12: Price-Cost Margins, Excluding Local Promotions

Figure 2.13: Price-Cost Margins Before vs. After Downsizing
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Figure 2.14: Path Diagram - Demand

Figure 2.15: Path Diagram - Price
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Figure 2.16: Share and Price - GM Cheerios
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Figure 2.17: Share and Price - GM Cheerios, Aggregated



Chapter 3

Identification and Estimation of

Price Effects with a Nonseparable

Logit Demand Model

3.1 Introduction

We examine nonparametric estimation of the average marginal effect of

price on demand allowing for price heterogeneity. That is, we consider the pos-

sibility that price effects, defined as the impact of a change in price on quantity

demanded, depend on price, rather than assuming the price effect is a single coeffi-

cient estimate. The prototypical indirect utility function in nearly all logit models

of demand takes a linear-separable parametric specification in which utility is a

function of price, observable and unobservable product characteristics, and a type-

I extreme value distributed error term (e.g., Berry, 1994, and Nevo, 2001). We

instead allow for nonseparability of price and unobservables by specifying a more

flexible indirect utility function that may be nonlinear, and for which observable

and unobservable variables may not be separable.

The specification and estimation of demand for differentiated products is

particularly important for research in industrial organization (IO) and quantita-

tive marketing. The logit class of discrete choice demand models are widely used

117
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for estimating price effects when market-level data are available. Notable studies

include Berry, Levinsohn, and Pakes (1995), Nevo (2001), Villas-Boas (2007), Be-

sanko, Gupta, and Jain (1998), and Villas-Boas and Winer (1999), among others.

These studies often rely on identification assumptions involving instrument exo-

geneity. Because demand functions may be nonseparable in the absence of strong

restrictions, standard instrumental variables approaches do not help with identifi-

cation. We instead employ a conditional form of exogeneity for identification: price

is independent of unobservable demand drivers conditional on a set of selected con-

ditioning instruments. Conditional exogeneity (conditional independence) has been

at the center of recent theoretical research in econometrics, including Altonji and

Matzkin (2005), White and Chalak (2006), and Hoderlein and Mammen (2007).

In addition to relaxing the restrictive linear-separable functional forms and

identifying assumptions of previous studies, we also employ a rich set of super-

market scanner data on ready-to-eat boxed cereals. The scanner data, a subset of

the data employed in Chapters 1 and 2, is relatively disaggregated and contains

detailed information on price, quantity, and local promotions for a large set of

cereal products. For each of the goods in the sample, the variables are available

at the city-supermarket chain aggregation level, with a weekly frequency for the

three years ending 2007.

3.2 Demand Model

We employ the conditional logit demand model that has gained popular-

ity since McFadden (1974), especially in IO. The conditional logit model suffers

from the well-known independence of irrelevant alternatives problem, which can

be addressed with computationally burdensome variants of logit when market-level

data are available.1 However, because of the nonparametric estimation procedures

employed here to address nonlinearity and nonseparability of the indirect utility

function, the computational burdens are already very high. Thus, we focus on the

conditional logit model, noting that potentially unreasonable cross-price effects

1Such as the random coefficients logit model of Berry, Levinsohn, and Pakes (1995).
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(e.g., cross-price elasticities) arising from this model do not affect our analysis re-

lated to price heterogeneity of the own-price effect. That is, we assume that the

presence or absence of price heterogeneity does not depend on the underlying type

of data generating process in the logit class of demand models.

We consider consumer i ∈ I (≡ {1, 2, .., I}) who has a random indirect

utility uikm from choosing product k ∈ {0} ∪ K (≡ {1, 2, .., K}) in market m ∈M
(≡ {1, 2, ..,M}) .2 We impose the following assumption about uikm.

Assumption A.1 For all i ∈ I , k ∈ K, and m ∈M, indirect utility is given by

uikm = d (pkm, ξkm) + εikm

≡ V (lpkm, ξkm) + εikm. (3.1)

where pkm is the price of good k in market m, and lpkm ≡ ln(pkm); ξkm and εikm

represent market-level/product-level factors and individual level factors that drive

preferences, respectively.

Here, we assume that the functional forms of d and V do not depend on i, k

or m. The market-level and product-level heterogeneity is captured by ξkm, while

individual heterogeneity is captured by εikm. εikm can also be interpreted as a dis-

turbance term representing an individual-level shock. We allow ξkm (or components

of ξkm) and εikm to be unobservable. In A.1, we impose the additivity of individ-

ual heterogeneity to the indirect utility. This additivity assumption simplifies the

derivation of market share, since we only have market-level data. Nevertheless,

we do allow arbitrary interactions between price and market-level/product-level

factors by using a general nonseparable function V. Furthermore, here the dimen-

sion of ξkm can be finite or countably infinite. Since here we impose additivity of

εikm, and εikm can be a function of unobservables, it is without loss of generality

to assume εikm is a scalar.

Note that the following specification

uikm = V (lpkm) + ξkm + εikm (3.2)

2A market is defined as a city-supermarket-week combination in the scanner data.
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is a special case of our A.1. Also note that in most logit demand models, indirect

utility is described by

uikm = α · lpkm + ξkm + εikm, (3.3)

which is a special case of equation (3.2). This assumes that the effect of price on

demand is a single estimate, α, that does not vary with price.3

We impose the following assumption about the distribution of εikm.

Assumption A.2: (i) (pkm, ξkm) ⊥ εikm for all i ∈ I , k ∈ {0} ∪ K, and m ∈ M.

(ii) εikm is a mean-zero type-I extreme value distributed random variable for all

i ∈ I , k ∈ {0} ∪ K, and m ∈M.

Assumptions A.1 and A.2 yield the demand function of interest in this

paper. Because consumer-level data are not available here, we aggregate equa-

tion (3.1) up to the market-level representative consumer. We consider a rep-

resentative consumer i0, in a representative market m0. She will choose good

k0 over good k for all k 6= k0 if Uk0m0 > Ukm0 ∀k 6= k0. We denote lpm0 ≡
(lpm00, lpm01, lpm02, .., lpm0K) and ξm0 ≡ (ξm00, ξm01, ξm02, .., ξm0K) . We calculate

the probability (sk0) for the consumer to choose product k0 in this market given

the price level lpm0 = lp
(
≡
(
lp0, lp1, lp1, .., lpK

))
and the product and market level

factor ξm0 = ξ
(
≡
(
ξ0, ξ1, ξ2, .., ξK

))
, i.e.,

sk0 = Pr(uik0m0 > uikm0 ,∀k 6= k0| lpm0 = lp, ξm0 = ξ).

Under A.1 and A.2, it is easy to show

sk0 =
exp

(
V (lpk0 , ξk0

)
)∑

k∈{0}∪K exp
(
V (lpk, ξk)

) . (3.4)

Following Berry (1994), V
(
lp0, ξ0

)
is normalized to take an assumed value of zero,

then the share of the “outside good,” which is the option of a consumer not pur-

chasing one of the k = 1, 2, ..., K inside goods, is given by

s0 =
1∑

k∈{0}∪K exp
(
V (lpk, ξk)

) . (3.5)

3See, for example, Berry (1994) and Chapter 1.
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Dividing equation (3.4) by (3.5), and taking natural logs gives

ln (sk0)− ln (s0) = V (lpk0 , ξk0).

We denote

lsk0 ≡ ln (sk0)− ln (s0) ,

where lsk0 is the natural logarithm of the market share of product k0 relative to

the outside good. We thus obtain a tractable demand function:

lsk0 = V (lpk0 , ξk0). (3.6)

The demand equation given by (3.6) is the structural equation of interest

here. The function V (.) is general, nonparametric, and nonseparable, as it allows

for the possibility that the effect of price on demand depends on price, and it allows

for the possibility that price interacts with unobservables. Note that in the linear

specification (equation (3.3)), we have

lsk0 = αlpk0 + ξk0 .

We can also derive the own price elasticity of demand ek0 :

ek0 =
∂V (lpk0 , ξk0)

∂lpk0
· [1− s̄k0 ] = η

(
lpk0 , ξk0

)
· [1− s̄k0 ] ,

where

η
(
lpk0 , ξk0

)
≡
∂V
(
lpk0 , ξk0

)
∂lpk0

,

and s̄k0 is the market share of product k0.

Ideally, we would be interested in how the relative market share lsk0 changes

in response to the price changes, i.e., η
(
lpk0 , ξk0

)
(or own price elasticity, ek0).

It turns out that it is difficult to identify η (.) without strong assumptions (for

example, monotonicity) that are difficult to justify. For a detailed discussion of

monotonicity and testing procedures, see Su, Hoderlein, and White (2010).4

4Su, Hoderlein, and White (2010) use the same data as we do to implement their test. They
assume monotonicity, and reject exogeneity of the covariates in the cereal demand DGP. Had
they instead assumed exogeneity of the of the covariates, they would reject monotonicity of the
unobservables in the cereal demand DGP. We have implemented their test on our specifications
here. Assuming exogeneity, we reject monotonicity of unobservables.
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Furthermore, ξ̄k0 is potentially a large dimension vector, which means that

estimators of η (.) will suffer from a severe ”curse of dimensionality” because the

convergence rate is determined by the dimension of (lpk0 , ξk0) . Therefore, we es-

timate an average version of η
(
lpk0 , ξk0

)
by averaging over unobservable mar-

ket/product heterogeneity ξm0,k0 :

θ
(
lpk0
)
≡
∫
η
(
lpk0 , ξk0

)
· dFξ

(
ξk0
)
,

where Fξ (.) is the marginal cumulative distribution function (CDF) of ξm0,k0. This

is the average marginal effect defined in Blundell and Powell (2003). Note that in

the linear specification (equation (3.3)), θ (.) = α, which is examined in detail in

Chapter 2.

3.3 Identification and Estimation

In this section, we focus on the identification and estimation of θ (.) . A

concern in estimating demand using market data is price endogeneity, defined as

the dependence of price with unobservable drivers of demand: pjm 6⊥ ξjm. In an

ideal world, firms randomly choose products to change price by random increments.

This would be tantamount to a randomized experiment in which the researcher

could recover the causal treatment effect of interest due to the exogeneity of prices.

Of course, prices and unobservable drivers of demand can be correlated for many

reasons. We follow Chapter 2 by positing that there are underlying common

causes that drive both demand and price at the product and market levels, which

are the confounding factors that render market prices endogenous.

By conditioning on variables that act as proxies for these unobserved con-

founding effects, we claim that prices are conditionally exogenous. We refer the

reader to White and Chalak (2006) and Chalak and White (2010) for a precise

definition of conditioning instruments, wkm, which here are proxies for the con-

founding variables that drive both price and demand. In Section 4.2, below, we

discuss the conditioning instruments that we use to justify conditionally exogenous

market prices.
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Virtually all studies examining demand estimation for differentiated prod-

ucts with scanner data rely on standard instrument exogeneity conditions for iden-

tification. See, for example, Berry, Levinsohn, and Pakes (1995), Hausman (1997),

Nevo (2001), Villas-Boas (2007), and Villas-Boas and Winer (1999), just to name

a few. Standard instrument exogeneity assumptions require that excluded instru-

ments be independent of the unobserved drivers of demand, yet it is not difficult

in most cases to find reasons for why assumed exogenous instruments, such as

the proxies for cost shifters used by Hausman (1997) and Nevo (2001), fail to be

uncorrelated with unobservables.5

Moreover, nonseparable specifications, such as demand equation (3.6), can-

not benefit from standard instrument exogeneity assumptions for identification,

even if exogenous instruments were readily available. For example, Hahn and Rid-

der (2008) argue that in a general nonseparable system, the conditional moment

type of restriction does not identify any structural object.

3.4 Identification

We rely on the following conditional independence assumption necessary

for identification of θ (.) .

Assumption A.3: (i) For k ∈ K, and m ∈ M, lpkm ⊥ ξkm|wkm, where wkm is a

dw dimension random vector. (ii) We observe data {lskm, lpkm, wkm}k∈K, m∈M and

{lskw, lpkw, wkw}k∈K, m∈M are i.i.d.

Assumption A.3(i) states that, conditional on a vector of conditioning in-

struments, price is independent of unobservable demand drivers. In the aforemen-

tioned ideal (yet fantasy) world where prices are exogenously determined, the vec-

tor of conditioning instruments wkm is simply the empty set. In the real world,

where many of the factors that drive manufacturers’ and retailers’ pricing decisions

also depend on factors that drive consumers’ demand, a variety of variables may

5See Chapters 1 and 2 for an extensive examination of the standard instruments used in
demand estimation.
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be needed to populate wkm in order to justify that market prices are conditionally

exogenous. Given Assumption 3, we can identify θ (.) as shown in the next lemma.

Lemma 1: Under A.1, A.2 and A.3,

θ (lp) =

∫
m (x,w) · dFw (w) ,

where

m (lp, w) =
∂E [ lskm| lpkm = lp, wkm = w]

∂lp
,

and Fw (.) is the CDF of wkm.

3.4.1 Nonparametric Estimation

The estimator of θ (lp) is θ̂ (lp), given by

θ̂ (lp) =
1

MK

M∑
m=1

K∑
k=1

m̂ (lp, wkm) ,

where m̂ (.) is an estimator of m (.) . We can rewrite

m (lp, w) =
∂

∂lp

[
g (lp, w)

flp,w (lp, w)

]
=

[
g1 (lp, w) · flp,w (lp, w)− g (lp, w) · flp,w,1 (lp, w)

[flp,w (lp, w)]2

]
,

where

g (lp, w) =

∫
ls · fls,lp,w (ls, lp, w) · d (ls)

g1 (lp, w) =
∂g (lp, w)

∂lp
,

flp,w,1 (lp, w) =
∂f (lp, w)

∂lp
,

and flp,w (.) is the density function of (lpkm, wkm) and fls,lp,w (.) is the density of

(lskm, lpkm, wkm)
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The corresponding estimator of m (.) is m̂ (.) :

m̂ (lp, w) =

 ĝ1 (lp, w) · f̂lp,w (lp, w)− ĝ (lp, w) · f̂lp,w,1 (lp, w)[
f̂lp,w (lp, w)

]2
 ,

where

f̂lp,w =
1

MK · h1+dw

M∑
m=1

K∑
k=1

[
K

(
lpkm − lp

h

)
·
dw∏
q=1

K

(
w

(q)
km − w(q)

h

)]
,

ĝ =
1

MK · h1+dw

M∑
m=1

K∑
k=1

[
K

(
lpkm − lp

h

)
·
dw∏
q=1

K

(
w

(q)
km − w(q)

h

)
· lskm

]
,

f̂lp,w,1 =
−1

MK · h2+dw

M∑
m=1

K∑
k=1

[
K′
(
lpkm − lp

h

)
·
dw∏
q=1

K

(
w

(q)
km − w(q)

h

)]
,

ĝ1 =
−1

MK · h2+dw

M∑
m=1

K∑
k=1

[
K′
(
lpkm − lp

h

)
·
dw∏
q=1

K

(
w

(q)
km − w(q)

h

)
· lskm

]
,

where K is a kernel function, K′ is the derivative of K, and h is the bandwidth. We

use a six-order Gaussian kernel. As is well known, non-parametric kernel estimation

is sensitive to the bandwidth choice. Thus, we try a range of bandwidths near the

bandwidth chosen by leave-one-out cross-validation.

3.4.2 Conditioning Instruments

Here, we examine the variables designated as conditioning instruments,

wkm, that make prices conditionally exogenous in Assumption A.3(i). Recall that

ξkm captures drivers of consumer demand, some of which are directly observable,

while others are unobservable and must be proxied for with observable variables.

We follow Chapter 2 here by proposing that ξkm consists of product-level and

market-level factors that also drive price, and are thus sources of confounding that

render market prices endogenous. By conditioning on these factors (or proxies

for them), we are able to identify the causal effect of market price on demand by

relying on the conditional independence assumption pkm ⊥ ξkm|wkm.
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Product-Level Confounding

We consider two sources or ”levels” at which confounding may occur ren-

dering market prices endogenous. The first level is at the product, indexed by k.

The concern here is that factors that drive the demand of good k also drive the

price of good k. If these factors are direct drivers and are observable, then they

may be included in wkm.

In the ready-to-eat cereal product segment, for example, product quality

is a determinant of consumer demand, and certain product attributes, such as

the vitamin/mineral content or type of ingredients composing the cereal, drive

the marginal cost of production, which in turn determines the price of the good.

Simply put, higher quality cereals cost more to produce, thus have higher price,

but at the same time the quality of the cereal affects consumers’ preferences, which

is the source of confounding that prevents causal identification of price effects.

One possibility is that all product characteristics affect both a good’s de-

mand and price, in which case, for example, sugar content, fiber, density, ingredi-

ents, vitamin/mineral content, shape, among numerous other attributes ought to

comprise the conditioning instruments, wkm. We encounter two practical problems

here. First, the researcher may not have collected a sufficiently detailed set of prod-

uct characteristics. Second, even if available, the number of product characteristics

needed may be too large, rendering the nonparametric estimation techniques pro-

posed earlier infeasible.6 Both of these setbacks may be well-remedied by relying

on a proxy variable that captures the information contained in the comprehensive

set of product characteristics needed for identification.

Chapter 2 proposes using the ”baseline price” of a good as a predictive

proxy for over 30 cereal product characteristics. The baseline price of a good is a

measure of central tendency for the price of good j, pk = M−1∑
m pkm. Consider

decomposing the price of good k in market m into two parts: pkm = pk + ∆pkm,

where pk does not vary across markets but ∆pkm does. Averaging over markets

6This also relates to using product fixed effects in place of product characteristics.
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yields

M−1
∑
m

pkm = M−1
∑
m

pk +M−1
∑
m

∆pkm,

and rearranging gives pk = M−1∑
m pkm. The baseline price captures inter-

product variation in product characteristics, both observed and unobserved. Be-

cause product attributes, such as a cereal’s sweetness, texture, healthfulness, and

quality, is driven by product characteristics, and because product characteristics

drive manufacturers’ marginal cost, the baseline price ought to be a reasonable

conditioning instrument as it captures approximately the information contained in

the complete set of product characteristics and/or product-level fixed effects.

Moreover, both observed product characteristics and the baseline price

can together comprise the conditioning instruments addressing product-level price

endogeneity. To the extent that a small set of observable product characteristics do

not adequately remedy product-level endogeneity, the baseline price may contain

additional information contributing to identification. Chapter 2 finds that when

the baseline price and a few key observed product characteristics are used together

as the conditioning instrument set, the demand estimates of a linear-separable con-

ditional logit model are approximately the same as when product-specific dummy

variables are used to control for product-level unobservables. We examine this point

in the empirical section of this paper by using cereal density, calories, fiber, sugar,

and baseline price as our product-level conditioning instruments.

Market-Level Confounding

The second source of price endogeneity to consider is at the market level.

The concern here is that market-level unobservable factors that determine con-

sumers’ demand for good k also influence the price of good k in that market. A

market m is defined to be a city-supermarket-week combination. Factors that af-

fect market demand for a good, such as brand awareness, consumer preferences,

and stockpiling behavior, may also drive market prices, and are thus market-level

confounding effects that prevent identification in the demand system.

Consumers’ preferences and brand awareness in a particular market depend
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on the demographics of the geographic location, local advertising, and national

advertising. These factors may also drive market prices in particular cities over

time. The extent to which these variables are observable or not by the researcher

is dictated by the available data set. In the context of supermarket scanner data,

local advertising variables may be available, but data related to health trends and

national advertising are typically not observed. We follow Chapter 2 and exploit

the panel structure of the scanner data to obtain a response variable that captures

information contained in an aggregate demand shock. For example, if national

advertising, health trends, or any other aggregate demand shock affect consumers’

preferences, then the quantity purchased of the product segment (or individual

good) ought to be affected in all geographic locations. Thus the quantity of a

good contemporaneously purchased in all other cities is a predictive proxy for an

aggregate demand shock in a particular city.

Next, consider dynamics in pricing and consumer demand. For example, if

the retailer temporarily reduces the price of a good periodically to capture welfare

from low-valuation consumers, and if consumers tend to be the type to stockpile

the good in low-price time periods, then confounding may exist. A few variables

that drive stockpiling (or non-stockpiling) behavior of consumers and retailers’

pricing decisions include local advertising, and lagged prices and quantities. We

thus include these variables, along with income7 and quantity sold in other cities,

in our conditioning instrument set, wkm, in order to justify Assumption 3.

3.5 Data and Results

We estimate demand for a large sample of ready-to-eat breakfast cereals.

Currently, the four major nationally branded cereal manufacturers operating in

the U.S. are General Mills, Kellogg, Post, and Quaker. A fifth important source

of cereal sales are store brand products, which are lower-priced versions of the

nationally branded cereals.

7In order to keep the number of conditioning instruments small, we include only income, as
it is usually correlated with other demographic variables.
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The breakfast cereal industry has been the subject of extensive investigation

by IO researchers. Two notable studies that examine demand estimation in the

cereal industry are Hausman (1997) and Nevo (2001), which rely on standard

instrument exogeneity assumptions for identification.8 In contrast, we rely on the

conditional exogeneity assumption pkm ⊥ ξkm|wkm for identification.

3.5.1 Data

The primary data set utilized here is supermarket scanner data from Infor-

mation Resources, Inc. (IRI). The data set consists of variables measuring price,

quantity, and local promotional variables for 150 of the top-selling cereal stock-

keeping units (SKUs) for January 2005 through December 2007. We consider

K = 64 products as the inside goods, while the remaining 86 products are set as

the outside good.9 The scanner data set has a panel structure, where the time

dimension consists of a weekly frequency (2005 through 2007) and the individual

dimension consists of a supermarket retail chain located in a geographic market.

This data is a subset of that used in Chapter 2. Because of the computational

considerations here, we focus on four city-supermarkets that cover four major U.S.

regional areas.

Confidentiality agreements prevent us from revealing the supermarket names.

We identify the four supermarket retail chains as R1, R2, R3, and R4. The sample

thus consists of Chicago-R1, Houston-R2, Philadelphia-R3, and Sacramento-R4.

Each of the geographic areas defined by IRI are similar to the Census Bureau’s

definition of a metropolitan statistical area or combined MSA. Note that unlike

Hausman (1997) and Nevo (2001), this market-level scanner data is not heavily

aggregated, and thus does not suffer from serious aggregation bias. In Chapter

2, demand is estimated using both disaggregated (city-supermarket-week) data

8Specifically, they rely on what have come to be known as “Hausman instruments.” The
Hausman instrument for the price of brand A in city B is the price of brand A in cities not B.
See Chapters 1 and 2 for a detailed examination of this identification scheme.

9The set of 86 cereal products comprising the outside good are products that either had data
quality issues, were missing price information, or had very high price correlations with one or
more of the 64 inside products.
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and aggregated (city-quarter) data, and finds that there is considerable aggrega-

tion bias that causes the aggregated estimates to be much less elastic than the

estimates based on disaggregated scanner data.

Finally, for each cereal, we use product characteristics data on density, calo-

ries, fiber, and sugar. Because using product fixed effects would be far too compu-

tationally burdensome in the nonparametric estimation framework presented here,

we rely on a good’s baseline price, defined earlier, to act as a predictive proxy for

product characteristics that ought to be included in addition to the four afore-

mentioned, but are not included due to preserving a parsimonious specification.

Consistent with Section 4.2, we employ the following conditioning instruments: lo-

cal promotional intensity, lagged price, lagged market share, quantity in all other

cities, density, calories, fiber, sugar, baseline price, and market wage.

Descriptive Statistics

Figure 3.1 presents aggregate market share and pricing information10 on

the 150 top-selling products (or stock keeping units, SKUs) for the four city-

supermarket chains in our sample between 2005 and 2007. Kellogg and General

Mills dominate the four markets, which is also true of the full sample found in

Chapter 2. The results in Figure 2.1 are similar to the full sample of 121 city-

supermarket chains in Chapter 2, except that the market share gap between Kel-

logg and General Mills is slightly wider here. All four of the major manufacturers

price well above the store brand products, selling at a 27 to 63 percent premium,

while enjoying higher market shares.

Figure 3.4 presents the aggregated monthly market shares for the four city-

supermarket chains in the sample. The average market share of the store brand

products during the 36 months ending December 2007 is 6.2 percent with a stan-

dard deviation of only 0.50 percent. Post and Quaker’s market shares vary more

than store brands, but are still relatively less volatile than the two biggest manu-

facturers, Kellogg and General Mills. The average monthly market share for Post

and Quaker are 14 percent and 8 percent, with standard deviations of 2 percent

10Market share is based on pounds of cereal sold, and price is dollars per pound.
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and 1.5 percent, respectively. In contrast, Kellogg and General Mills have market

shares that vary more over time than the other manufacturers. Kellogg has an

average market share of 42 percent with a standard deviation of 3 percent, and

General Mills has an average market share of 30 percent with a standard devi-

ation of 3.0 percent. Finally, Figure 3.4 indicates that not only do the market

shares of Kellogg and General Mills vary considerably over time, but that they are

nearly mirror images. The correlation of the monthly market share for Kellogg and

General Mills is −0.65, indicating that Kellogg’s gain in market share is typically

General Mills’ loss, and vice-versa.

These results are all approximately in line with the market share and pric-

ing trends based on the full data set in Chapter 2. Thus, the four city-supermarket

chains that we focus on here appear to be a good representation of the full sample

of 121 city-supermarkets. Finally, Figure 3.5 presents the weekly price per pound

and market share for General Mills Cheerios 15oz., the best-selling cereal product

during 2005-2007, selling in one of the supermarket chains in Chicago. This figure

fully demonstrates the degree of disaggregation of the scanner data we use for esti-

mating θ(lp). Clearly, price and market share are negatively correlated, indicating

an expected downward sloping demand for the Cheerios product.

Figures 3.2 and 3.3 present a variety of summary statistics of the data we

use for estimating demand. Again, market share is defined as the ratio of pounds

of cereal sold for good j in market m to the total amount of cereal sold of all

150 goods in market m. Price is in dollars per pound. Promotion is a variable

that is given by 0.25(a1 + a2) + 0.50a3, where a1 is the promotional intensity of

local advertising, a2 is the promotional intensity of in-store displays, and a3 is the

promotional intensity of both local advertising and in-store displays for a good.11

For each cereal, density is measured as ounces per cup, calories are per

cup, fiber and sugar are grams per cup, and the baseline price is the weighted

average price of good j across all 121 city-supermarkets in Chapter 2. Wage is

the average weekly wage of a given geographic region from the Bureau of Labor

11Note that a1, a2, and a3 are mutually exclusive. If good j has a2 = 0.45, this means that
good j has in-store displays in a set of supermarkets that represent 45% of all commodity volume
in the geographic region under consideration.
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Statistics’ Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages database. To note, the

source of variation for market share, price, and promotion is from products and

markets; the source of variation for density, calories, fiber, sugar, and baseline

price is product only; the source of variation for wage is geographic and temporal

(quarterly).

3.5.2 Estimation Results

In this section, we present results of the nonparametric estimates of θ (lp) .

Because market shares are typically small in our sample, examining θ (lp) is ap-

proximately equivalent to examining the own price elasticity. We consider four

specifications: (i) a linear-separable model without conditioning instruments; (ii)

the linear-separable model with conditioning instruments; (iii) a nonparametric,

nonseparable model without conditioning instruments; and (iv) the nonparametric,

nonseparable model with conditioning instruments.

The conditioning instruments we include are local promotional intensity,

lagged natural log price, lagged natural log market share, natural log of quantity

in all other cities, cereal density, fiber, sugar, baseline price, and wage. Following

Chapter 2, we define the market share of the outside good (k = 0) to be the

quantity-based market share of the 86 cereal products that are not included as one

of the 64 inside goods.

Chicago-R1

The linear-parametric estimate of θ(lp) is -1.70 without conditioning instru-

ments. I.e., the average own price elasticity of demand for the 64 cereal products

in the sample for Chicago-R1 (”retail supermarket chain one”) indicates that a

1% increase in price leads to a 1.7% decrease in purchases of cereal. This result

is elastic, but becomes even more elastic when we include the conditioning instru-

ments that remedy the price endogeneity that arises from product-level sources,

such as unobserved product quality, and market-level sources, such as stockpiling

behavior by consumers. The estimate of θ(lp) is -2.51 when we include the con-
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ditioning instruments, which suggests severe misspecification for the previous case

where conditioning instruments are omitted.

Next we examine the nonparametric estimates of θ(lp). We employ the

Gaussian kernel density and bandwidth h = 1.25. Figure 3.6 presents the non-

parametric estimates of the price effect θ(lp) without conditioning instruments.

Figure 3.7 presents the nonparametric estimate of θ(lp) including the conditioning

instruments. The price effect θ̂ is reported on the Y-axis while the natural log of

price (lp) is reported on the X-axis.

First, it is clear that as log price increases, the price effect (approximately

the own price elasticity of demand) becomes less elastic. The linear-parametric

estimate of θ with conditioning instruments is -2.51, but the more flexible non-

parametric estimates of θ found in Figure 3.7 shows that θ̂ ranges from -4 to -0.25.

This suggests price heterogeneity is present, which means that linear-parametric

estimates of demand can be misleading. That is, if the price effect is truly -2.51,

we should expect to see a horizontal line at θ̂ = -2.51 in Figure 3.7, which is clearly

not the case.

The increasing nature of the series, whereby price sensitivity becomes less

elastic as (log) price increases, potentially addresses a well-known problem in stan-

dard linear-parametric specifications of logit demand. High-quality goods that

typically enjoy relatively higher prices but lower market shares will necessarily

have relatively large own price elasticities compared to, say, mid-quality goods

with relatively lower prices but higher market shares. This result directly stems

from the price elasticity equation for standard linear-parametric logit models of

demand.

However, this result is counterintuitive, as we should expect that relatively

high-quality, high-priced goods enjoy higher price-cost margins, not lower ones. For

example, a high-quality organic cereal priced at $6.00 per pound with 0.25% market

share, which ought to have a relatively low price elasticity, reasonably commands a

higher price-cost margin (e.g., through a Lerner index type of argument) compared

to a low or mid-quality cereal priced at $3.00 per pound with 4% market share,

which ought to have a relatively high price elasticity. This is not the case with a
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linear-parametric logit model of demand.

The nonparametric estimates found in Figures 3.6 and 3.7 addresses this

pitfall. As prices increase, the price effect becomes less elastic, thus providing

higher price-cost margins according to standard oligopoly models. By relaxing

the potentially stringent structure of a linear-parametric logit demand function,

we permit the price effect to vary in price, which yields lower price elasticities at

higher prices.

Consistent with the linear-parametric estimates, the nonparametric esti-

mates are less elastic when conditioning instruments are left out. We note that a

problem that arises in both figures is that the price effect quickly becomes inelas-

tic for a broad range of prices. In Figure 3.7, for example, θ̂ ∈ [−4,−0.25], but it

would be more realistic for θ̂ ∈ [−4,−1) to be consistent with implied price-cost

margins for the cereal industry. The result may be due to misspecification of the

conditioning instruments. That is, it’s possible that the set of conditioning instru-

ments we have included do not sufficiently render price conditionally exogenous.

We shall examine this matter more thoroughly in future revisions of this research.

3.6 Conclusions and Further Work

We have examined nonparametric estimation of the average marginal effect

of price on demand allowing for price heterogeneity. We find that price hetero-

geneity exists, meaning that consumers’ purchasing sensitivities depends on price,

rather than being a fixed coefficient as in standard linear-parametric logit demand

models. We employ a detailed, disaggregated set of supermarket scanner data on

ready-to-eat cereals for 2005-2007.

Our identification strategy relies on a conditional form of exogeneity: Price

is independent of unobservable demand drivers conditional on a set of selected

conditioning instruments. Conditional exogeneity (conditional independence) has

been at the center of recent theoretical research on identification in econometrics,

making our application a timely pursuit. We rely on Megerdichian’s (2009) research

on identification of price effects in discrete choice models of demand in selecting
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our conditioning instruments.

Our nonparametric estimates of the effect of price on demand yields some

useful results. First, we find that as price increases for a product (or as we go from

cheaper cereal products to more expensive ones), the effect of price on quantity

demanded becomes less elastic. This addresses a well-known criticism of standard

linear-parametric logit demand models that render high-priced (low market share)

products to have high price elasticities, which are not consistent with profit margin

expectations. Second, both our nonparametric and parametric estimates yield

price effects that are more elastic when we include conditioning instruments. This

suggests that our instruments and identification strategy are properly addressing

price endogeneity issues, such as the dependence of price on unobserved product

quality.

A glaring problem with our nonparametric analysis is that the price effect

estimates quickly become too inelastic for mid and high price ranges. Inelastic es-

timates are not consistent with price-cost margins derived from standard oligopoly

models of profit maximization. We return to this problem in future work.

Finally, we note that further work here includes the following: (i) employ-

ing cross-validation methods for bandwidth selection; (ii) constructing confidence

intervals for the nonparametric estimates; (iii) examining the effects of data ag-

gregation on nonparametric estimates of price effects; (iv) implementing the non-

parametric estimation for all four of the city-supermarkets in our sample; and

(v) linking the research presented here with Berry and Haile’s (2010) research on

nonparametric identification of demand.
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Figure 3.1: Market Share and Price

Figure 3.2: Summary Statistics
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Figure 3.3: Averages by Manufacturer
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Figure 3.4: Market Share
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Figure 3.5: General Mills Cheerios Market Share and Price
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Figure 3.6: Nonparametric Estimate without Conditioning
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Figure 3.7: Nonparametric Estimate with Conditioning



Chapter 4

Product Downsizing and Hidden

Price Changes in the

Ready-to-Eat Cereal Market

4.1 Introduction

Firms have at least three ways to change the prices of their products. The

first way, defined here as an overt price change, is to change the dollar amount

charged per package without changing the amount of the good contained in the

package. The second way to change price, defined here as a hidden price change,

is to change the package size without changing the dollar amount charged for the

package. Finally, a third possible way to change price is with a combination of an

overt and hidden price change, defined here as a hybrid price change.

There are very few prior studies on hidden price changes. The only two

relevant studies we are aware of are Adams, di Benedetto, and Chandran (1991)

and Gourville and Koehler (2004), neither of which directly examines the impact

on a firm’s revenues or profits arising from a hidden price change. We therefore

contribute to the existing literature by studying the extent to which a firm is

successful in increasing its products’ prices with a hidden price change. If a

sufficient number of consumers do not respond to the hidden price increase, then

142
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we expect the firm to benefit from the price increase. In contrast, if a sufficient

number of consumers do notice the hidden price increase and thus substitute to

other goods, then we expect the firm to suffer from the price increase.

Furthermore, we examine hidden price changes in the ready-to-eat breakfast

cereal industry. During 2006 and 2007, the prices of commodities that are primary

inputs for cereal production, such as wheat, rice, and corn, increased dramatically.

This increase in input costs prompted General Mills, the second largest firm in the

industry, to increase prices for nearly all of its products with a hidden (or hybrid)

price change in July 2007. For example, General Mills changed its flagship line

of Cheerios products from 10oz., 15oz., and 20oz. down to 8.9oz., 14oz., and

18oz., respectively. We employ an extremely rich scanner data set that allows

us to determine which products had a price change and how the price change

was implemented. The detail of the data also allows us to undertake a variety

of empirical analyses, including estimating a full demand system to examine the

success of a hidden price change, which no other study has done to date.

We conduct four empirical investigations to determine the impact of hidden

price changes on General Mills’ cereal business. First, we estimate a basic linear

demand model as in Gourville and Koehler (2004), and we also improve their spec-

ification by including prices of all cereals and promotional variables. Second, we

estimate demand with the almost ideal demand system (AIDS) to predict expen-

diture share for the after-downsizing sample period, and compare it to the actual

expenditure share. We also estimate a difference-in-difference specification for

expenditure share to determine how General Mills’ portfolio of products that were

downsized fared as a whole. Finally, we further examine Chapter 2’s analysis of

product downsizing’s effect on General Mills’ profitability.

We find that out of the 20 General Mills products in our sample that down-

sized cereal content, about half the products increased expenditure share by more

than what the AIDS predicts, indicating a sufficient number of consumers didn’t

notice the product downsizing for these goods. A key finding is that the products

that did benefit from the downsizing tend to be large size boxes (by weight), while

those that did not benefit from the downsizing tend to be small size boxes. One
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explanation is that consumers are more likely to notice hidden price changes when

already small boxes become even smaller, leading them to substitute to larger

boxes. An alternative explanation is the possibility that consumers don’t notice

hidden price changes, but because they prefer boxes to not be too big nor too

small, they substitute away from small boxes that are downsized to large boxes

that are downsized.

With a difference-in-difference estimation scheme, we find that the down-

sizing had a negligible effect on the expenditure share for the 20 General Mills

products as a whole. While this result may appear to suggest that consumers no-

ticed the hidden price change, it is perhaps more plausible the result just confirms

the AIDS prediction exercise in that some of General Mills’ products benefitted

because enough consumer didn’t notice, while other products did not because con-

sumers did notice, thus leading to a negligible net effect.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the

hidden price change phenomenon, including a review of prior relevant studies on

the topic. Section 3 describes the supermarket scanner data on cereals that we

employ here. In Section 4, we present a variety of empirical work outlined above.

Section 5 concludes.

4.2 Hidden Price Changes

Firms have more than one way to change price. The first way, defined

here as an overt price change, is to change the dollar amount charged per package

without changing the amount of content in the package. For example, a cereal

manufacturer may increase price from $4.00 per 16oz. box to $4.50 per 16oz. box,

a 12.5% price increase. The second way to change price, defined here as a hidden

price change, is to change the amount of content in a package without changing the

dollar amount charged for the package. For example, a cereal manufacturer may

decrease the size of a 16oz. box to 14.22oz. per box while keeping the price fixed at

$4.00 per box, also constituting a 12.5% price increase. Consistent with previous

literature on this topic, we refer to the act of decreasing the amount of content in a
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package as ”downsizing.” Finally, a firm may opt for some combination of an overt

and hidden price change, defined here as a hybrid price change. For example, a

firm can decrease the size and price of a $4.00 per 16oz. box to $3.75 per 12.69oz.

box, which is again a 12.5 % increase in price measured in dollars per ounce.

There are important aspects of a hidden price change worth noting. First,

a hidden price change is tantamount to an overt price change, but in a way that

some consumers may not notice (hence, hidden). Second, changing the amount

of content in a package may require redesigning the package to accommodate the

new size, or at the very least require the firm to change the weight information on

the package. Thus, a hidden price change may involve production considerations,

whereas an overt price change does not. Finally, it may be relatively difficult

to undo a hidden price change by going back to the pre-downsized package; thus,

undoing a hidden price change may require a counteracting overt price change.

We examine these ideas in subsequent sections.

Gourville and Koehler (2004) refer to several product segments that have

undergone downsizing, including coffee, yogurt, potato chips, baby diapers, bottled

water, breakfast cereal, and ice cream. Adams, di Benedetto, and Chandran

(1991) similarly point to these industries, and also note several other product

segments, including candy bars and paper towels. Notably, the examples have the

commonality of being packaged goods that sell primarily in supermarkets and, for

the most part, appear to be differentiated products in an oligopoly-type market.

That the primary outlet for these products are supermarkets is an important point,

as temporary price promotions in supermarkets account for a significant part of

a good’s price variation (see Pesendorfer, 2002, and Hosken and Reiffen, 2004).1

Therefore, downsizing may be more likely to go unnoticed when sticker prices vary

considerably week-to-week.

1See also Figure 4.15 that conveys the volatility of retail prices for General Mills Cheerios.
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4.2.1 Cost as a Driver of Downsizing

A reason manufacturers may change the price of a product is to remain

profit maximizing when faced with a change in marginal cost. Consider a profit

maximizing monopolist that sets price according to the well-known Lerner price-

cost margin
p− c
p

= −1

η
,

where η is the own price elasticity of demand, p is price, and c is marginal cost.

Rearranging gives the familiar optimal pricing rule

p =

(
η

1 + η

)
c.

According to this pricing equation, a firm may find it necessary to change price in

response to a change in its marginal cost. During the last several years leading

up to the start of the 2008 U.S. recession, prices of input commodities, including

petroleum, grains, and rice increased markedly.

Figure 4.11 presents monthly price indices for several commodities that are

inputs for the production of breakfast cereals. Prices of corn, rice, wheat, and

petroleum2 were on the rise between 2003 and 2007, and increased considerably

starting in 2006. The price of sugar, on the other hand, was relatively stable over

the five-year time period. Figure 4.1 presents yearly data for the commodities.

Corn and wheat had large price movements in 2006 and 2007, while rice and

petroleum had their largest price movements in 2004 and 2005. According to

Chapter 2, 60% of the cereal products in his sample list corn or wheat as the

primary ingredient. It is clear that cereal manufacturers faced rising input prices

during the last decade, particularly during 2006 and 2007, which drove some of

them to react with a hidden price increase; specifically, General Mills downsized

its boxes for 20 out of its 23 products in our sample in July 2007.

Moreover, as one industry commentator reported in December 2007, ”to

counter rising commodity expenses, General Mills has reduced merchandise price

discounts and promotions... General Mills even shrank its cereal-box size and

2Petroleum can be thought of as a proxy for general energy costs incurred to produce and
transport cereal.
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increased the average price of cereal per ounce to help counter rising costs and

better compete against Kellogg Co., its larger rival in cereals... These actions, on

top of price increases for select items and new product introductions, are expected

to offset this cost pressure...”3

If the variable input cost and thus marginal cost of production for a firm

increases, the firm will find it necessary to increase the price of its products to

remain profit maximizing. The question of interest is should the manufacturer

overtly increase the price of the product or should it change price through a hidden

increase? The answer to this question depends in large part on how consumers

react to overt versus hidden price changes.

Consider the example given earlier of changing the price of a 16oz. box

of cereal from $4.00 to $4.50 (a 12.5% increase) versus attaining an equivalent

price increase by keeping the price at $4.00 but downsizing the box from 16oz. to

14.22oz. Assume that the intermediary retailer simply passes on price changes

to the consumer. If consumers consider the two different pricing schemes to be

completely equivalent – i.e., they are rational – then it does not matter which

way firms increase price since consumers will perceive both identical. If enough

consumers do not perceive them to be equivalent, potentially because consumers

simply don’t notice that the contents of the box changed from 16oz. to 14.22oz.,

then the manufacturer should engage in a hidden price increase.

Of course, a manufacturer can’t keep decreasing the contents of its package,

because at some point it becomes obvious to the consumer that they aren’t getting

much for their money. In fact, our empirical estimates show that, on average,

larger-sized cereal products gained share relative to smaller-sized products after

the downsizing.

4.2.2 Previous Research on Downsizing

To date, the most comprehensive academic study examining product down-

sizing and the hidden price change phenomenon is Gourville and Koehler (2004).

3”General Mills Backs Year View as Profit Rises,” by Matt Andrejczak and Angela Moore,
www.marketwatch.com, December 19, 2007.
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Although they refer to several product segments that engage in hidden price

changes, an indication that it is a fairly common occurrence, there are very few

academic studies that rigorously examine product downsizing. The few studies we

found on the topic are tangentially relevant, as none of them adequately measure

the quantitative impact of hidden price changes.

Granger and Billson (1972) conduct an experiment with consumers to de-

termine the extent to which they are aware of the price per unit of measurement

(e.g., dollar per ounce) of soft drinks and laundry detergents. They find that

consumers are generally not aware of the price per unit. When the price per unit

of measurement is explicitly revealed to the consumers, they tend to substitute to-

wards larger-sized items that typically have a lower price per unit. Note, however,

that this study took place prior to retailers adopting unit pricing standards. As

of 2008, 19 states in the U.S. have adopted unit pricing regulations that requires

retailers to present price per unit of measurement information;4 the majority of

retailers, particularly supermarkets, voluntarily offer such information.5 From this

study we conclude that consumers tend to be more sensitive to overt price changes

than hidden price changes.

Adams, di Benedetto, and Chandran (1991) offer several reasons for why

firms find the need to downsize packaging, including maintaining a price point, in-

creasing margin and profitability, increasing frequency of purchase, and offsetting

raw material cost increases. They identify 25 product segments that commit-

ted downsizing primarily during the 1980s, including candy bars, coffee, cereal,

ketchup, paper towels, and soap. In many instances, they document that the

same packaging is used to hold the downsized contents.

Their study, although informative, provides very little empirical evidence

assessing whether firms are successful in implementing hidden price increases. For

example, they examine three brands of cereal that were downsized during the early

1980s, and make inferences about the impact on expenditures after the downsize

by simply examining expenditures after the downsize. However, many other con-

4National Inst. of Standards and Technology, Uniform Laws and Regulations, NIST Handbook
130, 2009.

5Food Marketing Institute, Item and Unit Pricing, October 2007 (electronic article).
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founding changes may take place during the relevant time period after the downsize

that would lead to incorrect inferences. For example, if some of the many other

cereals in the market that are substitutes for the downsized product decreased their

price, or if promotions for the downsized product increases after the hidden price

change, this may lead to an increase in expenditures for the downsized product

for reasons potentially unrelated to the hidden price increase. We address these

concerns in our empirical study in Section 4.

Finally, Gupta et al. (2006) examine the legal and ethical issues related

to product downsizing and hidden price increases. They maintain that although

hidden price changes through product downsizing may adversely affect consumers

that do not notice the price increase in the same way as they would notice if it

were an overt price increase, manufacturers are nevertheless in compliance with

U.S. Food and Drug Administration regulations. However, they point out that

there may be room for the Federal Trade Commission to pursue firms if the hidden

price change is viewed as deceptive. To date, we are not aware of any legal or

regulatory consequences resulting from hidden price changes. The reason is likely

due to the fact that most retailers, regardless of which state they are located,

provide consumers with a dollar per unit of measurement price.6

Gourville and Koehler (2004)

We pay special attention to Gourville and Koehler’s (2004) Harvard Busi-

ness School working paper (hereafter, ”GK”), as it is the most complete study

that directly examines product downsizing and hidden price changes. GK exam-

ine multiple product categories, using both surveys and market data, to determine

that consumers react to overt price increases much more strongly than to hidden

price increases. GK conduct four studies to assess hidden price increases; we

describe and assess three of the relevant ones here.

First, GK examine the package size and shelf price of ready-to-eat cereals

6For example, most grocery stores present a shelf sticker that states a 16oz. box of cereal is
$3.99; the same sticker will state $0.25/oz. below the $3.99 figure, although typically in much
smaller font.
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from a single supermarket at one point in time. They suggest that if consumers

are more sensitive to overt price changes relative to hidden price changes, and if

manufacturers are aware of this, then we should expect to see more variation in

package sizes than in prices. For 157 cereal products, they examine the ratio of

the standard deviation of package sizes to the mean of package sizes, and compare

this to a similar ratio for price. For example, they find that the ratio for package

size is 0.244 for General Mills products compared to a ratio for price of 0.122

for the same General Mills products. They conclude that because there is more

variation in package sizes relative to prices, manufacturers are exploiting the fact

that consumers don’t notice hidden price changes relative to overt price changes.

We don’t necessarily dispute GK’s conclusion that consumers are less sensi-

tive to hidden price changes, but the way they implemented their empirical test is

not appropriate. Assuming that examining variance is applicable here, then what

makes sense is to examine the variance of shelf price changes for a good over time

versus the variance of its package size changes over time. In other words, their idea

to examine variance may be valid, but it should be done as a time-series exercise

for each good separately, rather than a cross-sectional exercise for all goods at one

point in time.

For example, let st denote a good’s package size in time t, dt ≡ 1[downsize],

δ ≡ sb−sa, where sb and sa are the sizes of the good before and after the downsizing,

respectively. Consider a relevant time period t = 1, 2, ..., T , and that the product

downsizes once during that period. The mean and the standard deviation of st is

given by s = T−1
∑

t st = (1− π)sb + πsa = sb − πδ and σ = δ
√
π(1− π), respec-

tively, where π ≡ T−1
∑

t dt. If the product downsizes once,
√
π(1− π) ∈ (0, 0.50].

Following GK’s idea to use σ/s to evaluate the impact of product downsizing, we

have that σ/s = δ/(δ + 2sa) for the extreme case where
√
π(1− π) = 0.50. It

does not take much for σ/s to be very small. Consider a good that is downsized

from 20 ounces to 18 ounces exactly at the halfway point of a relevant time period

that lasts T = 260 weeks. In this case, δ = 2, s = 20, σ = 1, and GK’s ratio is

σ/s = 0.05, a very small number when examining downsizing correctly as a time

series exercise, which would in this case indicate that downsizing is not undertaken
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very often by the firm.

The fact that GK find variation in package sizes for a cross section of prod-

ucts at a particular point in time is not surprising for a differentiated products

market. It is well known that at any point in time cereals come in a wide vari-

ety of shapes, sizes, and densities, among other attributes, to satisfy consumers’

preferences, which includes preferences for different package sizes. GK’s analysis

is simply picking up the fact that, for example, Cheerios comes in three different

packages sizes.

In their second study, GK survey 60 adults about how they would price

coffee if they were in charge of pricing at a gourmet coffee shop. Their survey

asks subjects whether it is better to price coffee at $6 per half pound or $12 per

pound; the subjects are also asked to indicate which of the pricing schemes would

promote sales better for the store.7 Nearly 87 percent of respondents chose the $6

per half pound pricing option, and the mean score is 2.85 for the second question,

indicating that respondents believe the $6 per half pound pricing scheme to be

more lucrative for the business even though the two pricing schemes are the same

price in terms of dollars per pound. Respondents justify their answers by noting

that consumers won’t notice the ”per half pound” part of the price, or that the

unit of measurement (the denominator of price) is not as important to consumers

than the dollars (the numerator of price). GK find that this sentiment favors a

hidden price increase strategy for firms.

In their fourth study, GK return to the cereal industry, but this time use

data covering 145 weeks during the late 1990s for an undisclosed number of super-

markets that they apparently have aggregated into a single representative store.

Their data is for four cereal products from a single manufacturer that engaged in

product downsizing during the relevant time period, and contains information on

unit sales, price, and package size. They specify a standard linear regression equa-

tion with quantity purchases of cereal (in boxes) as a function of a trend variable,

own price (presumably, in dollars per box), and size (ounces per box).

7The latter question is based on a one to seven scale. A score of one is described to be that
$6 per half pound is ”much more effective,” while a score of seven is described to be that $12 per
pound is ”much more effective,” and four is described to be that both are ”equally effective.”
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GK explain that if consumers do not notice hidden price changes, then the

price variable will have more impact on quantity than the size variable in their

regressions. For their sample of four cereals, they obtain statistically significant

negative coefficients on price that are relatively large in magnitude compared to

their estimates of the size coefficient. They conclude that this is evidence that

consumers pay more attention to overt price changes than hidden price changes

from downsizing. We note here that although it’s not fair to compare the coefficient

estimates on price and size directly, because price and size have different units of

measurement, comparing the respective T-statistics of price and size, which are

unit free, still shows price dominating size in their regressions.

Except for one of the four cereals, the coefficient on size is not statistically

significant, and GK note that the negative signs on the size variable are ”counter-

intuitive.” However, there is an intuitive explanation for the negative coefficients.

Letting q denote quantity purchases and s size, their estimate for three of the

four products is ∂q/∂s < 0, meaning that a decrease in the amount of cereal in

a package leads to an increase in the number of boxes of cereal purchased. The

reason this is actually intuitive is that we may expect that, ceteris paribus, con-

sumers who don’t notice the downsizing and who consume a fixed amount of cereal

during a relevant time period to purchase more boxes of cereal to maintain their

consumption if there is less content in each box.

There are a few empirical issues with their analysis. First, as GK them-

selves correctly point out, they have left out marketing-mix variables, such as local

advertising and in-store displays, that typically play an important role in driving

purchases in supermarkets. Second, they are essentially estimating a poorly-

specified linear demand equation for each of the four cereals in their sample by

leaving out the prices of the many other cereals in the market.8 Third, it appears

the price variable they use is the regular shelf price for the cereal, not the effective

transaction price that takes into account temporary price promotions. The effec-

tive transaction price for cereals during a promotional week can sometimes be half

8They do not intentionally leave out prices of other cereals (potentially substitutes) and
marketing-mix variables; it appears they simply don’t have the data.
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of the shelf price,9 which may impact their regression results. Lastly, it appears

they have taken data from multiple supermarkets and aggregated it into a single

representative supermarket that they use for their regressions. This may effect

the results, particularly the size coefficient, due to aggregation bias.

We do not disagree with GK’s overall conclusion that consumers are less

sensitive to hidden price changes versus overt price changes. Nevertheless, none of

their studies adequately addresses whether the hidden price change was successful

from the firm’s point of view. They only address consumers’ perceptions about

hidden price changes, and then draw conclusions about how those perceptions

may affect firms that engage in product downsizing. In contrast, we examine the

impact of hidden price changes on a firm’s revenue and profitability, and we fix

most of the problems with their demand analysis.

4.3 Data

Our application here focuses on the ready-to-eat cereal industry. We re-

fer the reader to numerous studies by industrial organization and marketing re-

searchers for a background on the cereal market.10 Currently, the four major

nationally-branded cereal manufacturers operating in the U.S. are General Mills,

Kellogg, Post, and Quaker. A fifth important source of cereal sales are store

brand products, which are typically inexpensive versions of nationally-branded

cereal products. Figure 4.2 presents aggregate market share and pricing data.

General Mills and Kellogg are the two largest players in this market, followed by

Post, Quaker, and store brands, respectively.

We employ a rich set of supermarket scanner data from Information Re-

sources, Inc. (IRI). The data set consists of variables measuring price, quantity,

and promotional variables for 150 of the top-selling cereal products sold in the

U.S. for three years between January 2005 and December 2007. The data set has

9See Figure 4.15.
10See, for example, Schmalensee (1978), Ippolito and Mathios (1990), Hausman (1997), Ru-

binfeld (2000), Nevo (2001), Nevo and Wolfram (2002), Shum (2004), and Chapters 1 and 2.
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a panel structure, where the time dimension has a weekly frequency and the in-

dividual dimension is a city-supermarket chain.11 Except for (sometimes serious)

cases of missing observations and other irregularities, there are 157 weeks of data

for each of the 121 city-supermarket chains covering 41 cities12 across the United

States. We refer the reader to Chapters 1 and 2 for further details.

4.3.1 Market Share and Pricing

Figure 4.12 displays the monthly market share based on pounds of cereal

sold of the four cereal manufacturers as well as store brand products. The store

brand market share does not deviate much from five percent on a month-to-month

basis, while the branded manufacturers have considerably more volatility over

time.13 Figure 4.12 indicates that not only do the market shares of Kellogg

and General Mills vary over time, but that they are nearly mirror images. The

correlation of the monthly market share for Kellogg and General Mills is -0.78,

indicating that Kellogg’s gain in market share is typically General Mills’ loss, and

vice-versa.

Figure 4.13 presents the weighted average monthly retail price per pound

for the manufacturers between 2005 and 2007. Figure 4.14 presents the weighted

average price per box. General Mills products tend have higher prices than the

other manufacturers, while the store brands products are sold at a deep discount

compared to the nationally-branded products. What is notable here is that about

July 2007, the point during which General Mills downsized 20 of the 23 products in

the sample, the price per pound (Figure 4.13) of General Mills products increases,

while their price per box (Figure 4.14) during the same time period is relatively

flat. This is indicative of their hidden price increase campaign. Moreover, the

timing of the increase in the price per pound for General Mills is roughly in line

with the sky-rocketing commodity prices presented in Figure 4.11.

11The data are not for individual stores; rather, they report information for a supermarket
chain, which may be comprised of many stores in a given city.

12A city is approximately equivalent to the Census Bureau’s metropolitan statistical area
(MSA) or combined metropolitan statistical area (CMSA).

13For more details, see Chapter 2.
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The variation of the manufacturers’ prices over time is due to temporary

price promotions that are more pronounced in the disaggregated weekly data.

Figure 4.15 presents the weekly price per pound and price per box of General Mills

Cheerios 15oz. (14oz. after the downsizing), the best selling product in the sample

over the three year period. The series is for a single supermarket chain located

in a major U.S. city.14 The numerous price decreases are the result of temporary

promotions, which are an important source of price variation in this data. The

richness of this data set permits us to determine when downsizing took place for

General Mills products in 2007. We explore this next.

Identifying Downsizing

Importantly, the disaggregated nature of the data allows us to identify

when General Mills (GM) downsized their products.15 General Mills downsized a

substantial portion of its cereal products in 2007, and downsized the remainder in

2008. Kellogg started downsizing its products in 2008. To note, 2008 and 2009

are beyond our sample.

Dividing a good’s price in dollars per box by its corresponding price in dol-

lars per pound yields the ratio pounds per box, or ounces per box after multiplying

by 16. This ratio is constant over time for products that did not downsize, but

decreases if the product underwent a downsize. Figure 4.15 presents the ounces

per box ratio for GM Cheerios 15oz. using the price series in the same figure. The

product downsizing for this good took place at this particular supermarket chain in

early July 2007, as GM downsized its product from 15 ounces to 14 ounces. This

can be seen in two ways. First, the gap between the two price series increases

during July 2007. Second, the ounces per box, calculated as the ratio of the two

price series, drops from 15oz. to 14oz. during July 2007.

Figure 4.3 presents the 20 GM products that underwent downsizing during

14Confidentiality agreements entered into for this UCSD PhD dissertation do not permit re-
vealing the identities of the supermarkets.

15General Mills downsized a substantial portion of its cereal products in 2007, and downsized
the remainder in 2008. Kellogg started downsizing its products in 2008. To note, 2008 and
2009 are beyond our sample.
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July 2007.16 Because different supermarkets changed over to the new, smaller

boxes at different times, the downsizing date reported in Figure 4.3 is an average

across all city-supermarket chains in the sample. The variable ounces per box

reports the amount of cereal in the box before and after the downsizing. For

example, GM changed the 10oz. box of Cheerios to a 8.9oz. box near mid-July

2007. This is an 11% decrease in the amount of cereal in the box, which translates

into an implied hidden price increase of 12.4%.

Figure 4.3 also provides average prices for two measures: price per pound

and price per box. Consider again the Cheerios product that changed from 10

ounces to 8.9 ounces. The average price per box across all the city-supermarket-

weeks is $2.95 before the downsizing, and is $2.96 after the downsizing. Yet the

average price per pound jumps 11.9%, from $4.73 per pound to $5.29 per pound.

This is a clear-cut example of a pure hidden price change, which can also be seen

by comparing the implied price change with the change in the price per pound,

which is about the same for the 10oz. Cheerios product.

Figure 4.3 shows that some products, on average, underwent a hybrid price

change, whereby the product had both downsizing and an overt price change.

Nine of the 20 products lowered the price per box by more than five percent after

the downsizing. For example, Chex Rice 15.6oz. changed to 12.8oz., implying a

21.9% hidden price increase, but the average price per pound for that product only

increased by 7.8% after the downsizing. This discrepancy is due to the fact that

the average price per box for this product declined by 10.2% in the after-downsizing

period.

Finally, Figure 4.3 provides average expenditure share information for each

of the products. The expenditure share is calculated as the proportion of a good’s

dollar sales to the dollar sales of all 150 goods in the sample at a city-supermarket-

week. Some of the products increased share in the after downsize period (e.g.,

Cheerios 20oz.), while others saw a decline in expenditure share (e.g., Cheerios

15oz.). For some products, the large swings may be attributable to the decrease

16There may have been more, however we only focus on a subsample of 65 out of the 150 cereal
products in our sample. Out of 65 cereal products, 20 out of 23 General Mills products were
downsized.
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in price per box. For example, Chex Rice 15.6oz. increased expenditure share by

15.6%, which may be due to the 10.2% drop in price per box that outweighed the

hefty downsizing from 15.6 ounces to 12.8 ounces. On the other hand, Cheerios

20oz. witnessed an increase in expenditure share of 22.7% after its downsizing, but

its price per box decreased by only 2.8%.

Thus, there appears to be other factors that are influencing the expenditure

share of the products in the before to after downsizing periods. This may include

not just the good’s own price, but the good’s promotional intensity, the prices of

the numerous other cereals in the market, seasonality, and trend. By estimating

a full demand system, we take these factors into consideration.

4.4 Empirical Results

In this section, we conduct four empirical investigations to determine the

impact of hidden price changes on GM’s cereal business. First, we estimate a

basic linear demand model, such as the one in GK, and we also extend GK’s spec-

ification by including prices of all cereals and promotional variables. Second, we

estimate demand with the almost ideal demand system (AIDS) to predict expen-

diture share for the after-downsizing sample period in order to compare it to the

actual expenditure share. We also estimate a difference-in-difference specifica-

tion for expenditure share to determine how GM’s portfolio of products that were

downsized fared as a whole. Finally, we discuss Chapter 2’s analysis of product

downsizing’s effect on GM’s profitability.

4.4.1 Linear Demand

Figure 4.4 presents basic linear demand estimates tantamount to GK’s ”in-

dividual regressions” presented in their Figure 4.4 and discussed above in Section

2. Here, we first focus on GK’s specification as it is a reasonable starting point

given that it’s the only empirical study of hidden price changes to date. For each

of the j = 1, 2, ..., J = 20 GM products that underwent downsizing presented in
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Figure 4.3, quantity demanded is described by the data generation process (DGP)

qjm = λj + αjsjm + γjpjm + ωjT + λjt + λjr + εjm,

where q is quantity purchases of boxes of good j in market m, s is the box size in

ounces, p is price measured in dollars per box, T is a trend variable, λjt represents

time fixed effects,17 λjr represents city-retailer fixed effects, and εjm captures un-

observable variables that drive qjm. A market m is defined as a city-retailer-week

combination; i.e., the index m subsumes r (city-retailer) and t (week). The OLS

estimates presented in Figure 4.4 are based on 157 weeks for each of the 121

city-supermarkets.18

As in GK’s analysis, Figure 4.4’s results show that good j’s own price dom-

inates the box size variable in explaining quantity demanded. Of course, price

and box size are two different units, but even the T-statistic, which is unit free,

shows that price has a much bigger impact on quantity than box size does. While

price is always statistically significant, the box size variable rarely is. Moreover,

estimates of αj are negative except for Lucky Charms 20oz. and Reese’s 14.25oz.

Recall that GK noted that their finding of negative estimates of αj were ”counter-

intuitive”; yet we maintain that α̂j ≡ ∂qj/∂sj < 0 is in line with consumers not

noticing hidden price changes, since when s declines due to downsizing we expect q

to increase in a relevant time period because consumers will purchase more boxes

since there is less cereal in each box.

Figure 4.5 presents estimates of the own price effect, γjk for j = k, and the

box size effect, αj, for a more detailed specification of a linear demand DGP given

by

qjm = λj + αjsjm +
∑
k

γjkpkm + xjmθj + zmπj + ωjT + λjt + λjr + εjm.

Prices are given by pk for k = 1, 2, ..., K = 65 cereal products,19 x is a vector of good

17Based on months, not weeks, although the frequency of the data is weekly.
18The number of observations would be 121× 157 = 18, 997 but for missing price data.
19Including 23 General Mills products (20 of which are the downsized products in Figure 4.3),

26 Kellogg products, 9 Post products, 3 Quaker products, and 4 store brand products. See
Chapter 1 for a complete list of the 65 products.
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j’s marketing-mix or promotional variables,20 and z is a vector income and demo-

graphic variables.21 In comparison to GK’s specification in Figure 4.4, estimates

of the own price effect have decreased in magnitude with the full specification,

which is due to the omitted variable bias plaguing the simple GK specification.

Moreover, many of the negative estimates of α in Figure 4.4 are now positive in

Figure 4.5, although still statistically insignificant. A positive estimate of the size

effect, α̂j > 0, suggests that consumers notice the downsizing and resulting hidden

price change and are buying fewer boxes when the size declines.

Consider the estimate of αj for GM Cheerios 15oz., α̂j = −830. GM

Cheerios downsized from 15 ounces to 14 ounces (see Figure 4.3), meaning that

sales of Cheerios 15/14 oz. are expected to increase by 830 boxes as a result of the

downsizing. On the other hand, Cheerios Honey Nut downsized from 27 ounces

to 25.25 ounces, resulting in a loss in sales of 250 boxes after the downsizing of

that product.

Two primary conclusions emerge. First, it appears that the box size vari-

able doesn’t explain as much of the variation in quantity demanded as price. This

is in line with GK’s conclusion that overt price changes matter more to consumers

than hidden price changes. Second, some products increased sales (in boxes) after

the downsizing, while others did not, and most of the GM products had a size

effect, α̂j, that were not statistically significant.

This approach, although an informative starting point, suffers a few draw-

backs. First, even our ”better-specified” version of GK’s simple demand analysis

is problematic because it is an ad hoc linear demand equation that may not be

the true DGP for quantity sales. Moreover, properly making causal inferences

about the own price effects, γjk for j = k, and the box size effect, αj, relies on

the assumption that we have identified those causal effects, which may be unrea-

20Includes ad only, display only, ad and display, and distribution. See Little (1998) for a
detailed description of these variables. We’ve also included the number of weeks that have elapsed
since the last promotion took place within a city-supermarket. See Megerdichian Chapters 1
and 2, and Pesendorfer (2002).

21Includes percentage of population under age 19, percentage of population over age 55, per-
centage of households with children, percentage of population that is white, income (weekly
average wage).
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sonable due to misspecification or endogeneity. We refer the reader to Hausman

(1997), Nevo (2001), and Chapters 1 and 2 for an extensive review of addressing

endogeneity in demand estimation. In the next section, we attempt to circumvent

these issues with a predictive demand model of expenditure shares to determine

whether downsizing was a successful strategy for General Mills.

4.4.2 AIDS Predictions

Deaton and Muellbauer’s (1980) almost ideal demand system (AIDS) is

rooted in consumer theory, and is considered to have a high level of econometric

flexibility, in that even if the true demand function that describes the data is not

the AIDS, the AIDS model will provide an approximate estimate that is near the

true DGP. Moreover, the AIDS specification has expenditure share as the depen-

dent variable, and is thus a convenient framework to determine how successful,

from a revenue share perspective, GM’s product downsizing strategy was in 2007.

Because expenditure share is the proportion a good’s sales relative to sales of all

the cereals, it is ideal because it addresses changes in sales of a product due to

changes in demand for all cereal. Finally, because we utilize this demand model

for predictive purposes only, it is not necessary to obtain causal estimates of the

coefficients.

For each of the j = 1, 2, ..., J = 20 General Mills products that underwent

package downsizing, expenditure share is described by the AIDS specification

wjm = λj +
∑
k

γjk ln pkm + βj ln

(
Xm

Pm

)
+ xjmθj + zmπj + ωjT + λjt + λjr + εjm,

where wjm is the expenditure share based on dollar sales of good j in market m,

Xm is the total expenditure of all k = 1, 2, ..., K = 65 cereal products in market m,

and Pm is the Stone price index given by lnPm =
∑

k wkm ln pkm. The remaining

variables and indexing are defined the same as for the linear model, except that

p here is price measured as dollars per pound. For further details on the AIDS,

see Deaton and Muellbauer (1980), Chalfant (1987), Green and Alston (1990),

Hausman (1997), Hausman and Leonard (2002), and Chapter 1.
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We use the AIDS specification to predict the expenditure share for the 20

GM goods in question after the downsizing took place. In the first stage the

analysis, the AIDS equation for the expenditure share of good j is estimated using

only the before-downsizing sample period. In the second stage, the predicted

expenditure share, ŵj, is obtained by evaluating the estimated AIDS equations

using the after-downsizing sample period. If a sufficient number of consumers

didn’t notice the product downsizing and resulting hidden (or hybrid) price change

for good j, then we expect the actual expenditure share (wj) to be higher than

the predicted AIDS expenditure share (ŵj) during the after-downsizing sample

period.

Figure 4.6 presents the mean actual expenditure share and the mean pre-

dicted expenditure share for each of the 20 GM products for the after-downsizing

sample period. Figure 4.6 also presents the ratio of actual to predicted expendi-

ture share, the difference, and the corresponding P-value for the difference from a

two-sided T-test of no difference between actual and predicted expenditure share.

A ratio greater than one means that the actual expenditure share in the after-

downsizing sample period is greater than the predicted expenditure share, indicat-

ing that the downsizing was successful for that GM product in terms of gaining

revenue relative to the other cereal products in the demand system. Conversely, a

ratio less than one means that the actual expenditure share of the good is less than

the predicted expenditure share, indicating that the downsizing was not successful

for that GM product. A few regression diagnostics from the AIDS estimation are

also presented.

Figure 4.7 presents the same information as Figure 4.6, but sorts in de-

scending order based on the expenditure share ratio. The first eleven products,

GM Chex Rice 15.6oz. through GM Cookie Crisp 12.25oz., all have ratios greater

than one that are statistically significant. It appears that for these eleven prod-

ucts, GM’s campaign to downsize during 2007 was successful from a revenue gain

perspective. The next four of the GM products, Reese’s 14.25oz. through Cheerios

15oz., have actual-predicted mean shares that are either not statistically different

from zero or have ratios close enough to one to call into question whether they
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gained or lost share relative to what is predicted by the AIDS model. Finally, the

last five goods, Golden Grahams 13oz. through Cheerios Honey Nut 14oz., have

actual-to-predicted ratios that are far enough below one to conclude that these

products did not benefit from the downsizing and resulting hidden price change.

That is, enough consumers noticed the hidden price change on these five goods,

causing them to substitute to other products, so that GM attained a lower expen-

diture share relative to what the AIDS equations predicts for the after-downsizing

period.

An interesting pattern emerges from the results in Figure 4.7 regarding

the three groupings of GM products based on the ratio of actual-to-predicted

expenditure share. The first eleven products with ratios greater than one have

an average before-downsizing package size of 18.28 ounces (median 20oz.); the

middle four products have an average size of 15.13 ounces (median 14.63oz.); and

the last five products with ratios sufficiently less than one have an average size of

12.6 ounces (median 13oz.). This suggests that the larger-sized products fared

better than smaller-sized products from the downsizing, which makes sense as

consumers are more likely to notice downsizing of already small boxes, causing

them to substitute to other cereals.

To make this point concrete, Figure 4.8 presents 10 of the 20 GM products in

our sample that have multiple sizes within the same brand-line, including Cheerios

(10oz, 15oz., 20oz.), Cheerios Honey Nut (14oz., 20oz., 27oz.), Cinnamon Toast

Crunch (14oz., 20.25oz.), and Lucky Charms (14oz., 20oz.). Within each of the

four brand groupings, the products are sorted in descending order based on the

actual-to-predicted expenditure share ratio. What is of interest here is that the

ratio within each product grouping is nearly monotonic in box size, with only a

slight exception for 20oz. and 27oz. Cheerios Honey Nut. For example, consider

the first grouping of the three Cheerios products. As we go from 20oz. to 15oz.

to 10oz. down the list, the expenditure share ratio declines from 1.22 to 0.94 to

0.59, respectively.

This pattern generally holds for each of the four brand groupings, as the

larger boxes within the brand enjoy higher ratios, indicating they tended to succeed
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in gaining expenditure share relative to the smaller boxes of the same brand based

on the AIDS predictions. This evidence suggests that the downsizing caused

consumers to shift from the smaller boxes of a brand to the larger boxes of the

same brand. Moreover, the results may suggest that consumers initially believed

that the large boxes were too large and the small boxes were too small, so that the

downsizing benefitted the large boxes and harmed the small boxes.

4.4.3 A Diff-in-Diff Approach

The AIDS analysis presented above resulted in 11 products gaining share

relative to what the AIDS model predicted, while 9 of the products were either

even or lost share. Here, we take a different approach to determine how GM’s 20

downsized products performed after the downsizing.

We consider a difference-in-difference (diff-in-diff) strategy, which can be

particularly useful for natural experiments. The downsizing that took place by

GM in July 2007 serves as a natural experiment because the impetus for the

downsizings and resulting hidden price increases was the dramatic increase in input

prices faced by GM (see Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.11). That GM’s marginal costs

exogenously increased, causing them to raise price by downsizing, is good reason

to believe that the downsizing event serves as a treatment in a natural experiment.

As a concomitant, we are hopeful that this approach partly allays Angrist and

Pischke’s (2010) concerns regarding causal inference in empirical IO studies.

We consider the following diff-in-diff specification:22

wkrt = λ+ β1Gk + β2Dt + β3GDkt + γpkrt + xkrtθ

+zrtπ + ωT + λk + λr + λt + εkrt,

where k indexes the 65 goods in the sample, r indexes city-retailers, and t indexes

week. Gk is an indicator variable that takes on a value of one if good k is one of

the 20 GM products that downsized, Dt is an indicator variable that takes on a

value of one if week t is during the after-downsize period, and GDkt is the product

22For an excellent example of this type of identification strategy in IO, see Shepard (1991).
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of Gk and Dt. Finally, the variables p, x, z, and T are defined as in the earlier

AIDS model, λk denotes product fixed effects, λr denotes city-retailer fixed effects,

and λt denotes month fixed effects. Here, wkrt is the expenditure share of good

k calculated as the proportion of dollar sales of good k in r during t to the dollar

sales of all 150 products in the full sample (not just the K = 65 products in the

AIDS analysis) in r during t.23

The diff-in-diff quantity of interest is ∆ ≡ (wag − wbg) − (wag̃ − wbg̃), where

g denotes the 20 GM products that underwent downsizing (the ”treatment” or

”intervention”), g̃ denotes the 45 other products in the sample that are not one

of the 20 downsized GM products (the ”control”), a denotes the after-downsize

sample period, and b denotes the before-downsize sample period. The coefficient

of interest is β3, as this captures the diff-in-diff value of ∆ :

∆ ≡
[
wag − wbg

]
−
[
wag̃ − wbg̃

]
= [E(w | G = 1, D = 1, GD = 1)− E(w | G = 1, D = 0, GD = 0)]

− [E(w | G = 0, D = 1, GD = 0)− E(w | G = 0, D = 0, GD = 0)]

= [(β1 + β2 + β3 + ...)− (β1 + ...)]− [(β2 + ...)− (0 + ...)]

= β3.

Thus, the estimate of β3 captures the aggregate net effect of the downsizing for

the 20 GM products under investigation during the after-downsizing period, con-

ditional on the additional covariates described above.

Column (6) of Figure 4.9 reports the OLS results. For comparison pur-

poses, columns (1) through (5) exclude certain variables. The estimate of β3 is

sensitive to specification, as it varies from −0.546 to 0.025 depending on the in-

cluded covariates and fixed effects. The R-squared and AIC improve substantially

with the full specification in column (6). The estimate of β3 changes from negative

to positive when product fixed effects are included in column (6). The estimate

of β3 from column (6) is 0.025, which means that GM gained about 0.025 percent-

age points (e.g., from 23% to 23.025%) on its 20 downsized products during the

23Here, expenditure share is multiplied by 100 for scale purposes in reporting the regression
results. E.g., if good k has 1.8 percent share, this is wkrt = 1.8 in the data, not wkrt = 0.018.
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after-downsizing period. In other words, the effect of the downsizing that remains

after controlling for confounding is an anemic increase at best, suggesting that,

overall, not enough consumers fell for the hidden price change to increase GM’s

total expenditure share by a meaningful amount.

Therefore, this analysis, in conjunction with the individual product-by-

product AIDS prediction analysis conducted earlier, suggests that some products

performed well after the downsizing, while others did not (due perhaps to cannibal-

ization), which ultimately leads to a negligible net aggregate effect for expenditure

share. In the next section, we examine the impact of the downsizing on GM’s

profitability.

4.4.4 Logit Demand and Profitability

Finally, here we extensively examine Chapter 2’s analysis of GM’s change in

profitability due to the downsizing of their 20 products in our sample. He first es-

timates a logit model of demand to obtain a matrix of demand elasticity estimates

before and after the hidden price change (approximately July 2007).24 Consis-

tent with Nevo (2001), he assumes a multiproduct differentiated Nash-Bertrand

oligopoly model for the cereal industry, and then proceeds to estimate implied

price-cost margins (PCM) for each good j, (pj − cj)/pj, for the before-downsizing

and after-downsizing sample periods based on the demand estimates. Figure 4.10

present’s the PCM results for the before and after downsizing periods found in

Figure 2.13 of Chapter 2. General Mills increased its profitability 3.6%; Kellogg

declined by 2.8%; Post increased by 4.2%; Quaker increased by 1.9%; store brands

was flat.

We note that the estimates of GM’s increase in profitability after the down-

sizing is roughly consistent with external company reports. GM reported that

its net sales for ”Big G” cereals in their U.S. retail segment increased by 2.7% for

the quarter ending November 25, 2007, and that their operating profits for their

24Extensive attention is paid to identification; in particular, he evaluates standard instrumen-
tal variables approaches as well as applying conditional independence assumptions and related
instruments.
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entire U.S. retail segment25 grew 1.4% for the 6-month period ending November

25, 2007.26 The change in the profitability of GM found in Figure 4.10 (+3.6%)

is roughly in line with the accounting information. The discrepancy is not unex-

pected for three reasons: (i) The accounting information reported is for all retail

channels, not just supermarkets; (2) the time periods are not consistent; and (iii)

the profitability estimates for GM in Figure 4.10 is for only 23 of GM’s cereal

products, not their entire portfolio of products as in the accounting reports. Nev-

ertheless, the 3.6% estimated increase for GM supports the idea that after raising

price by downsizing, GM increased their profits to get back to profit maximization,

which had been eroded due to the rising input costs in 2006 and early 2007.

Another result from Figure 4.10 that is in line with what has transpired in

the cereal industry is that Kellogg’s profitability decreased after GM downsized,

while all the other firms either increased profitability or did not change. Beginning

in 2008, which is beyond our sample, Kellogg also increased the prices of its cereals

through downsizing, which none of the other cereal manufacturers have done to

date. This action by Kellogg, and the corresponding non-action by the other

firms, comports with the margin calculations in Figure 4.10. Kellogg’s profitability

declined during that period because they too faced rising input costs in 2007, yet

they didn’t commit to a hidden price increase until 2008. General Mills moved first

in 2007 with the downsizing, and now Kellogg – the only firm with an estimated

drop in profitability – is the only firm to have followed suit and downsized in 2008.

Moreover, the margins for the other three manufacturers have either increased or

not changed, potentially explaining why they have not followed General Mills and

Kellogg with hidden price increases.

4.5 Conclusions

We investigated the hidden price change phenomenon that results from

product downsizing in the ready-to-eat cereal industry. General Mills, the second

25Includes all their U.S. product segments, such as yogurt, snacks, baking products, cereals,
and more.

26Source: General Mills SEC Form 10-Q for quarter ended November 25, 2007.
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largest manufacturer of cereal in the U.S., increased the price of most of its cereals

by decreasing the content of its boxes in July 2007. This change in price was

driven by an increase in several key commodity prices that are inputs for producing

cereal.

We examined the few studies on hidden price changes and product down-

sizing. Gourville and Koehler (2004), while limited and flawed in many ways, is

the most comprehensive study on product downsizing to date. Yet it does not ad-

equately address how successful downsizing is from a revenue or profit standpoint.

We thus contribute to the literature by undertaking several empirical studies on a

rich set of scanner data.

We conducted several empirical investigations to determine the impact of

hidden price changes on General Mills’ cereal business. Out of the 20 General

Mills products in our sample that downsized, about half the products increased

expenditure share in the category by more than what the demand model predicts,

indicating a sufficient number of consumers didn’t notice the product downsizing

for these goods, or that these products cannibalized sales from the other downsized

products that became too small for consumers’ tastes.

A key finding is that the products that did benefit from the downsizing

tended to be large-sized boxes (by weight), while those that did not benefit from

the downsizing tended to be small-sized boxes. One explanation is that consumers

are more likely to notice when already small boxes get smaller, and substitute to

the larger boxes. Moreover, when examining different size products within the

same brand-line (e.g., Cheerios 10oz., 15oz., and 20oz.), the larger-sized box is

the one that benefitted the most from the downsizing relative to its smaller-sized

sibling. In fact, this pattern held nearly perfectly within each of the four brand

groupings. A potential explanation here is that consumers don’t notice hidden

price changes, but because they prefer boxes not to be too big nor too small, they

substitute away from small boxes that have been downsized to large boxes that

have been downsized.

Because the downsizing by General Mills in 2007 was due to an exogenous

increase in its input costs, it is arguably a natural experiment that lends itself to
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diff-in-diff estimation. After controlling for a number of confounding factors, we

find that the downsizing had a negligible effect on the expenditure share for the 20

General Mills products as a whole. While this result may appear to suggest that

consumers noticed the hidden price change, it is more consistent with the notion

that some of General Mills products benefitted because enough consumer didn’t

notice, while other products did not benefit because consumers did notice, thus

leading to a negligible net effect. This explanation is in line with the results from

the expenditure share predictions from the demand model that finds consumers

may have substituted from smaller size boxes up to the larger size boxes.

Finally, we examined Chapter 2’s investigation of General Mills’ change in

profitability due to the downsizing. Two of his main findings are consistent with

accounting profits and what has transpired in the cereal industry since the end of

2007. His profitability estimates for General Mills before and after the downsizing

are approximately consistent with accounting profits reported by the firm. His

finding that General Mills’ profits increased by nearly 4% after the downsizing

is expected if increasing prices was the appropriate profit maximizing action to

undertake when they incurred higher input costs in 2006 and 2007. Lastly, the

only firm whose profitability declined after General Mills’ downsizing was Kellogg,

which is the only firm that also committed downsizing starting in 2008, most likely

in an attempt to re-attain profit maximization as General Mills did.

4.6 Tables and Figures
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Figure 4.1: Commodity Prices

Figure 4.2: Market Share and Price
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Figure 4.3: General Mills Downsizing

Figure 4.4: Demand - GK’s Specification
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Figure 4.5: Demand - Full Specification
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Figure 4.6: AIDS Predictions
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Figure 4.7: AIDS Predictions, Sorted by Ratio
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Figure 4.8: AIDS Predictions, Multiple Sizes

Figure 4.9: Diff-in-Diff Results
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Figure 4.10: Price-Cost Margins

Figure 4.11: Input Commodity Costs
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Figure 4.12: Market Share
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Figure 4.13: Price Per Pound
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Figure 4.14: Price per Box
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Figure 4.15: Cheerios 15oz. to 14oz. Downsize
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